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Construction of Fort Zachary Taylor began in Key West in 1845 and it
was completed in 1866. The original plans were drawn by Colonel Joseph
Totten. A violent hurricane in 1846 destroyed most of the fort’s temporary
work buildings and supplies, but construction was quickly resumed. Crafts-
men for the brick work were imported from Germany and Ireland.
Laborers were local slaves whose owners were paid $1.00 a day for their
services.
This is a view of the fort as drawn by a member of the garrison. It ap-
peared in Harpers Weekly, March 2, 1861. Between 1898 and 1905, deciding
that the fortress would be less vulnerable if not so tall, the structure was
deliberately torn down to one story. Fort Taylor has now been placed
on the National Register of Historic Places.
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THE SPANISH FISHERIES OF
CHARLOTTE HARBOR
by E. A. H AMMOND *
THE FISHERMEN from Cuba and other Spanish colonial settle-ments who had first sailed their smacks into the waters of
Charlotte Harbor and Tampa Bay recognized that the bays,
inlets, and rivers of the area abounded in edible fish and green
turtle ready to be taken with minimal risk and perhaps even
with substantial profit. The organic content of these waters
provided ideal feeding haunts for many species for which there
would be convenient markets. It may be reasonably assumed
that commercial fishing, at least on a small scale, was carried
on there in the latter part of the seventeenth and the early
years of the eighteenth centuries, although evidence of such
operations is meager.
With the capture of Cuba by the English in 1761 the re-
strictively mercantilistic trade policies under which the island’s
commercial interests had languished were suddenly relaxed, and
its economy entered upon an era of expansion and prosperity.
This transition affected the activities of the Spanish fishermen,
facilitating their traffic with the west coast of Florida. The
acquisition of Florida by the English in 1763 apparently did
not hamper in any way the business of these people who had
already established themselves on certain islands or keys near
the mouth of Tampa Bay and inside Charlotte Harbor.1 Their
“ranchos” or fishing camps extended from Boca Grande (the
entrance to Charlotte Harbor) southward to San Carlos Bay and
the Caloosahatchee River. While Florida’s lower gulf coast in
earlier times was an area of remarkable beauty, its shallow inlets,
mangrove swamps, and maze of uncharted waterways tended to
repel the explorer in search of unflooded and productive soil.
* Mr. Hammond is professor of history and social sciences, University of
Florida.
1. Dorothy Dodd, “Captain Bunce’s Tampa Bay Fisheries, 1835-1840,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XXV (January 1947), 246-56. For a general
treatment of commerce between Cuba and Florida see James W. Coving-
ton, “Trade Relations Between Southwestern Florida and Cuba, 1600-
1840,” ibid., XXXVIII (October 1959), 114-28.
[355]
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The fact that only in the twentieth century have accurate sur-
veys revealed the true characteristics of the country is not a
matter of accident or oversight. It was long to remain a for-
bidding land whose maps a boatman could not trust and whose
soil did not invite agricultural pursuits. Yet it usually provoked
interst and comment from the traveler passing along its shores.
Shortly after the English occupation of Florida, George Gauld,
a surveyor for the Admiralty, was commissioned to explore the
southwest coast. He reached the Tampa Bay area in the summer
of 1765 where he found Spanish fishermen living on the Mullet
Keys. Later he moved south to Charlotte Harbor, entering the
bay through Boca Grande and discovering the cluster of islands
known to the Spaniards as Los Cayos del Boca Grande. Here
again he found that the Spanish fishermen had
plenty of carp and other fish on hooks, a dressing on the
stage.2 They begin by pressing the fish with a great weight
after it is split and salted, then hang it up to dry . . . the
last operation is . . . to pile it up in the huts ready for
loading. They supply the Havanna, and the other Spanish
settlements in the West Indies, in the Lent season.3
Bernard Romans, writing in 1772 of these fisheries, said:
We See every Year from September to March the Spaniards
Coming for fish . . . during the Season . . . it is not
Uncommon to see three or four Hundred White Men Main-
tained who Only bring some Maize, Rice and Sweetmeats,
and for the Rest depend upon their Musquets, Nets, hooks,
Lines, and harpoons . . . . [During my three years there]
I have Yearly Seen About One Thousand Tons Weight of
dry’d Salted Fish go from the Western Shore of the Province
of East Florida to the Havannah, Besides what goes from
the Eastern Shore.4
2. “Stage” is employed here in its archaic sense, meaning a platform or
scaffold for drying fish.
3. George Gauld, An Account of the Surveys of Florida, &c. (London,
1790), 5. Although he had made his survey in 1765, Gauld’s account of
his findings was not published until 1796. George Gauld, Observations
of the Florida Kays, Reef and Gulf (London, 1796), 26. The author is
indebted to Captain John D. Ware, Tampa, for this information.
4. Bernard Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida,
(New York, 1775; facsmile edition Gainesville, 1964). I, 185-88. Another
account of the area, varying slightly in detail, was written by Romans
on the earliest of his maps of Florida (1772). See P. Lee Phillips, Notes
on the Life and Works of Bernard Romans (DeLand, Florida, 1924),
123-26.
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A Spanish naval officer, Joseph Antonio de Evia, surveyed
Charlotte Harbor in September 1783, and reported that the bay
abounded in fish. According to his account, twelve to fourteen
fishing vessels annually plied its waters carrying their catches to
Havana.5
Thus by the middle of the eighteenth century these Spanish
fishermen apparently had established permanent or semi-per-
manent camps or “ranchos” in Tampa Bay, Charlotte Harbor,
and possibly San Carlos Bay. They had also achieved a modus
vivendi, including miscegenation, with the Indians of the in-
terior, and had settled down to a peaceful co-existence under
the aegis of the Spanish government. There is little evidence
that they had made legal claims to the islands and capes on
which they had settled. Furthermore, during the British occupa-
tion of Florida, beginning in 1763, and when the Spanish re-
turned after 1783, there was little change in the lives of these
fishermen. The British were aware of their presence, as shown
in the Gauld report, but the treaty of 1763 made no reference
to Spanish fishing rights along the Florida coast, although it
dealt at length with the French fisheries in the St. Lawrence
Gulf and Newfoundland. The existence of some 200 or 300
Spanish and Indian fishermen engaged in a more or less seasonal
enterprise in a little-known corner of the empire was not a
matter of much concern.
The return of Florida to Spain in 1783, occurring in an era
of commercial expansion and diminishing trade restriction, was
advantageous to the Havana merchants. The population of the
Cuban capital was increasing and its market places came alive
with activity. The fisheries operations entered a period of pros-
perity, reflected in the increase in numbers of men and vessels
along Florida’s gulf coast. In the thirty-eight years preceding
the acquisition of Florida by the United States the fishermen be-
came more permanently fixed in their Florida sites while their
business became larger and better organized. Until Cuban ar-
chives are once more accessible only tentative conclusions may be
offered, but American sources suggest the existence of an
entrepreneurial organization of some substance and refinement.
The principal fishing firm engaged in the Florida trade was
5. Jack D. L. Holmes, “Two Spanish Expeditions to Southwest Florida,
1783-1793,” Tequesta, XXV (1965), 101.
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the House of Bardia, or Bardias, in Havana. In 1835, one of the
leading Charlotte Harbor fishermen came into altercation with
the local customs official, and he publicly declared that the fishery
with which he was associated belonged not to him but to one
Juan Bardias, a resident of Havana and head of a firm doing
business in the Havana market.6 The customs officer stated that
another prosperous merchant, Joseph Ximenez of Key West,
owned the sloop Mary Ann, and made his living from shipping—
transporting fish and turtle from Charlotte Harbor to Havana,
and returning with commodities from Havana to the Florida
keys and the fishing establishments of the lower gulf coast.7
The transfer of Florida to the United States brought the
legal status of these Spaniards in Florida into question and their
business enterprises into jeopardy. To the territorial governors
and federal administrators the presence of these fishermen was
a source of minor but sometimes vexatious problems. Hundreds
of settlers, new and old, people eager to obtain cheap land for
homesteading and speculation, lost little time in making their
demands on both Territorial Governor William P. DuVal, and
Joseph M. White, territorial representative in Congress. There
ensued a bitter struggle between Indians and whites over the
lands of Florida which ended in the 1850s when the Indians,
beleagured and finally overpowered, protected only by the man-
grove and marshlands of South Florida, submitted to their
tragic fate. The Spanish fishermen, whose relations with the
Indians of the southwest coast had been amicable, were suddenly
suspect in the minds of many American settlers in Florida. They
6. José Caldez had for many years previously operated the “rancho” on
the island which bore his name (Caldez Island) but which in more
recent times is known as Useppa. See John Lee Williams, The Territory
of Florida (New York, 1837; facsimile edition, Gainesville, 1962), supple-
mentary map, on which it is designated at Toampe, or Caldes Island.
The quarrel between Caldez and Henry B. Crews, customs officer at
Charlotte Harbor, is described in the correspondence of William A.
Whitehead, customs collector for the Key West district, with the secre-
tary of the treasury. “Letters Received by the Secretary from the Col-
lectors of Customs, 1833-69,” National Archives, Treasury Department.
Microfilm copy, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville. Hereinafter cited as LRCC.
7. Ximenez, born in St. Augustine in 1793, was lighthouse keeper at the
Dry Tortugas in 1826. He later established a shipping business based
at Key West, where his eldest daughter, Mary Nieves, became the wife
of Joseph Beverly Browne. To this union was born Jefferson Beale
Browne, Florida jurist and historian. Henry B. Crews to William A.
Whitehead, August 20, 1835, LRCC.
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must be brought under surveillance, it was argued, and if need
be, removed from the area completely.
The collection of duties on cargoes entering Florida was the
responsibility of the treasury department in Washington. The
extensive coast line of the territory was difficult to patrol, how-
ever, and, although Key West had been declared a port of entry
in 1822, its remoteness from the Florida mainland rendered its
collectors helpless to apprehend smugglers and others who would
violate treasury regulations. Other ports of entry nearest Key
West were St. Marks on the upper gulf and St. Augustine on
the Atlantic. Although the volume of trade between Caribbean
ports and the Florida fisheries was never very large, the depart-
ment could not ignore even the smaller tonnage. The situation
became more complicated as Indian troubles erupted in the
early 1830s, and it became evident that vessels from Havana
regularly brought rum, whiskey, and wine, as well as firearms,
much of which found their way into Indian hands. As a conse-
quence the fisheries were brought more and more under the
surveillance of coast guard cutters, navy patrol boats, and treasury
department agents.
It was clear from the beginning of the American occupation
that a proper administration of the gulf coast, either civil or
military, would be impossible until surveys were made, lands
were charted, and topographical features were better known.
The maps of Gauld, Romans, and Evia, for all their merit,
provided little more than outlines of coastal indentations and
irregularities. Even James Grant Forbes, a St. Augustine native
and better equipped than most to produce an accurate descrip-
tion of the Florida coast, was able to supply only brief and un-
reliable information for the southwest coast.8 Nor did the map
of Charles Blacker Vignoles, published in 1823, provide much
information. On September 29, 1823, James Gadsden wrote to
the secretary of war, expressing his dissatisfaction with the ex-
isting maps.9
8. James Grant Forbes,  Sketches,  Historical  and Topographical ,  of  the
Floridas (New York, 1821; facsimile edition, Gainesville, 1964), 109-10.
Forbes devoted only slightly more than a page to southwest Florida.
9. Gadsden was commissioned to survey the Charlotte Harbor area early
in 1824. On September 29, 1823, however, he had written Secretary of
War John C. Calhoun, explaining the difficulties he expected to en-
counter. Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial Papers of the United
States, 26 vols. (Washington, 1934-1962), XXII, 754.
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The years 1823-1826 witnessed several attempts to survey the
little-known coast. With the avowed purpose of providing a
more realistic basis for dealing with the Indian problem, Gads-
den, who had been appointed by President Monroe to supervise
the removal of Florida Indians to reservations, made a partial
survey of the territory around Charlotte Harbor. He reported
the woeful inadequacy and unsuitability of the land previously
allocated to the Indians.10 On February 28, 1824, Congress author-
ized the more extensive survey, ultimately carried out by Captain
Isaac Clark of the quartermaster’s department.11 Clark began
by taking an inland route from Tampa Bay to Charlotte Harbor,
but after enduring much hardship he concluded that the com-
pletion of his plan, which would have taken him as far south
as Cape Sable, was unthinkable. Later he wrote from Canton-
ment Brooke in Hillsborough Bay:
From what I saw of the Country South of Charlotte River,
I believe it will be extremely difficult to get through with
Horses at Any season, the Indians all say they can go with
Perougues all over the Country during the wet season . . . .
There is no Settlement of Indians [farther] South, they say
there is no part of the Country Sufficiently dry for Cultiva-
tion, and no good land, This I believe, I saw no good land
from Cantonment Brooke through to Charlotte Harbor,
thence up that River Sixty miles and down on the other side.12
Although Clark’s journey was made during the winter months,
it was still a dangerous and exhausting undertaking. Upon ar-
riving at Charlotte Harbor and finding no supply ship awaiting
him, he turned in desperation to the Spanish fishermen with
whom he had been able to make contact. His report continues:
. . . my supplies being exausted, no game in the Country,
no Settlements South either Indians or whites, where Supplies
could be obtained . . . I procured from the fishery by en-
treaty and threats one hundred pounds of hard biscuit (very
bad) Some Salt fish And a Small Hog, and from an Indian I
obtained some dried venison in all about four days rations
for the party . . . . There are three fisheries in the Harbour,
They are established on the Keys near the Entrance in all
10. Ibid., 905.
11. Ibid., 924-25.
12. Isaac Clark to Thomas S. Jesup, February 20, 1825, ibid., XXIII, 185.
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forty three Spaniards, and several Indians, The[y] live in
Huts Constructed of the Palmetto Similar to the Indians,
they appear to be industrious and attend to their Fishery
alone.13
In no part of his letter did Clark reveal any anxiety over the
presence of the few Spaniards fishing along the southwest coast
and occupying rude palmetto huts here and there in Charlotte
Harbor. Colonel Gad Humphreys, Indian agent for the area,
was far from indifferent, however. He had talked with Clark
and was much concerned. He saw the fisheries as agencies for
fomenting hostility among the Indians toward white settlers and
territorial administrators. He claimed to have knowledge of a
constant intercourse between the Indians and the island of Cuba
where supposedly they were always warmly welcomed and laden
with gifts. Especially obnoxious, he said, was the traffic in liquors
which were channeled through the fisheries to the Indians of
the coastal area. Clark had told him of seeing at Charlotte
Harbor Chief Jumper waiting for the return of a party of his
men who had gone to Havana to procure a supply of rum. A
further complication latent in the situation was suggested by
Humphreys when he added: “It is well understood also that
Runaway Slaves are often Carried off in these vessels, sometimes
as free, & at others taken to Cuba and Sold.“14
It is a matter of minor interest that Humphreys had elected
to communicate directly with the secretary of war, ignoring
Florida officials. It was with obvious pique that Acting Governor
George Walton wrote Colonel Thomas L. McKenney of the
war department’s Indian Affairs Office, from Pensacola, com-
plaining that information such as had been imparted by Hum-
phreys to Calhoun, had not been communicated directly to him.
He had been forced, he said, to rely on rumor for such knowl-
edge as he had concerning the coast of Florida and particularly
the Spanish fisheries. He was inclined to believe, however, that
the reports were exaggerated, and would await further informa-
tion before taking any official action.15
Later in the summer of 1825 Colonel George M. Brooke,
commanding officer at Cantonment Brooke, responded to the
13. Ibid., 182-83.
14. Gad Humphreys to John C. Calhoun, March 2, 1825, ibid., 202-03.
15. George Walton to Thomas L. McKenney, July 14, 1825, ibid., 282-83.
13
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pressure for action against the fisheries. He wrote to General
Winfield Scott:
There are below this post (about forty miles) several
fisheries owned by Spaniards, who by the treaty ceding the
Floridas to the United States have become American Citizens,
that is to say, they were in this country the day the flags of
the two nations were changed. They trade directly with the
Havanna, and I am informed carry on a traffick with the
Indians in our neighborhood, purchasing their peltry, and
Selling them whiskey . . . . I request permission either
to Send parties or go myself when I may think it necessary,
to break up this intercourse Existing between foreigners at
heart and Indians.16
It may be inferred that Brooke’s request was approved. His
letter to Quartermaster General Thomas S. Jesup announced
his preparation for a regular patrol of the coast south of Tampa
Bay. He had even employed a Spanish interpreter since “the
coast south of this is inhabited entirely by persons speaking the
Spanish language only.” Surprisingly, however, Brooke’s attitude
and avowed approach were those of benevolent protector. He
argued that since these former citizens of Spain were now de-
tached from Havana their only choice was to look to America
for assistance. It had been reported to him, said Brooke, that
these fishermen were frequently victimized by pirates calling
themselves Columbians, who were given to raiding Florida’s
southern shores. These “helpless” Spaniards had applied to
Brooke for American citizenship, and he was at the moment
awaiting authorization to receive their oaths.17 It was his firm
intention, he stated finally, to end the liquor traffic with the
Indians.
In spite of such professed plans to bring the fisheries under
closer scrutiny, and notwithstanding the increased patrol activity
by coast guard and navy, there is no evidence that the fishermen
were either regulated or harassed during the years 1825-1830.
If piratical raiders did actually carry out forays along the Florida
coast, the increasing activity of commercial and military vessels
flying the American flag would have discouraged their seeking
16. George M. Brooke to Winfield Scott, August 29, 1825, ibid., 314.
17. Brooke to Jesup, November 30, 1825. Brooke’s request for such authoriza-
tion was made, not to federal authority, but to Governor DuVal of
the Territory of Florida, ibid., 365-6.
14
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havens along the shore, and the major reason for a more careful
patrol of the area would have been minimized. As for the fisher-
men and their Indian associates, little official attention seems
to have been given by the authorities. The comparative isolation
of their enterprise and the apparent willingness of their Havana
masters to route north-bound cargoes through the Key West
custom controls seem to have allayed official concern about their
presence in and about Charlotte Harbor.
The total volume of these fishing operations is not easily
determined; the very nature of such a commerce defies accurate
accounting. William A. Whitehead, Key West collector from
1831 to 1838, a man of learning and intelligence, described two
kinds of commercial fishing along the gulf coast. First, there
was a small fleet of fishing vessels, about thirty in number in
1831, owned by New England masters, who regularly caught fish
and turtle and sold them, either live or fresh, on the Havana
market. The proceeds of such sales he estimated at between
£20,000 and £25,000 annually. For these fishermen the work was
seasonal, being restricted to the winter months; summers they
spent in the North.18
The Spanish fishermen, on the other hand, cured or salted
their catches, selling them over a more extended period on the
Havana market. Whitehead could not ascertain that the two
groups interfered with each other. The latter lived on their
“ranchos,” cured their fish with salt, and even sold them in a
different quarter of Havana. Their exports, he had discovered,
were dried fish, fish roe, fish oil, and articles of American
manufacture, valued in the year 1831 at $18,000.19 As for the
customs paid by these Spaniards, Whitehead found in the files
of his office that for the three years, 1829-1831, collections totaled
$4,717.53.20 Estimates of the number of persons engaged in the
18. House Documents, 22nd Cong., 1st sess., No. 291, 2.
19. Ibid., 1.
20. Ibid., 2. Whitehead made his first visit to the Charlotte Harbor fisheries
in the fall of 1831 to acquaint himself with the situation as it related
to the collection of customs. On November 17 he reported to Lewis
McLane, secretary of the treasury, explaining what he had found with
respect to the Spanish inhabitants and requesting that they be permitted
to remain in the area and continue their trade. He had discussed the
matter of American citizenship with the head fisherman (undoubtedly
Caldez) and was convinced that it was ignorance of the English
language and the legal implications of the cession of Florida that had
prevented these people from becoming citizens. Whitehead concluded,
“it appears that the act allowing Spanish vessels to enter the port of
15
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fishing business vary greatly, as did the number of “ranchos.”
Whitehead was able to locate four main establishments, employ-
ing altogether some 130 men, of whom probably half were
Indians. In addition, he found some thirty Indian women and
between fifty and 100 children.21 Others reckoned the total
number to have been about 400.
There were variances in the features of the “ranchos.” White-
head found that they were composed of a number of dwellings,
each structure some fifteen to twenty-feet square and, except for
a framework of wood, thatched— both walls and ceilings. They
were equipped with a few cooking utensils, two or three stools,
and perhaps a rude table. In one hut he had seen the figure of
an angel, the only trace of religious observance noted by any of
the visitors. Since these establishments had been in some in-
stances on unnamed keys, most of the locations are difficult to
determine. Whitehead named the following sites:22 (1) Seven
miles inside Boca Grande (evidence suggests the northern tip
of Pine Island, at present site of Bokeelia); (2) Caldez Island
(probably present-day Useppa);23 (3) thirty-five miles south of
Boca Grande (probably Punta Rasa, a surmise supported by Dr.
Benjamin Strobel’s account of his visit there in 1833. He spent
a night at a fishing “rancho at Punta Rasa”);24 (4) about five
miles from Punta Rasa, a mile or two up a river (probably on
Pensacola, and of St. Augustine, on the same footing as American
vessels, for twelve years, contained a clause giving them, also the right
to fish on the coast for the same period.” William A. Whitehead to Lewis
McLane, November 17, 1831, “Correspondence with the Collectors of
Customs, 1789-1833.” National Archives, Treasury Department. Microfilm
copy, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History. Hereinafter cited as CCC.
21. Ibid., 3.
22. Thelma Peters, ed., “William Adee Whitehead’s Reminiscences of Key
West,” Tequesta, XXV (1965), 34. These recollections by Whitehead
were published serially in the Key West newspaper Key of the Gulf in
1877, and edited for Tequesta by Professor Peters in 1965.
23. On January 23, 1833, Caldez sold his island to Joseph Ximenez for
the sum of $372. Caldez, in providing  information on the transaction
for a Key West clerk, had apparently called the island “Josefa’s” as it
was commonly known. From the lips of the illiterate Caldez who spoke
little if any English the clerk transcribed it “Tio Sespas.” In the 1870
census it is called Giuseppe Island, having been Italianized by one of
its inhabitants, who was Italian-born. Ultimately this became “Useppa.”
See Deed Record Book, A, Monroe County Clerk’s Office, Key West,
442.
24. E. A. Hammond, ed., “Sanibel Island and Its Vicinity, 1833, A Docu-
ment,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVIII (April 1970), 402-03.
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the left bank of the Caloosahatchee River near its effluence into
San Carlos Bay).
Strobel, who visited at least two of the fisheries in February
1833, reported:
established .  .  .  .
[Punta Rasa] is the place at which the Spanish fishery is
Punta Rasa contains 10 to 12 houses,
framed of wood, and thatched . . . . The principal inhabit-
ants are Spaniards, but by far the largest number are Indians.
These Indians are employed by the Spaniards; they go out
in large canoes and catch fish, on the neighboring shores;
they use the seine. When the fishing season is over, they go
into the country, or on the neighboring islands, and plant
provisions, such as corn, sugar cane, pumpkins, sweet pota-
toes & c.25
The identities of these Spanish fishermen are mostly un-
known. The notable exception is Caldez, who was already an
elderly man at the time of the American occupation of Florida.
He was often sought out by visitors as an object of curiosity
and as a source of assistance. John Lee Williams, who thought
he was the survivor of a Spanish family which had once occupied
Key West, wrote: “The proprietor [of the fishery at Toampe] is
a stout, healthy, old, white-headed Spaniard, very industrious;
carries on fishing to a great extent; keeps two small schooners
running to Havanna, with fish and turtle.“26 Whitehead and
Strobel found him friendly, even hospitable, although a customs
inspector assigned to the area, Henry B. Crews, thought him
wily, deceitful, and unworthy of trust:
The fishery nearest to which I had settled myself was and is
under the charge of a Spaniard named José Caldes, who has
long resided there in a state of Savage Barbarism with no
associate but the Seminole Indians and the lowest class of
refugee Spaniards who from crime have most generally been
compelled to abandon the haunts of civilized life. He and
those around him have long been unaccustomed to the re-
straints of law and I very soon discovered that the contiguity
of my place of abode to his, and the opportunity which it
gave me of witnessing transactions which he desired should
be kept secret from the world would not be submitted to
by him.27
25. Ibid.
26. Williams, Territory of Florida, 25, 33, 39, 294.
27. Crews to Whitehead, August 20, 1835, LRCC.
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Notwithstanding the tolerance shown for Caldez by White-
head, under whose supervision the commerce of Charlotte Har-
bor stood, there appeared by 1829 a deepening concern about
these foreign-operated establishments. Rumors and complaints
were finding their way into the customs offices of Key West and
St. Marks (Magnolia). It was assumed that smuggling and duty-
evasion were common in both Charlotte Harbor and Tampa Bay.
Besides, there was an element of danger in the very presence of
some 300-400 Spaniards and Indians along those waters. As the
Indian issue became more sensitive the fisheries were regarded
as particularly vulnerable points on a coast which was difficult
at best to patrol. Several official dispatches mentioned the neces-
sity of establishing custom agencies in both Charlotte Harbor
and Tampa Bay. In March 1830, Jesse H. Willis, collector of
the St. Marks district, toured both and reported finding settle-
ments of Spaniards and Indians which in the fishing season
numbered 400-600 inhabitants. Upon inquiring into the nature
and extent of their business, he was assured that all incoming
cargoes came by way of the Key West custom control point.
But he added:
This . . . I did not believe and have no doubt of their
bringing more than half of their supplies from Havana with-
out paying duties thereon. But I do not think that all the
violations of the Revenues at this harbor [Charlotte] are
confined to the inhabitants, but [are] connected with the
population of the Capes of Florida and Key West and
Havana.
He concluded his report with the recommendation that a custom
inspector be stationed at Charlotte Harbor, adding that it might
be “a wholesome experiment.“28
Whitehead, on the other hand, exhibited the utmost friendli-
ness toward the fishermen. Were his public life not above re-
proach, one might be tempted to impugn his motives as having
28. Jesse H. Willis to Samuel D. Ingham, April 26, 1830, ibid. Willis in-
cluded a description of the topographical features of the area, which
in his opinion provided splendid havens for illicit traders. An earlier
letter to Ingham (ibid., March 14, 1830) reveals that Governor DuVal
had expressed anxiety concerning the presence of Spanish fishermen in
Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor. Willis’s inspection of these parts was
undertaken as the result of DuVal’s request to the secretary of the
treasury for an investigation.
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been tainted by self-interest or by the desire to conceal remissness
on the part of his associates. But the evidence will not support
any such charges. One concludes that he regarded any violation
of revenue laws by the fishermen as of little consequence. More
to the point, however, he seems to have regarded the fishermen
as the victims of international legalities neither provoked nor
wrought by them, but which nevertheless threatened their tradi-
tional mode of life. His dispatch of November 17, 1831, to Lewis
McLane, secretary of the treasury, set forth his attitude:
I conceive it important that the fisheries of the United States
should be preserved for its own citizens; but in this instance,
there is no intrusion upon the established fishing ground of
any American. There is no settlement nearer than the Canton-
ment at Tampa Bay, which is 70 miles distant, and the in-
habitants have uniformly acknowledged themselves as amen-
able to the laws of the Territory . . . . I have thought it
my duty to make this representation, understanding that it
is probable that application will be made to have them dis-
possessed.29
Whitehead’s plea for lenity went unheeded, however; there
were stronger pressures from other parts. At least two years
earlier Samuel D. Ingham, secretary of the treasury, had been
urged by one J. Tilton of Cheshire County (New Hampshire?)
to take measures against extensive smuggling along the Florida
shores, of which he claimed to have ample evidence. Ingham
responded by alerting the St. Marks custom office to the necessity
of employing every possible means for the detection of smug-
glers.30 Tilton claimed to know personally several merchant sea
captains who possessed two sets of credentials— one American,
one Spanish— which they switched as occasion dictated. For many
of these the fishing business was of secondary importance, a mere
front for vast smuggling operations, totaling annually up to
$200,000. Their cargoes were of an average value of $1,500-$2,000
on which in most instances no duty was paid.
Willis, the St. Marks custom officer, was apparently convinced.
He acknowledged the necessity of controlling smuggling on the
lower gulf coast, admitting that Charlotte Harbor was a
29. Whitehead to McLane, November 17, 1831, House Documents, 22nd
Cong., 1st sess., No. 201, 3.
30. Ingham to Willis, September 12, 1829, CCC.
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smuggler’s rendezvous, and that there was a considerable settle-
ment of Spanish engaged in fishing there who received their
supplies from Havana without paying duty.31 Answering the
inquiry, “Is Charlotte Harbor in the St. Marks Customs Dis-
trict?” Ingham vaguely suggested that the dividing line between
the St. Marks and Key West districts lay near the middle of
Charlotte Bay.32 This demarcation was patently absurd in that
it would have required agents of both districts to patrol the
same waters. It was soon discarded, with the Key West office
assuming the responsibility for all of Charlotte Harbor.33
Within a short time Governor DuVal had re-entered the
discussions. He informed Ingham of the existence of a large
fishery at Charlotte Harbor which supplied the Havana market
and that large quantities of salt were brought back without
payment of duty.34 “The coast on the west side of the Gulf is
well calculated to concele [sic] smugglers,” he found, and he
urged the assignment of customs officers to both Charlotte Har-
bor and Tampa Bay. On June 14, 1830, Ingham nominated
Augustus Steele for the Tampa Bay post, and one year later he
approved the appointment of George C. Willis for Charlotte
Harbor.35 Each was to serve in the dual role of deputy collector
and inspector with wages set at $1.50 per diem. The first official
effort to regulate the commerce of the southwest coast was thus
launched.
During the year 1831 pressures for the direct control of the
fisheries by the territorial government began to mount. The
nuisance factor represented by the presence of an unregulated
enterprise within the territory was to some degree responsible,
but there was without doubt an element of greed in the moti-
vation of those who pushed for legislative action. Only by ex-
pelling the fisheries could clear title to the lands around Char-
lotte Harbor be confirmed to American citizens. As for the
31. Willis to Ingham, December 23, 1829, ibid.
32. Ingham to Willis, December 22, 1829, ibid.
33. McLane to Whitehead, December 28, 1832, ibid. Reference is made to
a congressional act of July 13, 1832, bringing Charlotte Harbor into the
district of Key West.
34. William DuVal to Ingham, January 22, 1830, sent as an enclosure,
Ingham to Willis, February 29, 1830, ibid.
35. Ingham to Willis, February 29, 1830, ibid. Ingham to Willis, June 16,
1831, ibid. George C. Willis was probably a brother of the St. Marks
collector, Jesse H. Willis.
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technicalities of granting American citizenship to the Spanish
residents, the negotiations at the time of the cession from Spain
had produced a simplified process. But this the territorial gov-
ernment neither desired nor encouraged. Richard K. Call, assist-
ant counsel in land cases, brought the matter to the attention
of the General Land Office in Washington. Charlotte Harbor,
he recalled, was a place of rendezvous for Spanish fishermen
from Cuba. He continued:
It is important that the lands along the margin of the Gulph
should be disposed of as early as possible. But far [sic] the
present it would be perhaps most prudent merely to have
the country run off in townships, by which means the char-
acter of the lands would be developed and wherever they
may be found sufficiently valuable to warrant the expense
they can afterwards be divided into sections and sold.36
Whatever the motives, the territorial government was quick
to seize the opportunity to gain control. Both Governor DuVal
and Acting Governor James D. Westcott, Jr., threw their sup-
port to a measure to regulate. Westcott, in a message to the
legislative council early in 1832, declared, “There is no subject
in the scope of our duties that I deem of more importance to
the interests of the Territory than the regulation by law of the
valuable fisheries in the waters adjacent to the islands and keys,
and in the bays and sounds, and on the coasts of our Territory,
and their protection from the intrusion of foreigners.“37 Al-
though he regarded the fisheries as wholly within the jurisdiction
of the territory and subject to the control of its legislative body,
he thought it “advisable that the express consent of Congress,
to such a law as you may pass on the subject, be obtained
before it is put into force.”
The legislative council acted quickly. John C. Love of Gads-
den County read the regulatory bill for the first time on Febru-
ary 6, 1832, and five days later it was given its third reading and
passed.38 It was a harsh and sweeping law, designed, as White-
head observed, with the ultimate objective of driving the Spani-
36. Call to Elijah Hayward, March 13, 1831. Carter, Territorial
XXIV, 514.
Papers,
37. House Documents, 22nd Cong., 1st sess., No. 201, 6-7.
38. Acts of the Legislative Council of the Territory of Florida (Tallahassee,
1832), 82-87.
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ards from the locality: “It is presumed that some smart individual
thought ‘it would pay’ to dispossess the old settlers and fall heir
to their business.“39 Its principal provision required the licensing
of all fishing vessels in Florida waters, except for those supplying
the needs of territorial inhabitants. For such licenses, foreigners
must pay $500 per annum, in addition to a bond of $2,000
demanded of all vessels. Heavy fines were to be levied for fishing
without license, while masters discovered trading with Indians
would forfeit their vessels and pay a fine of $500.
On March 22 Whitehead registered a protest with Joseph M.
White, territorial representative in Congress, arguing, “[If] these
Spaniards pay all their dues, and do not interfere in any manner
with the sale of fish caught by the Americans, why should they be
deprived of the rights which, but for the ignorance of the langu-
age would have been secured to them by their becoming Ameri-
can citizens?“40 It was to no avail. On the day following the
enactment of the law, George C. Willis was appointed com-
missioner to protect the fisheries at Charlotte Harbor.41
The untenable stand taken by the legislative council was
evident to most of its members. John C. Booth, member from
Walton and Washington counties, had brought the matter of
the dubious sovereignty of the territory in such legislative areas
to their attention. Whence would come the sanction, he wished
to know. Then, dismissing the question of sanction, Booth
boldly asserted that the rights and privileges of the people of
the territory of Florida were no different from those of the
citizens of states, who in his opinion had the indisputable right
to regulate enterprises along their coasts. In closing his speech,
however, he reminded the group that enforcement of the act
depended upon congressional sanction and the cooperation of
39. Peters, “Whitehead,” 33.
40. Whitehead to Joseph M. White, House Documents, 22nd Cong., 1st
sess., No. 201, 1-2.
41. On February 12, after affixing his signature to the regulatory act, West-
cott announced the nominations confirmed by the council. Commis-
sioners included in the list were: “A[ugustus] Steele, to protect the
fisheries at Tampa Bay, George Willis, to protect the fisheries at
Charlotte Harbor, William A. Whitehead and Thomas Eastin, to pro-
tect the fisheries at Key West.” This represents an interesting assumption
of appointive power in that Steele, Willis and Whitehead already held
appointments in the customs service of the treasury department of the
federal government. Carter, Territorial Papers, XXIV, 660-61.
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the federal government, and a resolution acknowledging such
dependence was adopted.42
By congressional action in the summer of 1832, the Key West
customs district was extended to include the Charlotte Harbor
area. But a resolution of the Florida legislative council request-
ing congressional sanction of its fisheries regulation fared not
so well. On April 9, Joseph M. White presented the resolution
to the House of Representatives which promptly referred it to
the committee on territories.43 About a month later White pre-
sented a petition from a group of Key West citizens urging
Congress to annul the act of the legislative council.44 This was
referred to the committee on commerce. Neither matter was
reported out.
Collecting customs and protecting fisheries in Charlotte Har-
bor about 1830 were lonely and hazardous occupations. The post
was accessible only by water, and neither commercial nor mili-
tary craft, except for vessels involved in fishing, made regular
entries into the bay. Nor was there a town to supply the essential
commodities or even the semblance of social intercourse. The
pay, $1.50 per day, was adequate, but hardly sufficient to com-
pensate for the isolation and hardship which such an assignment
entailed.45 The inspector of customs and guardian of the fisheries
was a virtual castaway, his only human contacts being the
Spanish fishermen and their Indian associates, none of whom
were inclined to cultivate the companionship of a government
agent charged with their surveillance.
George C. Willis did not long remain at his Charlotte
Harbor post. Perhaps it was the loneliness, perhaps the pay, that
discouraged him. Whitehead had requested a pay increase up to
$2.00 per day in view of “the deprivations and disadvantages” of
the position, but when the treasury department failed to respond
Willis resigned.46 Whitehead recommended John W. Willis (per-
haps a brother) as his replacement, but the nominee died before
confirmation had been received.47 Then Henry B. Crews, a Key
West physician, was nominated and immediately dispatched to
42. House Documents, 22nd Cong., 1st sess., No. 201, 6.
43. House Journal, 22nd Cong., 1st sess., 575.
44. Ibid., 710.
45. Whitehead to McLane, November 22, 1832, CCC.
46. Ibid.
47. Whitehead to William J. Duane, July 1, 1833, LRCC.
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assume the duties of his office, the official approval coming a
little later.48
Crews’s tour of duty, which began in July 1833, was marked
by harassment and frustration.49 Accompanied by his wife he
had chosen to establish himself on Josefa Island (Useppa), only
a quarter of a mile from the “rancho” of Caldez. From the
start the two men looked upon each other with distrust; eventu-
ally with outright hostility. Evidence strongly suggests that Cal-
dez and his Key West business associate, José Ximenez, and
possibly their Havana business partner, Juan Bardia, found the
proximity of Crews irksome. From his vantage location Crews
could observe the comings and goings of most vessels entering
the harbor, and without doubt this rendered customs evasion
virtually impossible. On the other hand, it is conceivable that
Crews was, as Whitehead later charged, irascisble and injudicious
in carrying out the duties of his office. Wherever the blame,
Caldez and his companions missed few opportunities to make
life uncomfortable for Crews and his wife, while Crews em-
ployed what he interpreted to be the authority of his position
to impede the hitherto free and easy flow of commerce to and
from Havana.
Whitehead never really trusted Crews. In July 1835, Crews
refused Ximenez permission to unload a cargo on Josefa Island,
although it had previously cleared the customs office in Key
West. Whitehead promptly suspended him,50 explaining to the
secretary of the treasury that such action was necessary as a
“consequence of his having made use of his office to oppress and
annoy the people among whom he resided.“51 If the secretary
should concur in the decision to remove Crews, Whitehead
would nominate Alexander Patterson to replace him. There
followed a heated exchange of letters, in which Dr. Crews de-
fended his action on the grounds that the cargo had included
a supply of hard liquor destined for distribution among the
Indians who, when intoxicated, were a threat to the safety of
the doctor and his wife.
48. Whitehead to Duane, July 31, 1833, ibid.
49. Crews to Whitehead, August 20, 1835, ibid. In this letter Crews explained
his grievances against Caldez and his associates, emphasizing the harass-
ment he had endured since his arrival. The dispatch was forwarded
to the secretary of the treasury.
50. Whitehead to Crews, July 27, 1835, ibid.
51. Whitehead to Levi Woodbury, August 24, 1835, ibid.
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Several months elapsed before Secretary Woodbury approved
Whitehead’s request for the dismissal of the inspector. A long,
persuasive letter from Crews had apparently raised doubts in
the secretary’s mind as to the accuracy of Whitehead’s report.52
In the meantime, Mrs. Crews returned to Key West in an
attempt to arouse support for her husband’s cause.53 Finally, in
mid-April 1836, with the approval of Woodbury, Whitehead
dispatched Patterson to Charlotte to relieve Crews. A few days
later, Patterson returned to Key West to report the murder of
the inspector.54 The crime was presumed to have been committed
by “friendly Indians” employed by the fishery on Josefa. The
inspector’s house had been burned, his personal belongings either
stolen or destroyed, and a new revenue boat, recently acquired
for his use, was not to be found.
This event marked the beginning of the end of the Spanish
fisheries in Charlotte Harbor. It is perhaps an overstatement to
claim that the murder was a manifestation of the general out-
break of hostilities between Indians and whites in central Florida,
especially if one considers the intense personal antagonism which
had developed between Crews and Caldez. Still it must be re-
called that Crews’s death occurred about four months after the
massacre of Major Francis L. Dade and members of his scouting
party, the most shocking and significant of a series of incidents
which heralded the coming of the Second Seminole War. Subse-
quent to that event no white man, regardless of his nationality,
was safe in central Florida, least of all those who occupied un-
defended outposts such as Charlotte Harbor.55
There was mounting anxiety among both the Americans and
Spanish of peninsular Florida in the spring of 1836. Alarms
were sounded in many remote settlements— New River, Cape
Florida, Indian Key, Key West, and even Tampa Bay. Military
52. Crews’s letter, dated August 20, 1835, appears as an enclosure, Whitehead
to Woodbury, August 25, 1935, ibid.
53. Whitehead to Woodbury, October 14, 1835, ibid.
54. Whitehead to Woodbury, April 25, 1836, ibid.
55. Even in the spring of 1836 Whitehead continued to defend the Spanish
fishermen against the charges that they were supplying arms and ammu-
nition to the Indians of the Charlotte Harbor vicinity. In March he
refuted the allegation of Major William Wyatt that the fishermen were
a threat to American security. Whitehead wrote, “The residents of the
fishery alluded to, have been in as much alarm since the commencement
of hostilities, as if they had never beheld an Indian,— a fact proving
conclusively that no collusion exists between them and the Savages.”
Key West Inquirer, March 19, 1836.
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authorities were by no means agreed upon a proper course of
defense.56 Fighting Indians was not an unfamiliar enterprise for
many American soldiers, but tracking them to their hiding
places in the marsh and mangrove of southern Florida was not a
conventional or prescribed procedure. Each succeeding strategy
was therefore tentative and experimental, consisting mainly of
limited excursions along the coast and into the waterways,
carried out ostensibly with the purpose of luring the Indian from
his jungle haven to engage his white antagonist in a more
traditional and open encounter. Well aware of his disadvantage
in such a battle, however, the Indian was too shrewd to accept
the challenge.
Charlotte Harbor, lacking the protection of a military post
in 1836, was an early target of aroused Indians. The murder of
Dr. Crews, coming so soon after the Dade massacre, produced
near-panic among settlers from Tampa Bay southward. Rumors
of Indian threats to life and property along the coast spread
from settlement to settlement, while military commanders of
both army and navy floundered in indecision. Suggestive of the
confusion was the letter of Commander M. P. Mix of the U.S.S.
Concord to Commodore Alex J. Dallas, commander of the West
Indian Squadron. It told of Indians assembling from all direc-
tions with the determination to destroy the fisheries of Tampa
Bay and burn all the transports in Hillsborough Harbor:
The troops have been withdrawn from Charlotte Harbor
and the fishermen and inhabitants, about one hundred in
number are on their way to Espirita Santa [Tampa] Bay for
the purpose of fixing themselves on one of the Islands at
the entrance of the Bay. The Indians, it is said, will send
their periogues [sic] from Charlotte Harbor with the inten-
tion of destroying the Rancho and Fishery of Captain Bunce
[in Tampa Bay] and also any inhabitants they may find on
either of the other islands, which they can probably accomp-
56. The sources and literature relating to the southwest coast of Florida at
the time of the Indian wars are not abundant. They consist principally
of correspondence of federal agencies in Washington and their repre-
sentatives, military and civil, in Florida. The most significant investiga-
tion yet made into the military activity along the southwest coast during
the Second Seminole War is that of George Edward Buker, in his
doctoral dissertation, “Riverine Warfare: Naval Combat in the Second
Seminole War, 1835-1842.” For a more general study of dealing with all
aspects of that war the standard work is John K. Mahon, History of the
Second Seminole War, 1835-1842 (Gainesville, 1967).
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lish, as we are about thirty miles distant. I shall, however,
occasionally send the Launch with a twelve pound Howitzer
accompanied by one of the other boats, for their protection.57
A similar letter, from Dallas to Mahlon Dickerson, secretary
of the navy, further reveals the pervading fear. He told of “roiled
Indians” wantonly engaging in murder and arson. He had heard
that even Tallahassee was threatened. He was sending the rev-
enue cutter Washington from Pensacola to Tampa Bay to join
the Concord, while the Dexter was cruising between Charlotte
Harbor and the Florida keys.58 Military correspondence of April
1836 and succeeding months discloses anxiety even among the
ranking officers, and there was much scurrying about among the
bays and inlets in search of Indian encampments.
On April 1, Lieutenant Levin M. Powell of the U.S.S. Vandalia
received orders to make a reconnaissance expedition to Charlotte
Harbor. Upon his arrival inside Boca Grande the following day
he found the inhabitants of the area “flying in every direction
to escape the fury of the Indians.“59 When, after about ten days,
Commander Thomas T. Webb of the Vandalia had received no
word from Powell, he ordered the Washington “to bring back
my boats and men from Charlotte Harbor and the River
Amoxura.“60 Almost simultaneously Colonel Persifor F. Smith,
commanding officer of the Louisiana Volunteer Regiment, was
ordered to proceed with his regiment of some 500 men to
Charlotte Harbor for additional searches along the rivers flowing
into the harbor.61 Since the small boats then in use by Powell
were needed for exploring the shallow waters of Charlotte Harbor
and its environs, Commander Webb issued additional instruc-
tions to Powell, to be delivered by Colonel Smith, demanding
full cooperation with the army contingent. Smith arrived in
Charlotte Harbor on April 12, and for approximately two weeks
the two men directed the investigation. The going was difficult.
The heat was oppressive, while the lands bordering the Myacca
57. M. P. Mix to Alex J. Dallas, “Records Relating to the Service of the
Navy and Marine Corps on the Coast of Florida, 1835-1842,” National
Archives. Microfilm copy, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History. Here-
inafter cited as RRSNMC.
58. Dallas to Mahlon Dickerson, dated at Pensacola, May 20, 1836, ibid.
59. Army and Navy Chronicle, II (May 12, 1836), 294-95. Thomas T. Webb
to Dallas, April 12, 1836, RRSNMC.
60. This river appears as the Withlacoochee on later maps.
61. Senate Documents, 24th Cong., 2nd sess., No. 224, 335.
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River, the only stream they tried to penetrate, were so marshy
as to make it impossible for the soldiers searching for signs of
Indians to walk sufficiently close to the river to keep sight of
the boats. The search was abandoned.
The reports of Smith and Powell to their respective com-
manders shed some light on the impact of the Indian attacks
upon the Spanish inhabitants of the fisheries. Smith, writing
from Fort Brooke noted:
We did not get into the harbor until the 12th when I
sent for the boats of the Spaniards, and engaged them, and
a man for each to manage it . . . [On] the 18th, we
started up the river. The boats, with the Spaniards and part
of the crew of the Vandalia’s boats . . . took the channel
of the river while my regiment and the remainder of the men
under Lieutenant Powell, took the route by land, intending to
keep to the bank of the river in company with the boats . . .
As I saw it impossible . . . I ordered the whole to return
under Major Marks from this place . . . except what could
embark in the boats; for this purpose I sent back all the
Spaniards, and deposited the surplus provisions in the bushes,
and thus made room in the boats for 152 men and officres.62
It seems clear that such Spaniards as remained at the fisheries
did tender their equipment and their services to the reconnais-
sance troops. Whether out of hostility toward the Indians—
some of whom remained among them— it is impossible to say.
Nevertheless, Colonel Thomas Lawson, with a reduced force,
continued the exploration of the Myacca in search of the Indians.
But only traces were to be found: an abandoned camp, which
had been briefly occupied, Smith speculated, by those who had
burned Dr. Crain’s [obviously Crews was intended] house. Smith
reported that:
The Spanish fishermen have, I believe, left Charlotte Harbor,
but without good cause, for they have never been troubled
by a [raiding] party of more than 6 or 7, and they are 30
strong.63
Lieutenant Powell’s report incorporated information obtained
before the arrival of Colonel Smith:
62. Smith to Winfield Scott, April 26, 1836, ibid., 335ff.
63. Ibid. 358.
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At the entrance of the Bay [Charlotte], we fell in with
two periouges [sic] filled with fugitives from the village on
Josefa Island and who reported that the night before they
had been assaulted by a band of twenty-five Indians under
the chief Wy-ho-kee, the collector’s establishment destroyed,
himself murdered and the village plundered. I hastened forth-
with to the spot, picked up on my way another boat of fugi-
tives, and sent them to collect the women and children secreted
in the wood, and had soon the satisfaction of restoring them
to their homes. As some of the marauders were said to be
on an island a few miles distant, guides were procured and
in half an hour after our arrival Sailing Master Rowan was
dispatched in the light boat in pursuite; he came up with
a small party of them just at daylight, killed two and secured
prisoners— Punai and another, who were sent to you in
Tampa. Mr. Rowan then proceeded to Cinnabel [Sanibel],
in search of another party who had gone on, but returned
without discovering any trace of them.64
On May 21 the Pensacola Gazette published information
received from officers of the Washington, just arrived from
Tampa Bay, confirming the rumor that all American citizens at
Charlotte Harbor and its vicinity had fled to Passage Island at
the entrance to Tampa Bay. It further stated that these refugees
had associated themselves with the fisheries of Captain William
Bunce, “making an aggregate number, including women and
children of about 200 souls.” Since it has been established that
Bunce employed Spaniards and Indians at his Tampa Bay fish-
eries, it seems probable that the term, “American citizens,” was
here employed loosely.65 It may have included Spaniards, friendly
Indians, and any others who regularly fished in the Charlotte
Harbor area. The Gazette item also reported the discovery of
the badly mutilated bodies of Dr. Crews and his boat hands near
the mouth of the Sanibel [Caloosahatchee] River.
The summer of 1836 found Charlotte Harbor lonely and
deserted. Whitehead went north to his summer home in Perth
Amboy, New Jersey, leaving his deputy collector in Key West,
Adam Gordon, in charge of the customs office. In a report to
the secretary of the treasury, Gordon noted that Inspector Alex-
ander Patterson had been provided with another boat for the
Charlotte Harbor inspection, the stolen craft never having been
64. Levin M. Powell to Webb, April 27, 1836, RRSNMC.
65. Dodd, “Captain Bunce,” 249.
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recovered. He added dolefully: “The Indian hostilities, however,
have caused the fishing establishment to be removed to Tampa
Bay, and there is not only no commerce, but no living person in
Charlotte Harbor.” Even Patterson had abandoned the harbor
for the safer environs of Key West.66
On December 8, 1836, Lieutenant Powell of the Vandalia
returned to Key West from a cruise which had explored the
Florida waters from New River to Charlotte Harbor. Its avowed
purpose had been to “attempt a surprise of the Indians at or
near Cape Florida [on Key Biscayne], or on the New River, and
cooperate with the army in protecting our people, and capturing
and destroying the enemy.” Powell’s report, written at Key West
December 8, included the following:
On the 28th [November], we sailed [from the Caximbo
River] for Synabell, touching the intermediate coast and at
Estera [Estero], and early the next morning anchored at the
island of Synabell. Captain Day, of the Washington, and
Lieutenant McNeill went into the mouth of the Synabell
river, and landed at Punta Rassa and Estera. After suffering
a short detention here from bad weather, we took the interior
channel amongst the keys to Charlotte Harbor. The boats
were spread over the bay among the keys. All the old
“Ranchos” were visited, but they had been abandoned, and
for the most part, destroyed during the last season. We made
our camp on the island of Josefa, in Charlotte Harbor, the
evening of the 30th of November, and secured shelter against
a gale from the north, which we had just escaped being
exposed to.67
The occupation of Charlotte Harbor by Spanish fishermen
was thus ended, but the vexatious struggle to contain the Indian
was only beginning. The ultimate fate of the erstwhile “rancho”
dwellers remains virtually unknown. Having lived and worked
on the very fringe of the American dominion, their names are
seldom matters of record. Only a few, such as Caldez and his
sons, even appear. A half dozen or so made unsuccessful attempts
to have their land claims in Charlotte Harbor, Sarasota Bay,
and Tampa Bay validated,68 but the officials of territorial land
offices were not disposed to honor such claims. Even William
66. Adam Gordon to Woodbury, August 1, 1836, LRCC.
67. The Army and Navy Chronicle, IV (May 11, 1837), 299.
68. Several claims were processed in 1828. For what appears to have been
in some instances trivial reasons, however, most were found to have
been defective. See Spanish Land Grants in Florida, 5 vols. (Tallahassee,
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Bunce came under attack for allegedly making friendly overtures
toward Indians, and in 1840, under orders from General W. K.
Armstead, an army detail destroyed his fishing establishment.69
One may only surmise that some of the fishermen made their
way back to Cuba, while others were absorbed into the popula-
tion of Tampa Bay.
The shocking events of the winter and spring of 1835-1836
prompted the government of the United States to attempt a
military occupation of all of southern Florida. By 1841 the area
was dotted with makeshift fortifications, some of which were
garrisoned only briefly. Except for the beleaguered Indians of
the interior of the peninsula, the population of the southwest
was almost totally military in character. Federal census-takers
for Monroe County in 1840 found no reason even to approach
Charlotte Harbor, while their schedules for 1850 show a pre-
ponderance of military personnel in the populations of the two
localities surveyed, Caloosahatchee and Charlotte Harbor.
In the summer of 1844, when it came to the attention of
General William J. Worth that a new inspector of revenue had
been appointed for the Charlotte Harbor district, he wrote in
astonishment to the adjutant general:
There is not a settlement or habitation South of Manatee,
a small stream emptying into Tampa Bay at least seventy
miles Westerly [?] from Charlotte Harbor— with the latter
[i.e., Charlotte Harbor] there is not the slightest intercourse
except by an occasional fishing canoe from Tampa or vessel
dispatched there on Indian matters— At Manatee there is a
thrifty settlement to which vessels resort with supplies, but
very rarely . . . If this appointment & location has been
deemed necessary to prevent smuggling, the precaution can
only result in useless waste of public money . . . The pres-
ence of a revenue officer, with his attendants, at this point,
will be misunderstood by the Indians.70
General Worth then asked that the appointment be reviewed
and that the appointee be provided with another post. He added,
however, that in recent months several white men had taken up
residence on one of the keys lying between Peace River and the
1940-1941), I, 43, 44, 147, 151-53, 211, 249, 254. See also House Documents,
21st Cong., 1st sess., No. 51, 9-22.
69. Dodd, “Captain Bunce,” 255-56.
70. William J. Worth to the Adjutant General. Carter, Territorial Papers,
XXVI, 948-49. This letter bears the date, August 19, 1844, and mentions
the appointee’s name merely as “Russel from North Carolina.”
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Carloosahatchee [sic], and opened an active whiskey traffic with
the Indians. It was Worth’s opinion that these intruders must
be removed, but not until an inquiry had been made at the
general land office to ascertain whether any authority had been
granted for said occupancy.
The response to Worth’s letter was immediate. Assistant
Adjutant General Captain Lorenzo Thomas, upon endorsing
Worth’s letter to the departments of the treasury and war,
offered this opinion:
It is highly important that no person should be permitted
to settle on the Islands forming “Charlotte Harbor” which are
immediately contiguous to the present Indian boundary line
and which are of no value for the purpose of agriculture,
being in general formed of sand and shells. Locations on
these Islands would be for the purpose of trafic [sic] with
the Indians which should be prevented. An Inspector of the
Revenue is certainly not necessary at this place where there
is no trade and smuggling could not well be carried on . . .
Give orders that the inspector’s office be removed from
Charlotte harbor, & established at Indian river.71
The re-entry of Charlotte Harbor into the stream of American
commerce was slow and unspectacular. Except for military per-
sonnel assigned to the various forts the area remained virtually
unpopulated during the decades of the 1840s and 1850s. Even
Sanibel Island, whose settlement had been launched with great
hope and some promise in 1833, was once more abandoned to
the native fauna. Although Fort Casey was established on Useppa
Island early in 1850, within the year it had ceased to exist.72
One must look into the post-Civil War years to discover the
beginnings of repopulation and economic development. Even
then, it was agricultural pursuits, not commercial fishing, which
provided the economic base of the area.73
71. Ibid, 949-50. See also Carter, Territorial Papers, XXVI, 951n.
72. This fort was presumably named for Captain John C. Casey, army officer
employed in the Indian service. Its location may be seen on a map of
the United States Coast Survey, A. D. Bache, cartographer, Sketch F,
Western Coast of Florida, 1845-1851.
73. Census data for the Charlotte Harbor for 1850 are perhaps not trust-
worthy, but they indicate that the population was still sparse eight
years after the cessation of the Indian wars. The total figures were as
follows: military personnel: 178; civilian personnel: 21 (of whom five
were children under six years of age, and seven were women) “Popula-
tion Schedules” for Monroe Sounty. Seventh United States Census, 1850,
Microfilm copy, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History.
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WADE LEONARD, FLORIDA NAVAL STORES
OPERATOR
by CLIFTON  PAISLEY*
F LORIDA LED all other states in naval stores production from1905 to 1923, sometimes accounting for half of the nation’s
output. North Carolina had led from colonial times to the
1870s, but when naval stores declined there, many North Caro-
linians followed the industry southward and westward through
the longleaf pine belt.1
Three transplanted North Carolinians, the Leonard brothers,
made this migration in 1900. The oldest, Samuel A., and the
youngest, Wade H., settled in Liberty County, Florida, and
their brother, Henry C., went to Mississippi. When a hurricane
destroyed his Mississippi turpentine orchard in 1906, Henry
joined his brothers in Florida. Wade Hampton Leonard, a
rugged individualist, was the most influential member of the
Leonard partnership. This pineywoods entrepreneur was a
plunger with a single-minded drive for profits. He made the
decisions that built the family’s fortune to an estimated $500,000
by the end of World War I. His speculations in Miami real
estate during the Florida boom of the 1920s nearly collapsed
the empire, but other investments in the late 1930s and 1940s
restored the family’s fortune.2
S. A. and W. H. Leonard were in their twenties when they
arrived in Florida. After a short time in the employ of others,
they formed their own partnership, and in 1906 they moved
Mr. Paisley is research editor, Graduate Research Office, Florida State
University.
A. Stuart Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources of Florida, III. The
Naval Stores Industry, University of Florida, Economic Series, I (May
1934), 8-13.
Eighty-nine letterfiles and 173 account books of the Leonard enter-
prises are in the Robert Manning Strozier Library, Florida State
University, Tallahassee. They are gift of Donald Leonard of Ocheesee,
son of Henry C. Leonard. They provide information about Florida’s
naval stores business during its heyday, about economic and social life
in West Florida during and after World War I, and about the activities
of Wade Hampton Leonard. A fire, May 1, 1913, destroyed earlier records.
Letterfiles, account books, and one envelope of income tax records have
been numbered 1 through 262 and will be cited hereafter by number.
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across the Apalachicola River to the small community of Frink,
ten miles southwest of Blountstown in Calhoun County. They
began buying land and eventually acquired 20,000 acres in the
Frink holdings alone.3 In 1911 the partnership also invested in
the Chipola Turpentine Company whose 8,000 acres stretched
seven miles along the Chipola River and Dead Lakes east of
the Frink property. The Leonards owned three-fifths of the stock
in this corporation, and officers of their naval stores factor,
Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. of Jacksonville, held the remainder.4
The Leonards obtained at the same time a controlling interest
in Marysville Naval Stores Co., which owned 20,000 acres be-
tween the Chipola and Dead Lakes on the one side and the
Apalachicola River on the other, extending from the southeast
corner of Calhoun into what is now Gulf County. At various
times the other partners in this enterprise were H. B. Gaskin
of Blountstown and W. J. Singletary and W. H. Milton of
Marianna.5
When Henry arrived from Mississippi he was named manager
and a working partner in the Frink enterprise, which became
known as H. C. Leonard and Brothers. In 1910 the base of
operations of the partnership of S. A. and W. H. Leonard
moved from Frink to Ocheesee in the northeast corner of Cal-
houn County four miles from the Apalachicola River. The
postal address was Grand Ridge in Jackson County. Around
Ocheesee, the Leonards purchased 5,000 acres of land which
they called Sterling Farm. This was in the “red hill” section
of Florida in contrast with their other holdings in the lower
coastal plain. Although there were good pinelands for turpen-
tining on Sterling Farm, several hundred acres were cultivated
in corn, cotton, sugar cane, peanuts, and other row crops. Wade
Leonard lived at Ocheesee. At first S. A. had a house on a
3,000-acre tract on Stafford Creek, three miles south of Sterling
Farm, but later he moved to Blountstown.6
3. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., Blountstown, March 18, 1972.
Mr. Leonard said the partnership names W. H. Leonard and Co. and
S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. were used interchangeably.
4. S. A. Leonard to J. W. Gunsby, June 16, 1928, Letterfile 19; D. M.
Flynn to W. H. Leonard, January 21, 1925, Letterfile 54.
5. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972. Milton was a
grandson of Florida’s Civil War Governor John Milton and for a
brief time was United States Senator from Florida.
6. Ibid.; J. Randall Stanley, History of Jackson County (Marianna, 1950),
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“ B o x i n g the Trees.” Florida State University Photographic Archives,
Robert Manning Strozier Library.
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A Turpentine Dipper at Work, Florida. Florida State University Photo-
graphic Archives, Robert Manning Strozier Library.
Florida Turpentine Still, ca. 1909. Florida State University Photographic
Archives, Robert Manning Strozier Library.
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The pinelands and turpentine stills of the Leonard brothers
lay along or near the largest river east of the Mississippi flowing
into the Gulf of Mexico. In antebellum times the Apalachicola
had carried up to 150,000 bales a year of Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida cotton.7 As late as 1914 the Callahan Line of Bainbridge
sent the 202-ton steamboat, J. W. Callahan, down the Flint and
Apalachicola rivers twice a week to the port of Apalachicola,
and sent smaller boats up the tributary Chipola River almost
to Look and Trimble shoals near Altha. The Merchants and
Planters Steamboat Co. of Columbus served the Chattahoochee
and Apalachicola with several vessels. The Leonards used both
steamboat lines but did most of their business with the Callahan
firm. Sterling Farm shipped from Ocheesee Landing on the
Apalachicola,8 H. C. Leonard and Brothers shipped from Cotton
Point Landing, Chipola Turpentine from Chipola Landing, and
Marysville Naval Stores at various times from Gaskin’s Landing,
Scott’s Ferry, Cocoanut Bluff, and Roastenear, all on the Chipola
River.9
Naval stores were moved down the Chipola and then up the
Apalachicola to River Junction (Chattahoochee), from which
point they were then shipped by rail to Jacksonville, Savannah,
or more rarely Fernandina, to be marketed by Flynn-Harris-
Bullard. In 1914 a shipment of barreled rosin from Ocheesee
to Jacksonville via this route cost twelve cents per 100 pounds
and turpentine twenty cents, while from the Chipola landings
the cost was fourteen cents and twenty-two cents, respectively.10
67-69. Ocheesee had been planned as the county seat of Fayette County,
which was carved out of Jackson County in 1832. Fayette County was
composed of a large wedge of land lying between the Apalachicola
and Chipola rivers and extending northward to the Alabama line. The
county was abolished in 1834, and Ocheesee, which in 1838 became a
part of the newly-created Calhoun County, never became more than a
crossroads.
7. Harry P. Owens, “Port of Apalachicola,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XLVIII (July 1969), 14.
8. A live oak tree, which, according to local tradition is the largest in
Florida, stands at this site. Nearby was the house of antebellum planter
Jason Gregory, which has been moved to Torreya State Park across
the river.
9. J. W. Callahan to W. H. Leonard, September 14, 1914, Letterfile 82;
interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972; interview with
P. F. McDaniel, Wewahitchka, July 13, 1972. Mr. McDaniel was captain
of the J. W. Callahan during part of its career on the Apalachicola
River, which extended, he said, from about 1908 until 1922, when it
sank in the lower reaches of the Chipola River.
10. John E. Harris to W. H. Leonard, July 28, 1915, Letterfile 70; invoices,
Letterfile 66.
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The same steamboats that carried rosin and turpentine
brought the Leonards tools and machinery for their naval stores
and farming enterprises, and quantities of groceries, clothes, and
medicines that were sold to some 100 families of turpentine and
farm workers through four commissaries. Occasionally the Leon-
ards received a shipment of goods from Pensacola that had
begun its journey aboard the seagoing Tarpon of the Pensacola;
St. Andrews and Gulf Steamship Co., then had come upriver
by steamboat.11 Boats plying the rivers provided the Leonards
a market for an occasional wheelarm or some planking. The
Apalachicola also was used to float rafts of cottonwood, ash, or
poplar logs to the Cypress Lumber Co. of Apalachicola.12 The
Leonards increasingly used rail transportation. Grand Ridge, a
station on the main line of the Louisville & Nashville, was ten
miles north of Ocheesee. Their enterprises were served at Altha
and Scotts Ferry by the Marianna and Blountstown Railroad.
Flynn-Harris-Bullard not only marketed the naval stores re-
ceived at Jacksonville, charging a two and one half per cent
commission, but also supplied some of the groceries and other
supplies for commissaries through their warehouse at Bain-
bridge. The factors also extended credit for land purchases, pay-
rolls, and other expenses, serving as banker for the enterprise.
Although the Leonard letterfiles contain no record of naval
stores shipments before 1914, these apparently amounted annu-
ally to approximately $100,000. W. H. Leonard estimated in
August 1914 that normal shipments from all four enterprises
totaled 2,500-3,000 barrels of spirits a year. Rosin was produced
at the rate of three and one-half barrels for every barrel of
turpentine, and thus rosin production must have amounted to
between 8,750 and 10,500 barrels. Using the lower figures and
and the prevailing prices, rosin evidently brought at least $35,000
a year and turpentine $55,000. Shipment records show that 2,510
barrels of rosin and 847 barrels of spirits were shipped by
Chipola Turpentine in 1914.13
Despite the war, which upset the naval stores industry, and
11. Consolidated Grocery Co. to W. H. Leonard and Co., March 29, 1915,
Letterfile 70.
12. Invoice, December 31, 1914, Letterfile 73; S. A. & W. H. Leonard Co.
to Cypress Lumber Co., February 12, 1916, Letterfile 76.
13. W. H. Leonard to Phillips Hardware Co., September 30, 1914, Letterfile
82; Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 44; computation, monthly
statements of Flynn-Harris-Bullard, Letterfile 78.
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the fact that the Leonards held back much rosin because of the
low price, sales of naval stores from Sterling Farm and Frink
were still heavy in 1916. The Leonards shipped 1,834 barrels of
rosin and 303 barrels of spirits from Ocheesee, receiving $23,460.
Shipments from the Frink enterprise totaled 2,904 barrels of
rosin and 479 barrels of spirits for which credit of $35,331 was
given.14 No records are available for the other enterprises that
year. After 1916 sales declined considerably.
Most activity in a naval stores camp began in March or
early April when gum began to run in the longleaf and slash
pine trees and continued for the eight warmest months of the
year. In a new area marked out for turpentining, the chippers,
using tools called hacks, carved a V-shaped gash in a tree about
a foot from the ground. Metal gutters were installed in the
cut, and beneath the drip of the gutter a clay or metal cup was
hung on a nail to catch the gum. Once a week the chippers
carved an additional “streak” above the original one and as the
season progressed the turpentine “face” formed by these cuts
became higher and after several seasons was six or eight feet
high. The hack, with a three-pound weight on one end to give
a stroke more heft, was used for carving streaks when the face
extended up to the height of a man; above that a long handled
“puller” was used.15
A “crop” of 10,000-10,500 newly-carved faces was called a
virgin crop. After one year it was a yearling; after two, a buck
crop; and after three years, when pullers were required to carve
the streaks, it became a pulling crop.16 Gum yields usually were
highest during the second or third years. After six years a
turpentine face was no longer serviceable, but trees frequently
were “backfaced” and sometimes they were backfaced a second
time.17
Dippers transferred the gum from the cups into buckets,
which then were emptied into fifty-gallon barrels, the contents of
from 275 to 300 cups filling one barrel. The barrels were hauled
14. Computation, monthly statements, Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co., 1916, Letter-
file 66.
15. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 28-31; interview with Donald
Leonard, Ocheesee, June 24, 1972.
16. Interview with W. Alongo Register, Tallahassee, August 9, 1972. Mr.
Register has been a naval stores operator since 1928.
17. W. H. Leonard to M. and J. Krebsback, February 14, 1934, Letterfile 7.
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by mule team to a still, usually only a few miles away. The
Leonards and most other operators used stills of twenty-five-
barrel capacity but only ten barrels of gum went into a typical
“charge.” Combined with a small quantity of water in the
copper pot of the still, this charge was heated to 290 degrees
Fahrenheit for two hours. The water moved to the bottom, and
the turpentine distilled off the top of the kettle passed through
a cooling coil into barrels. Ten barrels of gum treated in this
way produced two barrels of spirits and six and one-half barrels
of rosin. The rosin was strained through a wide-mesh cloth to
remove impurities and was barreled separately. The rosin and
spirits, fifty or fifty-one gallons in each wooden barrel, were
then ready for market.
A full naval stores force for enterprises like the Leonards’
consisted of woods crews, still workers and those in the cooper-
age shop, and draymen to haul the barrels to the landings. The
woods tasks included such end-of-the-season jobs as scraping the
hardened white gum from faces to make an inferior grade of
rosin and turpentine and raking debris from the base of a tree
to remove a fire hazard.18
Except for such supervisory employes as woods riders and
the commissary storekeepers, the work force consisted almost
entirely of blacks who lived on the place with their families.
Sterling Farm had forty and Marysville thirty-seven shanties to
house their workers. Some Florida turpentine camps at this
period leased convict labor but not the Leonards. Housing was
free, but families paid for groceries and supplies at the commis-
saries .19 Buying was on credit and sometimes large accounts
were run up, eventually to be paid out of wages. Some of the
transactions were by $3.00 books of coupons given workers in
lieu of cash for their services. If a worker with a sizable account
changed jobs, his new employer was asked to take over the
bill. In the instance of Tom Dawson, this amounted to $39.42.20
There was some noblesse oblige in economic arrangements; H. C.
Leonard regularly forgave his workers their commissary debts
at Christmastime. At Sterling Farm in 1914, Wade Leonard
18. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 31-34; interview with Henry
C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
19. Ibid.
20. S. A. and W. H. Leonard to J. T. McNeill, June 18, 1927, Letterfile 18.
21. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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welcomed back Quash Bannerman, an employe whom he had
brought from North Carolina in 1900 but from whom he had
become separated. He paid the train fare of Bannerman and
family from Ebro, Florida, and Bannerman received a wage of
eighty to ninety cents a day despite his advanced age.22
Before World War I, wages for work in naval stores and on
the farm approached an average of $1.00 a day at Sterling
Farm (time books frequently did not distinguish between the
two). On May 6, 1914, nine of some thirty male employes earned
$1.00, and four $1.25, while women employes were paid sixty
cents and children as little as thirty cents. Sometimes an entire
family worked, the records reflecting payment of $3.00 to “Charlie
Brown, two boys and three girls.”
In turpentine work, dipping was the job requiring the least
skill, and it paid the least. However on May 28 the fastest of
the six dippers, Son Rouse, earned $2.00, as much as a woods
rider, for the thirty buckets he dipped that day. Usually his
pay was considerably less, $1.13 one day, $1.46 another, and
$1.73 another in May 1914. Rouse earned six and two-thirds
cents a bucket, although some employees received only five cents
a bucket. The pay of D. Reed at the lower rate was only thirty-
five cents on May 8, 1914.
For chipping, a much more highly-rated skill, the Leonards
paid seventy-five cents per 1,000 faces. Owen Holmes earned
$5.95 for streaking 7,939 faces during the week ending May 9,
1914, while Wesley Baker earned $11.16 for carving two streaks
on 7,454 faces.23 Chippers were assigned a quota of faces that
they were expected to chip during the week, and although many
took five days to complete their quota some finished in four,
three, and even fewer days.24 The chippers worked under the
general supervision of a woods rider.
Relatively high wages prevailed only until the outbreak of
the war. The Leonard brothers and other naval stores operators
were advised by Flynn-Harris-Bullard on August 12, 1914, to
limit production and cut wages, telling hands that only forty-
five to fifty cents per 1,000 faces would be paid for chipping
22. W. H. Leonard to E. J. Rooks, October 1, 1914, Letterfile 82.
23. Time Book 137. The second streak evidently was an additional streak
carved on a face during the same pay period.
24. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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and thirty to thirty-five cents per barrel for dipping, all wages
to be taken in provisions at the commissaries.25
On the Leonard enterprises the pay for chipping was re-
duced to fifty cents and the pay for dipping was cut twenty
per cent. Pay for such supervisory employees as J. H. Scott was
also reduced, from $2.00 to $1.80 a day, but he was allowed to
work six instead of five days and actually increased his earnings,
from $10.00 to $10.80 a week.26 For the remainder of 1914 and
all of 1915 naval stores workers typically earned less than $1.00
a day. One of the better chippers, Owen Holmes, was able to
earn only $4.78 during the week ending August 20, 1915.27
On the heels of these economic hardships, two Leonard
workers became victims in a series of racial killings that spread
terror among Negroes in Calhoun County. On October 8, 1914,
just as a grand jury was completing its routine business, news
reached the courthouse in Blountstown that the body of Eunie
Johnson, a naval stores worker on Sterling Farm, had been
found in Reedy Branch a mile and a half north of Blountstown.
He had been shot to death. After a coroner’s jury had questioned
several persons, three young white men, B. M. (Stubbs) Franklin,
Ben McDaniel, and Math Davis, all described in a newspaper
report as being “well connected in the county,” were arrested.
Shortly after they were placed in jail, Joe Frazier, an employee
of Chipola Turpentine Co. and a material witness in the John-
son case, was reported missing. A search party found his body,
with gun wounds in the back and head and weighted down
with iron tied to the body with baling wire, in a deep hole of
Stafford Creek.28
Several killings preceding and including the murder of John-
son and Frazier occasionally are recalled in Calhoun County
today. Details, related by word of mouth, are sketchy since no
trial was held until the killings in October 1914. The murders
were evidently the result of an increase in racial tensions that
accompanied rapid growth of a sparsely-populated county where
use of the land for hunting, fishing, and free livestock range
was an established practice. The lumber and turpentine indus-
tries began moving in, and within a few decades both the white
25. Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. to customers, August 12, 1914, Letterfile 82.
26. Time Book 137.
27. Ibid. 136.
28. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 11, 1914.
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and black population increased five-fold.29 Shortly after the
turn of the century a white deputy sheriff was murdered, fol-
lowed by the murder of a second deputy and the lynching of a
black who had been involved. In the year preceding the murder
of Johnson and Frazier nine blacks were killed. Little or no
legal action was taken in these cases, but after the 1914 double-
killing, justice moved rapidly, spurred along by Wade Leonard.30
Indictments were returned on October 10 and 15, and a
trial was set for October 16. Wade Leonard engaged one of
West Florida’s most successful trial lawyers, Will H. Price of
Marianna, to assist State’s Attorney Rivers Buford in the prose-
cution. Price received $450 for his services. Attorneys C. L.
Wilson and W. P. Fields also aided in the prosecution. After a
day-long trial the three defendants were found guilty of second
degree murder and were sentenced to life imprisonment.31
Pay in the turpentine camps returned to normal as the war
progressed, and other opportunities about Sterling Farm some-
what softened the economic blow. A cane syrup mill ran con-
tinually in the peak of the grinding season, and several employes
in 1915 earned $1.12 a day there. Cotton-picking provided extra
income for an entire family, although the pay was only two
cents a pound. The enterprising family of Charlie Brown earned
29. U.S. Bureau of Census reports show the following changes in Calhoun
County population: 1880— whites, 1,184, Negroes, 396; 1890— whites, 1,132,
Negroes, 549; 1900— whites, 3,092, Negroes, 2,040; 1910— whites 5,325,
Negroes, 2,140; 1920— whites, 6,367, Negroes, 2,408.
30. In explaining a draft for $450 covering the attorney’s fee to assist prose-
cuting the three defendants, Wade Leonard wrote his factors, Flynn-
Harris-Bullard: “It had become customary with certain ones to kill
from one to three Negroes every court week in Calhoun County in the
neighborhood of Blountstown . . . . We felt that we would have to
make the fight or quit working Negroes in Calhoun County.” Wade
Leonard to Flynn-Harris-Bullard, May 17, 1915, Letterfile 70.
31. The three men, however, served collectively only seven years. Math
Davis, who was an accessory rather than a principal, received a pardon
from the Florida Pardon Board on December 20, 1915, and Ben Mc-
Daniel was paroled by the board, December 12, 1919, and soon left
Florida. While awaiting the start of his sentence, Stubbs Franklin
escaped from the Jackson County Jail, and shortly left the state. He
returned June 24, 1931, and surrendered himself at the state prison.
He immediately asked clemency and sought the assistance of Leonard
in his efforts: “If you feel that you would be doing the lords service by
writing the proper authorities a letter in my favor, then I ask you,
in the name of Jesus, to do so.” Leonard apparently made no objection
to a pardon, which was issued May 10, 1932. Franklin to W. H. Leonard,
July 12, 1931, Letterfile 11; Florida Pardon Board files, Tallahassee;
Minute Book 3, Office of the Calhoun County Circuit Court Clerk,
Blountstown; Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 18, 1914.
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$1.90 picking 318 pounds on September 8, 1915. The Leonards
provided work crews and sometimes mules for county road jobs
during the off-season, and on December 19, 1916, eighteen men
earned $1.00 each, which was paid by Calhoun County.32
Chippers were receiving seventy-five to eighty cents a thou-
sand by the summer of 1916, and workers such as Owen Holmes
earned $6.83 a week. The pay increased to $1.40 a thousand
in 1919 and $2.50 the following year. Holmes earned $33.42 dur-
ing one banner week in March 1920, and maintained a weekly
pay of $19.88 for most of the remainder of the year. A week’s
payroll for twenty-one turpentine workers on Sterling Farm
came to $261.20 in June 1920. After a postwar depression, pay
was still relatively high in 1927, $1.25 for chipping and $1.00
a barrel for dipping. But during the depression of the 1930s it
fell again, and in 1937 Holmes earned $6.40 for a week of
chipping at the rate of only ninety cents per thousand.33
While naval stores prices remained low until well into World
War I, expenses and debt rose continually. None of the enter-
prises was more heavily involved in debt than Marysville, and
in 1915 the Leonards and their partners owed Flynn-Harris-
Bullard $24,500, and J. H. Drummond, another creditor,
$15,540.34 Although they managed to meet these obligations,
the brothers did not emerge from their financial difficulties until
1917 when they mortgaged Sterling Farm and the Stafford Creek
place, valued at $172,740, to obtain a $45,000 six per cent loan
from Penn Mutual Insurance Company.35
In addition to attacking their debt problems— principally by
getting further into debt— the Leonards utilized wartime demands
to diversify their naval stores business. The first effort in that
direction was inspired by a sudden rise in the price of sugar
and consequently cane syrup. As early as 1913 they had planted
sugar cane, and the Leonards had manufactured “pure cane
syrup” for sale. An unusually good cane crop was maturing in
the fields when, in August 1914, the Leonards ordered 50,000
32. Time Books 120, 124, 136.
33. Time Books 121, 127, 128, 134; S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to H. M.
Gainer, March 10, 1927, Letterfile 15; Account Book 168.
34. S. A. and W. H. Leonard to Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co., February 13,
1915, Letterfile 73; F. Bullock to S. A. Leonard, H. B. Gaskin, W. H.
Milton, and W. H. Leonard, January 4, 1915, Letterfile 73.
35. J. W. Hamer to W. H. Leonard, August 13, 1917, Letterfile 7.
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tin cans of several sizes, as many labels with the brand name
“Ponce de Leon,” and 250 barrels for bulk shipments.36 Ship-
ments of syrup began on a large scale that fall to Alabama,
Georgia, and the Florida Panhandle. In 1915 syrup-making had
become such a big enterprise and cotton-growing such a poor
one that W. H. Leonard wrote an associate: “We are going to
cut out cotton after this year and pay more attention to our
syrup business than ever before.” The last 101 bales of cotton
shipped in two lots aboard the steamer City of Eufaula to
Columbus, Georgia, had brought scarcely eight cents a pound.37
The Leonards advertised their product in a Montgomery
newspaper, and soon hundreds of cases of Ponce de Leon syrup
were traveling by rail or boat to Montgomery, Birmingham,
Pensacola, Columbus, and Bainbridge. The Atlantic Coast Line
Railroad bought 300 cases, and in 1917 Flynn-Harris-Bullard
sold another order for 180 cases and fifty barrels for $1,749.
Purchasers included other naval stores camps. The Leonards
informed a party in Liberty County that at their wholesale
price the naval stores operator could make a fifty per cent
profit by resale at his commissary. Bails were added to each
gallon can so that “the hands can use it for a dinner pail.“38
Sterling Farm produced 12,000 gallons of syrup in 1916 and
15,000 gallons the next year.39 In 1918, for the first time, syrup
outsold naval stores on the home farm, bringing in $18,760, as
compared with $15,994 from turpentine and rosin.40
The increasing demand for lumber encouraged the Leonards
to move into that operation in a major way in 1918. They had
been engaged in some lumbering through the years. A pine tree
was useful for naval stores for only five to ten years, and after
an area was no longer productive the Leonards either sold
36. W. H. Leonard to Boyle Can Co., August 18, 1914, Letterfile 80; invoice,
Pensacola Cooperage Co., November 7, 1914, Letterfile 80; invoice,
Simpson & Doeller Co., March 10, 1915, Letterfile 80.
37. S. A. & W. H. Leonard Co. to M. W. Kelly Co., September 16, 1915.
Letterfile 81; W. C. Bradley Co. to W. H. Leonard & Co., January 20,
1915, Letterfile 72; Covington Co. to W. H. Leonard & Co., March 1,
1915, Letterfile 73.
38. Flynn-Harris-Bullard Co. to W. H. Leonard, October 22, 1914, Letter-
file 73; John H. Powell to W. H. Leonard, December 13, 21, 1917, Letter-
file 71; W. H. Leonard & Co. to Mercer Turpentine Co., December 29,
1917, Letterfile 71.
39. S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to USDA Emergency Food Survey, February
1918, Letterfile 66.
40. Account Book 147.
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stumpage or moved in with their own sawmills to cut down
the trees.41
Two new sawmills, capable of handling from 6,000 to 10,000
feet a day, were purchased in 1918,42 and in August of that
year W. H. Leonard informed prospective lumber buyers that
six small mills of the new Leonard Lumber Co. were prepared
to fill orders for “rough y. p. lumber and timber, car sills,
government material, in fact anything in yellow pine.”43 “Govern-
ment material” was much in demand. One of the first orders was
from the Delaware Ordnance Depot in New Jersey for 2,400
railroad ties and another from the Pennsylvania Railroad for
24,700 board feet of lumber delivered to its Altoona Car Shops.44
In the fourteen months beginning August 1, 1918, shipments
from four Leonard mills totaled 2,041,444 board feet for which
$54,556 was received. On Sterling Farm alone, lumber sales in
1920 accounted for $24,634 out of a total income of $51,772,
and the sale of lumber continued until well after the war on
other turpentined-out areas. On the Marysville acreage, esti-
mated to contain 30,000,000 feet of timber, only 1,600,000 feet
had been cut up to 1923. In that year 2,900,000 additional
board feet were cut; in 1924, 7,056,000; and in 1925, 7,246,000
feet.45
Syrup and lumber enabled the Leonards to weather the
wartime depression in naval stores. The price of these also re-
turned to normal, and immediately following the war rosin
and turpentine reached record prices of $15.85 per barrel and
$1.42 per gallon.46 At these prices naval stores on Sterling Farm
brought $27,342 in 1919 and at Marysville the next year, $72,145.
Expenses, on the other hand, rose higher than ever before. At
Sterling Farm the 1920 expenditures included fertilizer, $9,402;
farm labor, $12,736; and sawmill labor, $16,823. The syrup
41. Interview with Donald Leonard, March 18, 1972.
42. W. H. Leonard & Co. to J. H. Kerby, July 30, 1918, Letterfile 67.
43. Leonard Lumber Co. to Moss-Downer Lumber Co., August 26, 1918,
Letterfile 28.
44. Requisitions, Letterfile 28.
45. Consolidated report, Leonard Lumber Co., Letterfile 36; S. A. Leonard
to C. R. Nash, January 26, 1927, Letterfile 15; and Income Tax File 262.
46. Campbell, Studies in Forestry Resources, 44.
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business, after producing $20,550 in 1919, declined with a fall
in prices, and a quantity of syrup remained unsold at the end
of 1920. Farm products that year produced altogether only
$11,597.47
Nevertheless, the Leonards, with $268,772 worth of land,
and total assets of $444,419, enjoyed a prosperity that could be
matched by few others in that area of Florida at the beginning
of the 1920s.48 In addition to their naval stores, syrup, and
lumbering businesses, the Leonard enterprises at this time in-
cluded Leonard Drug Co. in Blountstown, and shortly after-
ward a livestock business there— Leonard and Anders. Wade
Leonard had prospered enough during the war to build and
furnish a large Victorian-style house at Ocheesee. The Delco
lighting system in the house and Leonard’s Reo car were visible
signs of his status in the community. He frequently was seen
driving his automobile at break-neck speed, his white duster
flying in the breeze.49
All three brothers had been active in management of the
Leonard enterprises. One, Henry C., died shortly after World
War I. The eldest brother, Sam, continued as an active partner,
but a nephew describes him as being less the businessman and
more “the bookish member of the family, staying up half the
night reading history.“50 A fat man whose engaging personality
and infectious laugh made him a universal favorite, Sam
Leonard inclined toward caution in business and “liked to go
the slow road.” Wade Leonard, on the contrary, was a business
plunger with tremendous powers of concentration on and pre-
occupation with his objectives .51 These were expressed in a letter
to the manager of an ailing Leonard enterprise: “We do not
like to be connected with any business that does not make
money . . . and certainly trust that you will have a much better
year than last and that at the end of that year that your business
will show a real nice profit, which will cause us all to feel much
better.“52 Five-feet ten inches and a muscular 200 pounds, Wade
47. Account Book 114; ledger sheet, Letterfile 36; Income Tax File 262.
48. Income Tax File 262.
49. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
50. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972. Three other brothers,
John, Mel, and Luther, came to Florida but none became a partner.
Three sisters remained in North Carolina.
51. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
52. W. H. Leonard to H. C. Vinson, March 22, 1928, Letterfile 16.
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Leonard is remembered as a formidable person whose awesome
presence was enhanced by his somewhat formal dress and by
the cane he always carried as the result of an old logging injury
that had shortened one leg. He always wore a gun from his
earliest days in Florida.53 Quick to anger, his temper once
exploded near the end of World War I when a white man,
known to have set fire to a barn, came into the commissary.
“Uncle Wade jumped him, pinned him to the floor and I
suppose would have killed him if he had not been pulled off,”
a nephew recalls.54 More often, however, his anger was vented
in such letters as the one he wrote the Baptist church treasurer
who had accused him of not meeting his commitment to the
salary of “Brother Judah.” He totaled a year’s vouchers to show
the $74.00 in contributions was more than the sum he had
promised.
Until 1920 the Leonards’ investments all had been in Calhoun
County. Wade now led the partnership into its first outside
enterprise, opening Leonard Brothers Motor Co. at Fitzgerald,
Georgia, and Ward-Leonard Motor Co. at Orlando. Although
there was money in automobiles, the brothers found, there also
were such problems as the large inventory of used cars taken
in trade.55
But Wade Leonard was willing to take risks with his money,
and another contemporary field of investment attracted his
attention. On what was later to be called the Florida Gold Coast,
Miami, after 1920, was in the first stages of its great land boom,
and real estate was beginning to turn over at profits that
attracted investors from far outside the state. An entry on a
1921 balance sheet for S. A. and W. H. Leonard reflects the
Leonards’ entry into this field: $10,000 and $22,000 investments
in “Miami lands.“56
53. Interview with Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972. Wade and Henry
Leonard married sisters. When H. C. Leonard died in 1921, his widow
and her five children moved to the house of Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Leonard, who had no children. Both of the nephews who were inter-
viewed thus had an opportunity from early childhood to become well
acquainted with their uncle.
54. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
55. Wade H. Leonard to H. C. Vinson, November 3, 1927, Letterfile 16.
56. Income Tax File 262. In an interview, March 18, 1972, Henry C.
Leonard, Jr., said his uncles got into the Miami real estate market when
they began disposing of used cars. “Somebody suggested to them that
there was a good market for used cars in Miami. So Uncle Wade began
48
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The Leonards obtained several valuable rental properties in
Miami. Among them were the Albemarle Apartments at North-
west Second Avenue and Third Street and a building on the
southwest corner of Northwest Second Avenue and Fifth Street
whose downstairs was rented for $800 a month to the Three
Friends Furniture Company. Most of the investments, however,
were purely speculative acquisitions of property that the Leon-
ards expected to sell again at the constantly inflating prices of
the Florida boom. Sometimes Wade Leonard went to Miami
personally to trade in real estate. Other times, W. H. Reeder,
a realtor who became associated with the brothers in Leonard
Investment Co. of Miami, located good buys or prospective
buyers and wired the details to Ocheesee. At other times, T. L.
Leonard, a kinsman, was on the scene to trade in their behalf.
During the height of the boom in 1925 he scribbled a note to
Wade Leonard on stationery of the Crow-Reeder Co.: “Knocked
them cookoo today. Sold the Roberts lot 254 N. 5th for $100,000.
Lot at Coral Gables for $5,000 and didn’t have any help. Will
express papers tomorrow.“57
Leonard Investment Co. pyramided assets of $1,000,000—
mainly on paper— but its largest profit came, not on Miami real
estate, but in the turnover of 33,271 acres of land in Franklin
County, a neighbor to Calhoun.58 An option to purchase this
acreage, composing the eastern two-thirds of St. James Island,
a pineywoods bounded by the gulf coast, the Crooked and the
Ochlockonee rivers, was sold January 26, 1925, by J. F. Cochran
and F. M. Phillips of Tallahassee for $2,000 to E. Z. Jones, a
Jacksonville real estate man. On the same day the Leonards
bought the option from Jones, and in return they agreed to
pay him ten per cent of any net profits on sale of the property,
as well as five per cent commission. Paying out only $2,000,
Leonard Investment obtained an unusually valuable interest in
the property, and Jones within a month claimed to have “not
less than twenty-five good prospects at half a million or more”
who would pick up the option.
to take these cars down there and sell them and trade them for
land . . . . And that was right at the time when property was going
up in value.”
57. Many of the Leonards’ activities in Miami real estate can be followed
in Letterfiles 5, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 52, 54; Leonard Investment Co.
Cash Journal 96; Income Tax File 262.
58. Balance sheet, Leonard Investment Co., August 31, 1925, Letterfile 12.
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The best prospect turned out to be Ed Ball of Wilming-
ton, Delaware, who at that time was beginning to buy for
Alfred I. DuPont the approximately 1,000,000 acres of West
Florida land that were to become the domain of St. Joe Paper
Co.59 Ball indicated much interest in the property in March
1925, and in April he indicated his impatience at not having
received an abstract. On May 19, Wade Leonard, then in Miami,
received an urgent request from his brother to come to Talla-
hassee promptly. “This is the greatest chance of our life,” wired
S. A. Leonard. A few days later Ball purchased the property
in a transaction in which Leonard Investment Co. received
$150,000 as their part, $119,574 of which was profit. The com-
pany had to wait a year for $45,000 of the money, however,
while title was cleared on 11,164 acres.60
All of the profits from the sale of the St. James Island
property went into more Miami investments. The largest in-
vestment of all, made after the first $74,574 was received from
the Ball transaction, was the purchase of the R. B. Porter
property on the southeast corner of North Miami Avenue and
Fifth Street on July 1, 1925. At $515,000 this at first appeared
to be an excellent buy; on September 5, part of the property
was resold to W. D. Manley for $625,000, of which $200,000 was
in cash, and the Leonard bookkeeper entered “undistributed
profits” of $195,147 on the transaction. Within a few months it
became apparent, however, that this sale could not be con-
sumated, and Leonard Investment was left responsible for a
$415,000 mortgage. In the end the property was transferred
back to Porter while Leonard Investment Co. listed a
59. The subsequent purchase of the 33,271 acres by Ball evidently was one
of the first purchases, if not the very first purchase, by the DuPont
interests. DuPont’s initial purchases, involving 66,081 acres and 800
town lots in Franklin, Bay, and Walton counties, for which $808,311
was paid, is reported by DuPont’s biographer to have been made early
in 1926. See Marquis James, Alfred I .  DuPont,  The Family Rebel
(Indianapolis, 1941), 400. The Franklin County land on which the
Leonards had an option, presumably a part of this big tract, actually
was sold nearly a year earlier, in 1925.
60. Correspondence and documents about the St. James Island sale may be
found in Letterfiles 5, 12, 52, 53, 54. See also Franklin County Deed
Record Book Y, 179, 248, 260, 262, 264, 265, 267, 268, 269, 271;
Mortgage and Lien Assignment Book A, 261-62; Mortgage Book K,
206-20; Satisfaction Record B, 93-95, Franklin County Circuit Court
Clerk’s Office, Apalachicola.
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$107,000 loss from the transactions.61
During the height of the Florida boom, Leonard Investment
did, however, enable the brothers’ partnership at Ocheesee to
prosper as never before. Net profits of S. A. and W. H. Leonard
Co. totaled $106,973.29 in 1925. Stock dividends, principally
from the Miami company, comprised $61,250 of total income.
The partnership listed its assets at $980,214.62
Riding the crest of this prosperity, Wade Leonard became
an increasingly important figure in Calhoun County and the
state. Sam was the only member of the family to hold political
office, serving in the Florida House of Representatives in 1929-
1930. But it was more frequently Wade Leonard whose voice was
heard at the courthouse in Blountstown or in the capitol in
Tallahassee. He was recognizable at a distance as his high-
powered car sped down country roads, often becoming involved
in accidents, or as he walked down Blountstown’s main street
in his white linen suit. During the winter his attire became more
formal, sometimes extending even to gloves, a derby hat, or
even a topper on special occasions. There were more and more
of these occasions as he mixed in Miami society, joined the
Miami Anglers Club and attended their expensive frolics, or
went off as an alternate to the long-drawn-out Democratic
National Convention in 1924. While in New York for this
convention he bought a $600 Paris gown for his wife Julia, a
black silk chiffon hand-embroidered in jet beads, that must have
made her the envy of Miami society when she accompanied
him on one of his many trips.63
Despite such setbacks as the failure of the Porter block sale,
income of Leonard Investment Co. was sufficient during the
early part of 1926 for the directors to declare a 200 per cent
dividend, netting $35,000 for the Leonard partnership. The two
Leonards had individual incomes of $30,000 that year. By
September 1926, however, it had become apparent to most
people that the boom had run its course. On September 16,
1926, a severe hurricane struck Miami, demolishing whatever
was left of investors’ hopes. The Leonards lost only $5,508 in
61. Correspondence about the Porter property is in Letterfile 5, 12, 15, 22,
61. The transactions are summarized in C. H. Reeder to Harry Goldstein,
November 18, 1926, Letterfile 5.
62. Balance sheet, S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co., Letterfile 52.
63. Interview with Mrs. Henry C. Leonard, Jr., August 24, 1972.
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broken glass and fallen plaster and roofs, but Leonard Invest-
ment Co. now began to suffer big losses in its paper investments,
as well as a severe decline in rents. For the year’s period be-
ginning July 31, 1926, net losses were listed as $230,992.64 Wade
Leonard wrote his brother from Miami: “It is generally con-
ceded that Leonard Investment Co. is broke and I’m not denying
it.“65 Beginning in 1927 the Leonard brothers partnership began
to show yearly losses extending well into the Great Depression.
At first, however, Wade Leonard was not willing to concede
that everything was lost in Miami. He began to spend increasing
amounts of time there, stopping at a hotel or at one of the
apartments that were being vacated ever more frequently. Some-
times Julia accompanied him, and it was fortunate when she
did, because when alone he was forever absent-mindedly leaving
his bedroom slippers, razor strop, or glasses in his hotel room
when he returned home. His letters to “Dear Buddie” (S. A.
Leonard) were filled with hopeful plans. “There is a strong
possibility of getting Leonard & Co. in much better shape— and
possibly can make ten or fifteen thousand for ourselves,” he
wrote on February 5, 1927, and then on February 23 a $20,000
bank loan seemed to be in prospect. As late as December 8,
1927, Wade Leonard still was interested in a good trade in
Miami even if the trading involved the home place at Sterling
Farm.66
Sterling Farm and a nearby acreage, together with S. A.
Leonard’s properties in Blountstown, soon were about all that
remained of the once extensive Leonard estate. The Florida
boom had been felt throughout Florida in 1925, and it was during
this period that the Leonards began selling off some of their
turpentined-out, timbered-off lands. In September 1925, the
Marysville lands were sold for $12.00 an acre67 and in March 1926,
most of the Chipola acreage and the naval stores equipment
there went to W. S. Carter of Evergreen, Alabama, for $171,726.68
The land boom and a favorable lease increased the asking price
for the Frink lands, then with about 16,000 acres, from $15.00
64. W. H. Leonard to Peter H. Miller, August 8, 1927, Letterfile 18.
65. Wade H. Leonard to S. A. Leonard, February 5, 1927, Letterfile 15.
66. Letterfile 15; W. H. Leonard to Realty U. and S. Co., Miami, December
8, 1927, Letterfile 16.
67. S. A. Leonard to G. W. Beebe, September 12, 1925, Letterfile 61.
68. J. I. Hentz to W. H. Leonard, March 23, 1926, Letterfile 52.
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to $16.50 and finally $17.50 an acre, but they did not sell at
this time.69
In 1927 the Leonards for a second time mortgaged Sterling
Farm, along with the Sam Leonard house in Blountstown, this
time obtaining a two-year loan of $50,000 from two members of
the factorage firm in Jacksonville. In a year, when the first notes
fell due, they could not pay them. The Leonards would have
lost the farm in a foreclosure, according to Wade Leonard’s
nephew, except that D. M. Flynn, one of the mortgage holders,
arranged for the debt to be paid off over a ten-year period. His
uncle paid it off in five or six years.70
During the 1930s the letterfiles become increasingly less in-
formative about the Leonards’ finances, but it is clear that they
continued in a troubled state. Wade Leonard always made
spectacular recoveries, though. Henry C. Leonard, Jr., tells the
story of the final chapters in the brothers’ lives:
About 1935 the Internal Revenue jumped on W. H.
Leonard for a hundred thousand dollars that Leonard In-
vestment Co. owed in back income taxes. He told them that if
he owed them he couldn’t pay them, and they kept hounding
him. But he took all of his papers to Bainbridge Ga., to a
tax expert, and had him check it. And he told him that he
did not owe them but they owed him over a hundred
thousand dollars. This attorney, this tax expert, took the
case for 40 per cent. They went to Miami, sued the govern-
ment, collected the money, and Uncle Wade came back to
Calhoun County with $62,000 in cash that nobody knew
he had. He paid his creditors off and went back to flying
high again.
Uncle Sam died in 1938 but Uncle Wade remained active
the rest of his life— he died in 1956. He was active in the
operation of his farm; he sold an investment company which
originally was H. C. Leonard and Brothers, took the money
and went to Baldwin County, Alabama, and bought 10,000
acres of land there, turpentined it for two or three years,
sold it and made approximately a hundred thousand dollars
69. W. H. Leonard to W. L. Lockey, April 24, 1925, and others, Letterfile 54;
S. A. Leonard to G. W. Beebe, September 12, 1925, Letterfile 54; tele-
gram, S. A. and W. H. Leonard to Nat West, 1926, Letterfile 61.
70. S. A. and W. H. Leonard Co. to D. M. Flynn and Mrs. Martha B.
Richmond, January 7, 1927, Letterfile 15; A. L. Brogdon to S. A. and
W. H. Leonard Co., December 22, 1927, Letterfile 16; S. A. & W. H.
Leonard Co. to Brogdon, January 5, 1928, Letterfile 16; interview with
Henry C. Leonard, Jr., March 18, 1972.
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out of it. Meantime, during the war, he and some friends
got a garbage contract for the Naval Air Station in Pensacola
and they made about $150,000 out of that, his part being
approximately $60,000. But he still was turpentining at Ochee
see until about 1940— I think that was when they did the
final turpentining there. After that he just farmed. He bought
a farm in Greenwood, Jackson County, about 2,000 acres,
about three years before he died. He bought a farm of about
800 acres west of Marianna two years before he died. He was
active right up to his death. He went into the dairy business
in a big way. That was his last big venture, the last thing
he was really interested in. But he wasn’t successful at it.
Wade Leonard left an estate of approximately $500,000 at
his death in 1956.71 His homestead was sold, but 1,300 acres of
the former Sterling Farm remain in the possession of his nephew,
Donald, who built a house there. Most of the other lands passed
into the hands of pulp and paper companies and a lumber
company. International Paper owns the Frink lands and much
of Sterling Farm; the St. Joe Paper Co. owns the Chipola lands
and Neal Lumber Co. the Marysville properties.72
Naval stores now are largely by-products of lumbering and
pulping. There are few naval stores operators of Wade Leonard’s
kind remaining in Florida or the South.
71. Interview with Marion B. Knight, Blountstown, August 24, 1972. Mr.
Knight was Wade Leonard’s attorney.
72. Interview with Donald Leonard, June 24, 1972.
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A STUDY OF FLORIDA DEFENSE COSTS,
1565-1585:
A QUANTIFICATION OF FLORIDA HISTORY
by PAUL  E. H OFFMAN *
S UPERFICIALLY quantitative history, like happiness, is differentthings to different people. Basically, however, it seeks to
verify in more explicit ways generalizations such as “X was
more important than Y,” and “slavery was (or was not) profit-
able.” To that end, numbers and statistical tests are developed
to describe the same reality as that dealt with by “traditional”
history. For most practitioners of the methodology this numerical
description is a second, verifying description having as much
validity, but no more than a narrative about the same historical
events.1 Occasionally, as with the fiscal history of Florida from
1565 to 1585, the quantitative approach, besides confirming
generalizations developed from literary sources, suggests mis-
leading insights which must be corrected by reference to the
literary record. A quantification of Florida’s history based on
the royal treasury accounts is thus useful not only for the
historical data it can yield, but also as an example of the limita-
tions of the technique.
Like any historian, a quantifier must ask: “What kind and
quality of sources do I have?” This study is based on the royal
treasury accounts. There are other sources of quantifiable data
for the history of Florida such as the libros de registros utilized
by the Chaunus in their monumental study of Seville et l’-
Atlantique,2 or the registros de pasajeros, listing immigrants.
* Mr. Hoffman is assistant professor of history, Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge. He wishes to thank the National Endowment for the
Humanities and the University of Wyoming for financial support of
the research contributing to this paper. A preliminary version of the
paper was read before the Southwestern Social Science Association, San
Antonio, Texas, March 1972.
1. Robert William Fogel, “Historiography and Retrospective Econometrics,”
History and Theory, IX (1970), 245-64.
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These are useful in certain contexts, but not so valuable for
general history as the treasury accounts.3
All colonial treasury accounts before the eighteenth century
were of the “charge-discharge” type. An agent was “charged”
with the responsibility for a given item of revenue or stores;
he was “discharged” when it was found in his possession at the
end of the accounting period or when he could show valid
orders for its disposal. Such accounts may be only one long
cash ledger, divided into the two sections, or they may be a
series of inter-related accounts in the same or separate books.
The Florida treasury of 1578, for example, used eleven books,
beginning with the treasurer’s cash book and the Tenedor de
Bastimentos’ basic account, and ending with individual accounts
for each soldier, in turn broken down into cash and kind pay-
ments.4
Under normal circumstances elaborate procedures were fol-
lowed to prevent fraud, particularly in the use of royal property
and funds. These were reinforced by an audit at the local level
and a review audit by the accountants (Contadores) of the council
of the Indies. Any expenditure validated by this process can
normally be assumed to have been a cost of government, and
the quantifier may place considerable faith in it as a piece of
data.5 Spanish Florida between 1565 and 1585 was not a place
where normal circumstances prevailed. Consequently, the validity
of the treasury data is open to serious question and must be
examined for each of the four periods into which the sources
may be divided.
3. María Encarnasión Rodriguez Vicente, “La contabilidad virreinal como
fuente histórica,” Anuario de Estúdios Americanos, XXIV (1967), 1523-
1542.
4. Dorothea Oschinsky, “Notes on the Editing and Interpretation of Estate
Accounts,” Archives, The Journal of the British Records Association,
IX (1969), 84-89, 142-52, has a description of English accounts of this
type. See especially pp. 148-49. Sybill M. Jack, “An Historical Defense
of Single Entry Bookkeeping,” Abacus, II (December 1966), 137-58,
provides the general historical context. For documentation of the pro-
cedures see Diego de Encinas, Cedulario Indiano, 4 vols. (Madrid, 15-96;
facsimile edition, Madrid, 1945-1946), III, 243-81. Paul E. Hoffman and
Eugene Lyon, “Accounts of the Real Hacienda, Florida, 1565 to 1662,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVIII (July 1969), 61-62, provides
the list of eleven books kept in Florida in 1578.
5. Hoffman and Lyon, “Accounts,” 60-65. Paul E. Hoffman, “The Computer
and the Colonial Treasury Accounts: A Proposal for a Methodology,”
Hispanic American Historical Review, L (November 1970), 732-34.
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The first period is 1565-1570. During these years Florida had
no treasury and no regular support from the Crown. Adelantado
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés had various numbers of soldiers and
colonists in the province, and he seems to have deliberately
mingled his support of them with the Crown’s support of its
troops. This lack of rigor in accounting for the royal property
was first reported in November 1567 by Hernán Pérez, an officer
from Florida. He informed the Crown that the supplies it sent
out were being sold in the Antilles and other parts of the
Caribbean. He cited as an example the sale of 100 barrels of
flour in Santo Domingo; it was public knowledge, he claimed,
that a store in Havana sold clothing destined for Florida.6 No
notice was taken of his allegations. The result was a tangle
which the Crown eventually solved by simply giving up any
attempt to call to account those who had used its supplies.7
Superficially it would appear that no reliable data could be
obtained for these years.
By excluding the affairs of the Adelantado, the super-
ficial picture proves incorrect.8 The Crown supplied its
soldiers through purchases made by the Casa de Contratación
and forwarded to Florida for distribution by the Tenedor de
Bastimentos, Juan de Junco.9 The Casa’s records of these pur-
chases are complete and reliable.10 One can also determine pay-
ments for salaries, since these were also made by the Casa be-
6. Hernán Pérez to Crown, November 28, 1567, Archivo General de Indias:
Santo Domingo 71, libro 1, fols. 367-367vto. Hereinafter cited as AGI:SD.
7. See comments quoted in Hoffman and Lyon, “Accounts,” 63. See also a
note probably written by Baltasar del Castillo on the account of Barto-
lomé Martinez, Tenedor de Bastimentos at Santa Elena, 1572-1576, to
the effect that the food accounts were taken only to ensure that each
soldier received his proper ration. It was also hoped that the accounting
would note expenditures for foods which were not given to the men,
but that was clearly a secondary motive. AGI:Contaduría 944; microfilm
copy as Reel 25 E, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University
of Florida, Gainesville. Hereinafter cited as AGI:CD. For a listing of
the contents of the microfilms of these accounts held by the Yonge
library see Hoffman and Lyons, “Accounts,” Table I, 58-59, and Eugene
Lyon, “A Tentative List of Contents of Contaduría 941-949, Microfilms
25C-J, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,” Typescript (Gaines-
ville, 1969).
8. Even Menéndez de Avilés’s tangled accounts may yield to the probings
of law and notorial records. Eugene Lyon is attempting to do this
untangling with his current study of Menéndez de Avilés.
9. The operation of this system awaits full description. Its general outlines
are apparent from documents in AGI:Contratación 5012, AGI:CD 941,
AGI:Indiferente General 738, 1093, and AGI:SD 115, 118.
10. The Casa’s accounts are AGI:CD 294, 299, 304, 310B, 316, 319, 321B.
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tween 1568 and 1582. Additional expenditures made from
treasuries in the Caribbean were also reliably reported in the
appropriate treasury accounts.11
Of the treasuries which might have contributed to the up-
keep of the Crown’s troops during these years, only Cuba lacks
preserved accounts. That loss is not serious, since Cuba spent
most of its money on the fort at Havana and little, if any, on
Florida.12 Thus there are extant records of all basic expenditures.
Fraud was clearly involved in the disbursement of supplies.
Junco’s accounts, as well as the testimony of Hernán Pérez, show
evidence of misappropriation. The auditors accordingly chal-
lenged a number of entries.13 If an absolutely accurate account-
ing of the costs were desired this fraud would have to be con-
sidered, but since the Crown wrote it off as impossible either to
detect or to collect, the historian may assume the recorded costs
were all for valid uses, even though they were not. So far as
the treasury was concerned all the goods purchased and the
wages paid with the money were “made good.” They were
government costs not unlike “overruns” in the procurement of
modern military hardware.
The second period is 1570-1574. During these years Menéndez
de Avilés handled the subsidy of 8,788,725 maravedi a year as
part of his personal revenues. As Governor Carreño of Cuba
put it: “the Adelantado was a friend of some of the residents
here [in Havana]. They collected monies for him and sent foods
to Florida according to his orders and then rendered account
to him and received his quittance.“14 Baltasar del Castillo, sent
to investigate the Adelantado’s stewardship after his death, found
that many of these agents had died or were “so poor” as to be
unable to repay any misappropriated sums.15 He was able to
11. For Puerto Rico see AGI:CD 1074, No. 3. For Santo Domingo see AGI:CD
1052, No. 1, item 1. The Cuban accounts are missing except for a revista
de cuentas (review of the accounts) for the years 1559-1572 in AGI:CD
1174, No. 5, a.
12. Irene A. Wright, The Early History of Cuba, 1492-1586 (New York,
1916), 215-28, 270-54, passim; Irene A. Wright, História documentada
de San Cristóbal de la Habana en el siglo XVI, 2 vols. (Havana, 1927-
1930), I, 40-45.
13. AGI:CD 941; Reel 25 C in P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History;
Hoffman and Lyon, “Accounts,” 63.
14. Governor Carreño to Crown, August 20, 1577, AGI:SD 99, Ramo 3,
No. 80, paragraph 14.
15. Baltasar del Castillo to Crown, July 8, 1578, AGI:SD 118, Ramo 2, No.
131.
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work up not only Menéndez’s account but also those for most
of those who had handled money for him. Only a portion of these
accounts have survived in the Contaduría papers of the Archivo
General de Indias.
From surviving accounts it is possible to construct a flow
chart, which indicates amounts, agents, and surviving accounts
(Figures 1 and 2) .16 This tracing of the spending of the subsidy
permits estimation of basic expenditures, although with less
certainty than for the preceeding period. A further difficulty is
the absence of many of the detailed accounts without which
the colony’s costs cannot be particularized.
The third period is the government of Hernando de Miranda,
Menéndez’s son-in-law and his successor as Adelantado of Florida,
1574-1576. The royal treasury accounts begin in 1574 when
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, the first Adelantado’s nephew, took
office as treasurer. These accounts were rendered after his death
in 1576 and betray sloppy bookkeeping, improper receipts, and a
continuation of the same sort of patrimonial, promiscuous mix-
ing of the King’s and the Adelantado’s funds and supplies.17
There are two copies in the Archivo General de Indias. Working
with both it is possible to reconstruct the probable pattern
of expenditure. Again, however, the data do not inspire as much
confidence as is desirable, but they can be used to suggest a mini-
mum picture.
The fourth period began in 1577 when Martín de Quiros
became treasurer. With him came more or less impartial although
still familial government. From that date the accounts show
the effect of a “regular” royal administration and the reorganiza-
tion of 1577-1578 carried out by Baltasar del Castillo and Gover-
nor Pedro Menéndez Marqués .18 Accounts from this period are
as reliable as any other royal treasury accounts, although they
stop in 1581. Drake destroyed the documentation on which the
16. See Table III for a list of subsidy payments which have been traced.
17. AGI:CD 944; Reels 25 D and 25 E in P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History.
18. The documentation of the Castillo visita consists of the following letters:
January 18, 1577, February 12, 1577, June 22, 1577, December 10, 1577,
AGI:SD 125; letters of April 11, 1578, July 8, 1578, AGI:SD 118;
and a document of May 15-16, 1578, in AGI:SD 231. Menéndez Marqués’s
order incorporating the reforms is “Relación de la orden . . .,” Novem-
ber 30, 1578, AGI:Patronato 255. Most of these documents are printed
in Jeannette T. Connor (ed. and trans.), Colonial Records of Spanish
Florida, 2 vols. (DeLand, 1925-1930), II.
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FUNDING AND DISBURSEMENT OF FLORIDA SUBSIDY MONIES, 1570-1574
Spending
1 . Officers of the Armada Real
pay Pedro Menéndez Marqués
on orders of the Adelantado
3,749,886 mrs. (CD 944)
(Treasurer Ésquivel’s
account not at AGI)
743,204 mrs.
75,000 mrs.
Diego de la Rivera; Spent for foods
2,931,682 mrs.
(No Account)
Hernando de Baeza, Proveedor of Havana
Garrison for expenses. (No Account)
Florida Garrison, paid by Pedro Menéndez
Marqués
2 . Pedro Menéndez Marqués supplies
94,078 mrs. to complete payment
of the Florida Garrison
94,078 mrs. Florida Garrison, paid by Pedro Menéndez









3. Casa given 4,000 ducats to
spend on supplies and aid to
new soldiers going to Fla.
1,500,000 mrs.
3a. 166,872 mrs. paid to Treasurer
Ésquivel of the Armada Real
as surplus. (Account lost)
November 5, 1571. First Subsidy Payment
4. Alvaro de Valdés collects 10,000
pesos Plata Ensayada at Tierra
Firme. 4,500,000 mrs. (CD 1454,
fols. 1117vto-1119) (CD 944)
4a. 4,161,838 mrs. paid to Francisco
de Á valos, at Havana, April 15,
1572. Adelantado’s agent.
(CD 454, No. 1, item 4, Cargo)
Spent by Factor Duarte on supplies (CD
310B, No. 2, No. 12, 388:4-394:3)
Troops to Florida. Paid by Treasurer
Juan Gutierrez Tello (ibid.)
Costs of transport of excess money to San
Lucar for transfer to Tres. Ésquivel (ibid.)
Pedro de Guricio, purpose unknown.
Adelantado’s order.
Alvaro de Valdés, expenses in collecting.
(No Account)
Total spending by Á valos 1571-1572 to
support Florida garrison. (CD 454, No. 1,
item 4) (Funds from 4a, 5)
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5. 2,531,748 mrs. supplied by
Francisco de Á valos or another
agent(s) of the Adelantado
May 7, 1573. Second Subsidy Payment
6. Pedro Menéndez Avilés, Adelantado
of Florida collects 3,105,000 mrs.
(CD 1455, No. 2, 1573, fol. 29vto.)
(CD 944)
Probably:
1574 Third Subsidy Payment
7. Gerónimo Gutierrez de la Sal
collects 18,111,020 mrs. from
Tierra Firme. (CD 1455, No. 1,
1574, fol. 30vto-32, 62 vto)
(CD 944)
7a. 16,761,046 mrs. to Pedro
Menéndez Marqués (No Account)
7b. 8,494,344 mrs. Cargo to
Account of Treasurer of Florida
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés.
(CD 454, No. 1, item 4, data)
(CD 944)
November 26, 1574
Paid to soldiers as wages and bonuses and
rations, July-August, 1572
Cost of supplies sent to Florida July 25-
December 31, 1572
Supplies for 1573, 1574
Gutierrez de la Sal, expenses of collection.
(No Account)
Juan de Soto, Havana. (CD 454, No. 1,
item 4, Cargo)
Pedro Vásquez, for Frigate construction,
Cuba. (CD 454, No. 1, item 4, Cargo)
Expenses of Luís de Avilés’s cruise seeking
corsairs. (No Account)
Spent by Pedro Menéndez Marqués.
(No Account)
Begin the accounts of treasurer of Florida, Pedro Menéndez de Avilés. All accounts from this date to December 31, 1580 are
in AGI:CD 944. After January 1, 1581 there are no accounts.
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missing accounts would have been based and the Crown was
again forced to write off any frauds for want of evidence.19 In
all probability, however, the administration was regular and
hence almost free from fraud.
This review of the sources and their validity suggests that
the quality of treasury data for Florida, 1565-1585, will be poor,
the figures will not be fully susceptible to detailed breakdowns
by types of cost, and the series will be discontinuous. The re-
sulting data have limited utility.
This study is concerned only with the costs of the military
goods and services used in Florida; expenditures for royal officials’
salaries, other administrative costs, and church-related expenses
are excluded. The analytical technique used is the PPAGHR,
“pagar,” a program budget modeled on the famous “McNamara”
budgets of the United States Department of Defense.20 It differs
from the original McNamara budgets in that the program con-
cept of groupings of men and materials is not rigorously applied.
According to the theory of program budgeting, each category
in a budget’s hierarchies should consist of those men and materi-
als needed to carry out the function indicated by the category
name. Thus a category like “fortifications” would include not
only the cost of constructing and maintaining buildings, but
also the costs of their garrison’s foods, supplies, and salaries, the
cost of artillery, small arms, and munitions, and the cost of
miscellaneous things like flags and fireworks used to celebrate
important events such as the birth of a royal heir. Application
of that concept of “fortifications” to the data in question would
result in the loss of any meaningful breakdown of the costs
since all the expenses for Florida supported its forts.
In light of these considerations, the PPAGHR categories used
here are more descriptive than analytical. “Combat forces”
covers the costs of salaries, rations, recruitment, and support
activities such as supply ships and weapons (for foot soldiers
only) for soldiers, artillerymen, wardens for forts (alcaides), and
auxiliary personnel such as chaplains. The category is thus
equivalent to “manpower. ” “Fortifications” is limited to the cost
19. Pedro de Redondo Villegas to Crown, June 30, 1600, AGI:SD 231.
20. Hoffman, “The Computer.” Paul E. Hoffman, “The Program Budget
as a Tool of Historical Analysis,” Historical Methods Newsletter, III
(September 1970), 14-18. Paul E. Hoffman, “The Computer, Archival
Data, and Statistics for the Colonial Period,” Cuadernos de História
Económica de Cataluña, VII (1972), 335-48.
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of their construction and maintenance. “Artillery” lists the costs
of acquiring, maintaining, and providing munitions for artillery,
wherever located and however used. Only the category “land
defense” retains the program concept of a grouping of all the
men and materials required for the function indicated.
Given the analytical scheme, the data were extracted from
the treasury accounts and numerically coded from the most
general category to the most specific, using a six-figure code
running from left to right. Thus an expenditure for salaries
for soldiers armed with arcabuzes will have the number 3 for
defense, 1 for land defense, 1 for combat forces, 1 for types,
and 03 for acabuzero. But a payment for foods for a garrison
would only be classified as 311,000, since the foods were used
to feed arcabuzeros, artillerymen, chaplains, and others. Without
detailed investigations of the disbursement of inventories it
would be impossible to further classify the cost of those foods.
Neither the data nor the purposes of this study merit such de-
tailed work, although it would be possible for several of the
years covered and for many years in the late 1580s and the 1590s.
It follows from these coding conventions that the more
general a category, the more accurate the figures for expenditure
are. Table I shows this breakdown for Florida’s costs. Conse-
quently, when looking at the costs of fortifications, for example,
it must be kept in mind that much of the cost of construction
is under the cost of “combat forces” since the soldiers did the
work. Indeed, the few costs listed are primarily for materials
and tools, not for labor.
A further qualification is in order. The tables list data by
year of payment, which is not necessarily the year in which
payment should have been made. Typically, bills (libranzas)
against the treasuries were held for short periods, sometimes
into the next year; at other times the treasuries could not pay
current obligations, and hence payment was deferred for a year
or more. In rare cases payment for goods and services was not
authorized until some years after they were tendered. The result
of these delays is that the tables do not show the actual costs
per category per year, but only the cash outflow for each year
in terms of categories. This was the way that contemporaries
were apt to view royal spending for defense and as such is
useful in understanding how defense costs appeared to them.
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A = 24,154 A = 16,994 A = 10 A = 439 A = 233
B = 96 B = -571 B = 1 B = -1 B = -35
Y = A + BX (Where X = 0 in 1573).
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If, however, it were desirable to know the actual yearly costs,
the data could be corrected in either of two ways. The data
might be arranged by date of obligation (libranza). This
method has little value for Florida defense figures because a
large part of the payments are for wages. The pay periods often
cover several years whose portions of the total payment cannot
be fixed with certainty in the absence of the original accounts
for each soldier.
A second method of correction would be to compile the
tables making a record of the non-current obligations paid in
each year, and then figure the percentage of non-current obliga-
tions in the total paid that year. Table I represents such a
compilation. This method is of limited usefulness for exactly
the same reason as the first, but it suggests a lower limit to the
distortion of the data and has utility for comparative studies of
spending for the defense of several localities.
In the case of the figures for Florida’s total costs, this method
shows that between 1565 and 1576 less than twenty per cent of
payments were for old, non-current obligations, excepting the
years 1569 and 1571. In those years the Casa de Contratación
made exceptionally heavy payments for salaries to soldiers who
had served in Florida and the Antilles as part of the Archiniega
reinforcements of 1566. An average for twelve years (1565-1576)
shows 18.3 per cent in non-current payments. If the two excep-
tional years are omitted, the average drops to 11.5 per cent.
The generally low percentage of non-current payments prior to
1577 reflects, for the years 1565-1570, what is known about the
way in which Florida was supplied; i.e., from Spain by the
Casa de Contratación. In the quinquenium 1565-1569 the Casa
made an average of only nine per cent in non-current payments
per year. For 1571-1576, the percentage suggests that the Ade-
lantado and his successor kept their payments of the King’s
funds fairly up to date, but that suggestion is open to serious
question since the accounts for those years are either nonextant
or of questionable accuracy.
Turning to the 1577-1581 period, the percentage of non-
current payments per year rises sharply to over fifty per cent in
most years. This marked shift in the pattern of payments coin-
cides with the stabilization of the administration of Florida. A
part of that stabilization was the regular, yearly collection of
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Median of Florida Percents of total = 51.5
Mean of Florida Percents of Total = 51.63
Standard Diviation = 29.5
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the subsidy. That in turn implies a much higher backlog of
payments from previous years, since the subsidy was always
paid the year after the year it covered. Again, the quantitative
data yield a result expected from non-quantitative sources. Such
close coincidence between quantitative and non-quantitative
records means that the quantitative data are fairly reliable de-
scriptions of what was happening, even if they do not indicate
what the actual yearly costs were, as distinct from the yearly
cash costs.
The second method of correction, for all its weakness, is
useful in another way besides providing confirmation of the
relative accuracy of the quantitative description of the changes
in fiscal administration. If one wishes to know whether new
projects were underway in a given year, he has only to consult
the percentage-of-non-current-payments figure. If it is high, then
few new acquisitions of goods and services are being made.
Following a pattern of such percentages over several years for
various localities within the Caribbean can thus suggest when
major projects like fortifications are begun, most intensively
worked on, and brought to a completion. It will also suggest
relative shifts in emphasis either in the type of defense used or
in the places to be defended, which in turn suggest changes
in what contemporaries perceived to be the strategic configura-
tion of the empire and the locus of threats to it. The tables
without any correction would suggest the same sorts of things,
but with less accuracy than when the percentage of non-current
payments is attached to the total paid. Applying this correction
to the data for Florida does not produce very satisfactory results
because the breakdown of the payments into categories is almost
impossible for too many years of the series.
The only other features of note in Table I are the A and B
values provided below each column. These are the values of
constants for a formula (Y = a + bX) which can be used to
calculate the straight line which is equidistant from all points
of a graph representing the figures in the column. This is the
least-squares regression line and serves as a measure of general
trend, giving the direction, positive or negative, and the velocity
of change in the trend. The figures given are computed for a
twenty-five year period, 1561-1585, with 1573 as the central
year, the one in which X = 0 and the value of Y is the value
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of A given. Of these trends only that of the total cost column
has any real validity. There the change is positive at a rate of
four-tenths of one per cent per year (B/A = R). This means
that the trend over the twenty-one years in question is essentially
stationary, almost a horizontal line. This result is somewhat
surprising since the subsidy, which ought to be an accurate
indicator of the trend, ran at approximately 23,000 ducats from
1570-1578, rising to 34,000 ducats in 1579, and to 48,000 in 1581.
The A and B values of the trend of the subsidy are A = 19,782
ducats and B = 2,395 ducats. The yearly percentage of change
is about twelve per cent, considerably more than the 4/10ths per
cent for actual spending. The explanation for the flat trend of
spending is the initial high expenses followed by a decrease
into the mid 1570s, and an upswing thereafter. Thus the curve
of spending is a concave line, whose trend would be essentially
flat. Figure 3 is a plotting of the total spending, the trend of that
spending, and the level of the subsidy.
A study of treasury data yields not only the information just
reviewed, but also permits comparisons of the costs of defending
Florida with the costs of the defense of other locations in the
Caribbean during the same period. Table II is a listing of those
costs of land defense. A superficial examination of this table
immediately suggests that in many years Florida accounted for
a majority of the land defense costs in the Caribbean. Expressed
as percentages, this picture is confirmed, as can be seen from
column five of the table. For many years, the percentage is well
over thirty per cent with a tendency to decline to 1574 and to
revive thereafter up to 1582, when the series effectively ends.
Several years are notable for the very low percentage of the
total accounted for by Florida. Figures for 1569 show only 8.05
per cent for Florida, but that statistic is incorrect since most of
the salary payments made by the Casa in that year were not
classifiable in terms of where the soldiers of the Archiniega
expedition had served. The next years where the Florida percent-
age is lower are 1571-1573. Much of the increase in “Other
Caribbean” is due to the garrison at San Juan de Ulua, a con-
sequence of John Hawkins’s activity there in 1568. Again in
1577-1579, the Florida percentages drop and the spending for
“Other Caribbean” rises dramatically. These are the years when
the Spanish were at war on the Isthmus of Panama against
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Figure 3.
Florida’s Defense Costs, Their Trend, and   The Subsidy
1565-1585
John Oxenham and his Cimarron allies. The war went on into
the 1580s, but ceased to be directed against other Europeans (the
sense in which “defense” is used herein) once the last of Oxen-
ham’s crewmen had been rounded up in 1579. Thus after 1579
expenditures for the Cimarron wars are not included in the
data. Finally, any percentage after 1581 is of little use since
the Florida accounts are missing.
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Examining only the sixteen years, 1565-1581, the median
figure for Florida’s percentage of the total land defense costs in
the Caribbean is 51.5 per cent or fifty-two per cent. The arith-
metic mean, or average, for these years is 51.63 per cent, or
again about fifty-two per cent. This close correspondence of the
median and the mean indicates that the sample of numbers is
distributed in a true random or bell-curve distribution. It there-
fore becomes of interest to compute the standard deviation, which
is approximately 29.5. This means that for sixty-eight per cent
of the years 1565-1581, Florida’s percentage of total land defense
costs ranged no lower than twenty-three per cent and no higher
than eighty-one per cent. Put another way, this suggests that
before 1586, Florida normally absorbed between a fourth and
slightly more than three-fourths of the land defense expendi-
tures, with a yearly average figure of about half.
These figures may be refined somewhat by excluding the
extraordinary years and establishing a pattern which may be
called the “normal defense profile” for the Caribbean. This
profile would include the maintenance of garrisons in Florida
and Havana, of wardens and artillerymen in the forts of Puerto
Rico and Santo Domingo, fort construction work at Havana,
minor repairs to fortifications at Santo Domingo and Puerto
Rico, and some construction at San Juan de Ulua, about which
little is known. This definition excludes 1569, 1571-1573, and
1577-1579, leaving nine years. For those years, the median per-
centage is eighty per cent, the mean 71.3 per cent. Thus Florida
would have tended to absorb something more than seventy per
cent of the land defense budget in most years had there been
no alarms in other parts of the Caribbean such as Hawkins’s
and Oxenham’s raids.
Refining the figures still further, it becomes possible to
compare Florida’s cost with Havana’s. Because the Havana ac-
counts only begin in 1574, the series must be limited to 1574
1581. Over that period Havana had a mean percentage of
the total defense costs of eight per cent. Excluding the years
1577-1579 as extraordinary, the series becomes based on five
years, and again yields a mean of eight per cent. During the
same five years for Florida (1574-1576, 1580-1581), the mean
was seventy-eight per cent. In other words, Florida cost as much
as nine times more per year than Havana, the next most costly
70









1576 Vera Cruze 7,720,262 mrs.





10,000 p. PE November 15, 1570 -
(4,500,000 mrs) August 4, 1571




40,264 p. 6 t. 2 gr. PE
(18,111,020 mrs)
10,570,548 mrs.
32,311 p. 3 t. 11 gr. OC
(8,788,725 mrs.)
to October 18, 1573
October 19, 1573 -
December 31, 1574
January 1 - November 17
1575
exactly 1 year
Part payment against 14,090 p.
4 t. PE due for 8 months, 20
days
Part payment against total due
for the 1 year 8 months 5 days
indicated.
Completes payment for this
period.
Cedula of November 26, 1573,
transferred the subsidy to Vera
Cruz, at the request of the
Florida officials.
The subsidy of 1576 was collected
by Inigo Ruiz de Castresana, al-
though no accounts exist.
No accounts.
Collected by Martín de Quiros.
Date uncertain.
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Notes for Table III
FLORIDA SUBSIDY
a. AGI:CD 1454, fols. 1117vto-1119. Cedula, Segovia, November 15, 1570,
created this subsidy, see King to Royal Officials of Tierra Firme, November
26, 1573, AGI:SD 2528, fols. 42vto-43vto, which incorporates the order of
1570. AGI:CD 944 confirms this payment to the Florida Treasury.
b. AGI:CD 1455, No. 2, 1573, fol. 29vto. This amount is not “cargoed” to
Menéndez de Avilés in his account: AGI:CD 454.
c. AGI:CD 1455, No. 1, 1574, fols. 30vto-32, 62vto, AGI:CD 944, is cargo.
d. King to Royal Officials of Nombre de Dios, November 26, 1573, AGI:SD
2528, fols. 42vto-43vto, transfers the subsidy. Same to Royal Officials of
Vera Cruz, July 3, 1573, informs them of the change. The reason for the
switch was the division of the Tierra Firme treasury into two, one at
Nombre de Dios and one at Panama. Menéndez de Avilés feared that the
Nombre de Dios treasury, on which the subsidy was in fact drawn, would
not have enough funds to pay this and other subsidies. Payment recorded
in AGI:CD 944. The Vera Cruz accounts are lost.
e. AGI:CD 944, Account of Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, Treasurer of Florida.
The Vera Cruz accounts are lost.
f. Notation in the account of Martín de Quiros, AGI:CD 944, No. 6; Reel
25 E, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History. The Vera Cruz accounts
are not in the AGI.
g. AGI:CD 679, No. 2, Relación de la quenta de Vera Cruz, 2:2-3:1. The
cargo of this amount does not appear in Quiros’s accounts as Treasurer
because the subsidy was held in the royal strong box in Florida and only
issued to him in small sums, as needed. See: AGI:CD 944, No. 6.
h. King to Royal Officials of Vera Cruz, December 10, 1578, AGI:SD 2528,
fols. 103vto104vto. King to Governor of Cuba, December 10, 1578, AGI:
SD 2528, 104vto-105vto. For the dispute which surrounded the first
attempt by the Florida officials to collect this money at Havana see: AGI:
CD 944, No. 8. Because of these problems, the payment through Cuba was
canceled. King to Royal Officials of Vera Cruz, January 24, 1580, AGI:SD
2528, fols. 112vto-114vto.
i. King to Royal Officials of Vera Cruz, January 24, 1580, AGI:SD 2528,
fols. 112vto-114vto, increases the subsidy by 5,125,000 maravedi to a
total of 17,913,725 maravedi. For payment see: AGI:CD 944, No. 7, (b),
account of Rodrigo de Junco, and AGI:CD 681, No. 2, 6.
j. AGI:CD 944, No. 7, (b). AGI:CD 681, No. 2, 6.
k. AGI:CD 944, No. 7, (b). AGI:CD 681, No. 2, 6.
m. AGI:CD 682, No. 2, 5. The amount withheld for the payment of the
Adelantado’s heirs is slightly more than 960,862 maravedi, the alcance
in his favor in the account taken by Alonso Suarez del Rio, Madrid,
1580, AGI:CD 454. This was, however, less than the amount ordered
paid in: King to Royal Officials of Vera Cruz, March 5, 1581, AGI:CD
454. The payment got entangled in legal actions and was not made
until the mid-seventeenth century.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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land defense in the period. Florida never cost less than three
times as much as Havana.21 These figures are at best tentative
indicators, but like the rest are suggestive of the financial im-
portance of the Florida garrisons.
Judging from these figures, it would appear that Florida was
the most important place in the Indies, assuming that the Crown
would spend funds in proportion to the importance of a location
in strategic and other terms. Florida, of course, was not almost
nine times or even three times as important as Havana. Actually
the reverse was true. Florida was not even more important than
Cartagena de Indias, on which the Crown spent almost nothing.
This disparity between strategic importance and cost helps
to explain suggestions that the colony be abandoned. As early
as November 1567, the Alférez, Hernán Pérez, one of the deserters
from Florida, stated: “I understand that [Florida] is a thing of
little benefit and much damage and cost to your Royal patri-
mony.“22 A more disinterested and persuasive advocate of aban-
donment was Governor Luxan of Cuba. In 1582 he suggested
that the 50,000 ducats that the province cost each year could
be better spent to support four galleys to patrol the Antilles
and expel any French colonies which might be founded in
Florida. He pointed out that the Spanish were barely maintain-
ing themselves despite all the money expended and the constant
stream of supply boats from Cuba and other parts of the Carib-
bean. How, he asked, could an enemy lacking those resources
possibly remain on the ground for even a year? The threat of
foreign invasion which was used to justify continuance of the
forts was a strawman. Luxan advised the King that anyone
telling him that the money was not being wasted in Florida
“had more love for the 50,000 ducats than your royal service.“23
21. The Havana subsidy was fixed at 2,423,328 maravedi per year. King to
Pedro Menéndez de Avilés, November 15, 1570, AGI:SD 1122, libro 4,
fol. 251, printed in Wright, História, I, 207-08. The Florida subsidy of
8,788,725 maravedi is roughly 3.6 times as much. When allowance is
made for the additional expenditures for Havana’s new fort the ratio
drops to about one to three. The figure of a maximum of nine times as
much cost for Florida as for Havana suggests the irregularity of pay-
ments made to the Havana garrison and for the construction o f  i t s
fort, an irregularity documented in the Havana accounts.
22. Hernán Pérez to Crown, November 28, 1567, AGI:SD 71, libro 1, fols.
367-367vto.
23. Luxan to Crown, September 30, 1582, AGI:SD 99, Ramo 3, No. 115,
paragraph 36.
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Neither of these attacks on the vested interest which the Menén-
dez de Avilés party had in Florida produced any results.
The 1602 “Trial” of Florida was a consequence of suggestions
that the garrisons and missions be moved northwards so as to
be more effective.24 At no time, however, was there a suggestion
that the colony be completely abandoned. In light of the opinions
just cited, abandonment ought to have been mentioned in the
documents that the authorities on this period have consulted.
That it was not may be partially explained by the essentially
flat trend of Florida’s costs (Figure 3), which if continued after
1586, when expenditures in other areas of the Caribbean were
rising sharply in response to the Drake expedition of 1586,
would have made Florida less notable as a drain on the royal
treasury, i.e., its percentage of total expenditure would have
decreased. Further research will be needed to confirm or refute
this inference.
In summary, this examination of the treasury expenditures
for the defense of Florida has revealed several things. The treas-
ury data for Florida for the years before 1586 are not susceptible
to detailed analysis by categories. It is not possible to correct
the figures so that they reflect the true or actual yearly cost of
defense, rather than the yearly payments for military goods and
services, but computing the percentage of non-current obliga-
tions being paid in each year shows that, on the average, such
percentages agree with the pattern of support, being lowest when
the colony received its major support from Spain, and highest
when it was operating with a “regular” royal fiscal administra-
tion and subsidy. Using these percentages it is not possible to
discern trends and changes in the “mix” of Florida’s military
goods and services, although it would be possible to so use the
percentages for other locations. The least-squares trend line for
total spending indicates a general tendency for the cost of Florida
to remain stationary. Florida absorbed on the average about
fifty-two per cent of the land defense expenditures in the Carib-
bean, 1565-1581, with its actual percentage varying from approxi-
mately twenty-three per cent to eighty-one per cent and tending
24. Charles W. Arnade, Florida on Trial, 1593-1602, University of Miami
Press, Hispanic American Studies No. 16 (Coral Gables, 1959), passim;
pp. 11-20, provide details of these discussions.
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towards the higher figure. Finally, Florida was by far the most
expensive land defense commitment in this period, being up
to nine times as expensive as Havana, and far more expensive
than its actual strategic importance.
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WILLIAM V. KNOTT AND THE
GUBERNATORIAL CAMPAIGN OF 1916
edi ted  by  WAYNE  F LYNT *
S OMETIME around 1958, William V. Knott recorded his im-pressions of the 1916 gubernatorial contest for a graduate
student in New England. Much of this material was already
available, especially in the master’s thesis by John R. Deal, Jr.,
“Sidney Johnston Catts, Stormy Petrel of Florida Politics” (Uni-
versity of Florida, 1949). Deal interviewed Knott and emphasized
many points covered in this account. This is, however, the most
complete and authoritative account yet published of the infamous
“Sturkie Resolution” which played a critical role in the cam-
paign. The manuscript is also a most complete revelation of
Knott’s critique of the “Bryan Primary Law” which eliminated
run-offs by providing for first and second choice balloting.
William V. Knott, who was born in 1863 and died in April
1965, had risen to political prominence in a conventional and
prescribed fashion. He had been a Democratic loyalist, open to
change but allied to the conservative forces which had long
controlled Florida politics. He had served as state treasurer and
was state comptroller at the time of his candidacy. Political
friends had urged him to run, thinking he would win easily
with the help of men who had long run the party apparatus
at the local and state levels in Florida (sometimes called the
“courthouse gang”). Frederick Hudson, a Miami attorney with
political ties in South Florida had a chance, according to prog-
nosticators, of upsetting Knott. Ion Farris from Jacksonville
won backing from organized labor and many urban reformers
who hoped that he could assume leadership of the “progressives”
within the party. The most unlikely candidate was Sidney J.
Catts, an Alabama Baptist preacher who had begun secretly to
campaign for the state’s highest office in 1914. Few political
observers, including William Knott, considered Catts even a
remote challenge. Knott shared Catts’s church preference and
had met him some months earlier at the Florida Baptist Con-
* Mr. Flynt is associate professor of history, Samford University, Birming-
ham. This manuscript was made available by Judge James R. Knott
of West Palm Beach. He is the son of William V. Knott.
[423]
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vention, where his only impression had been wonder at the
clergyman’s remarkable ability to remember names. This account
by Knott touches the major issues, although it ignores the agrari-
an revolt of inarticulate north Florida farmers against the narrow
and pejorative control of the Democratic party. Ultimately
this revolt may have had as much to do with Catts’s election in
1916 as the policies and blunders which Knott recalls.
The question is asked: What was the origin of the organiza-
tion known as the Guardians of Liberty, and what influence
did it have on the Florida elections of U.S. Senator and Governor
in 1916?
The Guardians of Liberty was an anti-Catholic organization
with a number of active clubs throughout the state, and it in-
fluenced considerably the Florida election results in 1916.1 The
prohibition question was important at the time and this, to-
gether with some other minor matters, also influenced the results
of that election. The development and activity of the Guardians
of Liberty are briefly described as follows:
About 1914, a stranger, one Billy Parker, came to Florida
from the north and made a series of violent anti-Catholic
speeches on the street corners of Jacksonville.2 His rants soon
attracted a sizable following. Anti-Catholic sentiment spread to
the extent that a secret organization was formed, called the
Guardians of Liberty. Its purpose was to defeat any Catholic
candidate for political office. The Catholic population of Florida
was comparatively small, and until that time it had been many
years since any political distinction had been made between
Catholic and Protestant.3 Guardians of Liberty clubs were then
1. The Guardians of Liberty had been organized in 1911, and by 1916
claimed a membership in the hundreds of thousands. Headquartered
in New York City, it boasted a leadership consisting of high-ranking
military officers, businessmen, and even some rabbis. It was semi-secret,
favored separation of church and state, attacked parochial schools,
and was often compared to the Masonic orders.
2. Billy Parker was an aggressive young Scotsman from Pennsylvania, a
Republican and street preacher, who arrived in Jacksonville in 1914.
3. Southern Baptists with 57,732 adherents were more numerous than
any other white Protestant sect in Florida in 1916, with the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South, close behind. Roman Catholics were a distant
fifth in size of communicants with only 24,650 members, with seven
and one-half per cent of the total church population of the state.
Financially it was even weaker, lagging in sixth place in value of
property.
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formed in various parts of the state, and the organizing program
was greatly aided by Thomas E. Watson of Georgia and his
“Jeffersonian” magazine. Watson was a brilliant writer of his
day, and he was bitterly anti-Catholic. In fact his magazine
seemed to be published chiefly against the Catholic Church.
The Jeffersonian had a large number of readers in Florida, and
in addition to helping establish new Guardians of Liberty clubs,
it was to be influential in its own right in the approaching
Florida election of 1916. After a number of clubs had been
organized in the state, fluent speakers were sent from place to
place to address their meetings and to further anti-Catholic
feeling. It was against this background that the elections were
to be held.
Additional excitement and ill-will were caused before the
election by the famed “Sturkie Resolution.” A prominent Jack-
sonville attorney, J. M. Barrs, had been city attorney for many
years, and had taken an active part in Florida politics. He was
a close friend of Nathan P. Bryan, then U.S. Senator and candi-
date for reelection. Barrs was interested in promoting I. L. Farris
for governor. Barrs conceived the idea, and he prepared a
resolution, intended to prevent secret political club members
from participating in the Democratic Primary Elections.4 The
resolution was introduced by R. B. Sturkie, Chairman of the
Resolutions Committee, and was adopted by the Democratic
State Executive Committee at its meeting in Jacksonville, Janu-
ary 6, 1916, with but one opposing vote. It seems that Sidney
J. Catts, candidate for Governor and purported member of
Guardians of Liberty, attended the meeting and knew the pur-
pose of the resolution. He told J. V. Burke, supporter of Guard-
ians of Liberty, that he just as well withdraw his candidacy.5
Burke told him to stay in the race and that he would help to
make the resolution unpopular. Burke established a little politi-
cal sheet to aid in the purpose, and Catts took to the field
along with several others. 6 Together, they succeeded in making
4. The most controversial section of the “Sturkie Resolution,” introduced
at the January 6, 1916, meeting of the State Democratic Executive
Committee, was section four which required that voters not be influenced
by any religious test or belief, denomination, or sect with which the
candidate was affiliated.
5. Burke was Catts’s campaign manager.
6. The Jacksonville Free Press became Catts’s organ during the campaign.
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the resolution very unpopular, not only with the Guardians of
Liberty, but with others as well. They were so successful that
the Committee met again and rescinded the objectionable fea-
tures of the Sturkie Resolution. Thus, Catts was not barred
from the Democratic Primary Election because of his non-
Catholic views, or his suspected membership in the Guardians
of Liberty. But by this time many people had become incensed,
and so this change in the Sturkie Resolution did not seem to
help the situation much. Up to that time no one had thought
Catts would have any show at all in the election. It was felt
that the real race would be between two other candidates,
namely, Hudson and Knott, with the odds favorable to Knott.
At this point it is well to explain another circumstance,
mechanical in nature, that was to influence the Governor’s race
especially. The 1916 primary was the first election to be held
under a new law that provided space on the ballot for a second
choice vote. This was intended to avoid a second, or run-off,
election between the two highest candidates. The law provided
that the election should be decided between the two highest
candidates and, of these two, the winner would be the candidate
who received the greatest total of first and second choice votes
combined. Confusion and error resulted from the new law. In
the first place, many people did not vote a second choice for
fear it would affect their first choice vote.7 Then, the tally sheet
was not understood by many of the inspectors in the election,
and they did not make a correct count of the vote by reason of
this misunderstanding. Because of this the Governor’s race,
which was a very close one, became confused; the results were
long delayed, involving a re-count and court approval. After
this election the new law was changed back to the old system.8
U. S. Senator Nathan P. Bryan was running for re-election in
1916, for a second term in the U.S. Senate. In his first term race
he had been supported strongly by his close friend, Pete Dignan,
who was a highly respected member of the Jacksonville City
7. The Guardians of Liberty conducted a secret campaign to persuade
its members to vote only for a first choice candidate, thus denying
the leading contender any second choice votes.
8. The “Bryan Primary Law” remained a controversial political issue for
many years, but despite widespread criticism and the opposition of
Governor Catts, the legislative proposals for “reform” were as bad or
worse than the Bryan law, and so it was not changed until after Catts
had left office.
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Council. One of the city parks had been named for Dignan,
although the name was changed after the election. Dignan was
a member of the Catholic Church, and prior to the anti-Catholic
activity of the Guardians of Liberty, Bryan had promised his
endorsement to Dignan for the Jacksonville postmastership. With
the development of anti-Catholic sentiment, a protest was made
to Bryan because he was supporting a Catholic for a Govern-
ment appointed post. But Bryan refused to withdraw his en-
dorsement of Dignan, even though the Post Master General
went so far as to suggest that he do so when it became apparent
that opposition was developing against Bryan because of his
endorsement. Although Bryan himself was a Methodist, bitter
resentment continued to rise against him in spite of his integrity
and the good record he had made during his first term in the
U. S. Senate. The feeling in Jacksonville grew to be so strong
against him that the anti-Catholic leaders held meetings with
a view to finding someone else they could support for the
senatorship in opposition to Bryan. Park Trammell at the time
was Governor of Florida and had already announced his candi-
dacy for Congressman of the First District, in opposition to
H. J. Drane who was a candidate against S. M. Sparkman. The
leaders of the anti-Catholics made an urgent appeal to Governor
Trammell to switch his candidacy and run for the Senate instead
of for Congress, in opposition to Bryan. They promised him such
strong support that finally he agreed, and he announced his
candidacy for the Senate. Trammell won the election, thus de-
feating Bryan and two other candidates, namely Ex-Governor
Gilchrist and Perry Wall. The Guardians of Liberty had pre-
vailed. Winning this primary election and thus becoming the
Democratic nominee was tantamount to winning the general
election in the fall, unless some unusual circumstance developed,
as was the case in the Governor’s race during this election.9
In the Governor’s race in 1916, there were five candidates
to enter the Democratic primary. Listed in alphabetical order,
they were as follows: Sidney J. Catts, an ex-Baptist preacher,
9. Many Guardians of Liberty considered Trammell and Catts a “team,”
and worked hard for both candidates. Trammell had endeared himself
to the Guardians by prohibiting a Catholic parochial school in St.
Augustine from teaching black children.
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originally from Alabama; I. L. Farris, ex-Speaker of the House,
then State Senator from Jacksonville, and a very fluent speaker;
F. M. Hudson, State Senator from Miami, ex-President of the
Senate; W. V. Knott, State Comptroller, former State Auditor
and State Treasurer, respectively; credited with an established
record for economical administration and efficiency in public
service; F. A. Wood, retired banker, former House Member from
St. Petersburg. All the candidates were Protestants, but none
made a fight on the Catholics except Catts; and all but Catts
had had political experience in Florida. It was for this latter
reason that no one expected Catts to get very far in the election.
But in view of the final outcome of the contest it might be well
to state some of the facts concerning this candidate.
As stated, Catts was a Baptist preacher. He was raised in
Alabama and had run for Congress in that state, but was de-
feated. He came to Florida about 1911 to take pastorate of the
Baptist Church at DeFuniak Springs. This was a rather small
church compared to some of the other denominations and it was
supported largely by the Baptist Mission Board. After being
there for some time he gave up the church because they would
not raise his pay.10 He was then engaged for a time traveling
over the state representing some fraternal insurance agency. He
became sympathetic to the anti-Catholic furor as represented by
the Guardians of Liberty and he identified himself with the
movement. Apparently he sensed the political possibilities that
might come from the prejudice and division that was being
preached, so he came out as an anti-Catholic candidate for
Governor.11 Among other things, he charged that the Catholic
Convents were in use for storage of arms to be used in a possible
conflict with the U.S. Government. He promised to make a
search, and to eliminate such arms if elected Governor. He
made the most of enmities and differences of opinion wherever
he could find them. For instance, he made a point particularly
of attacking T. R. Hodges, who was Shell Fish Commissioner
at the time. Hodges was a good man, and a good official, but he
10. The church at DeFuniak Springs had long been a stormy pastorate, and
personality clashes as well as salary were issues in Catts’s resignation.
11. Catts’s anti-Catholicism was not altogether expedient; Alabama Baptists
had produced a torrent of literature and oratory warning of the
“Catholic Menace” in the late nineteenth century, and Catts had
demonstrated a strong nativist bias before his activity in Florida.
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liked to make a show. He had the enmity of a great many
fishermen of the state. Catts cultivated this enmity, and en-
couraged opposition to Hodges. It was in the country districts
especially that Catts did his campaigning.
In the primary election, June 1916, Catts and Knott were
the two leading candidates for Governor, with Catts leading
Knott with less than 500 votes. The other three candidates re-
ceived about the same number of votes each, but considerably
less than the two first named. Reports of results were slow
coming in from many of the precincts, due to the confusion
and misunderstanding that resulted from the new election law.
Information came from various parts of the state that errors
were apparent on the face of a lot of tally sheets, mostly against
Knott. The canvass was contested and the matter was decided
by the courts, involving re-counts by precinct inspectors under
court order. Lawyers were at every step in behalf of Catts, while
he and others were speaking over the State, charging that Catts
was being robbed of his votes .12 Nothing was being done in the
campaign for Knott during this period, pending the court de-
cision. The Supreme Court declared Knott to be the winner
and, therefore, the nominee of the Democratic party for Gover-
nor in the general election of November.13 Catts then switched
parties and got his name on the ticket for the general election
as the candidate of the Prohibition Party, by virtue of a certifi-
cate supplied by a Mr. Johnson, President of the Prohibition
Party, to the effect that Catts was the nominee of that party.14
The names appeared on the ticket in alphabetical order, with-
out designation of any party. Many people were confused and
12. There is evidence of some remarkable vote changing by both camps.
The most distressing case involved major shifts in first choice ballots
in Madison County which aided Knott. No one implicated Knott or
even accused him of unfair tactics; the late returns do suggest the
possibility that some of his aides on the local level may have tampered
with returns. The same is true in several boxes which Catts carried.
13. The Supreme Court decision was not issued until October 7, exactly
one month before the general election. In the interval between the
June primary and the October court decision, Knott had refused to
campaign actively, perhaps a fatal decision.
14. The chairman of the Prohibition Party was John C. Coffin, and it was
he who handled the private negotiations with J. V. Burke on the night
of August 4 which led to Catts’s nomination by the Prohibition Party.
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doubtful as to whether Catts had been cheated in the primary
election. Mr. Catts was elected Governor in the November
election.
LESSON OF THE 1916 ELECTION LED TO TWO
CHANGES IN THE LAW:
I. Going back to the second primary system to choose be-
tween the two high candidates.
II. A provision barring from the general election ticket the
name of anyone who had been defeated for the same
position in the primary election.
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WHO WROTE “BARBOUR’S FLORIDA”?
by THOMAS  S. G RAHAM *
I N THE years following the Civil War Americans in increasingnumbers were becoming interested in Florida as a winter
resort, a refuge for the infirm, and a frontier of opportunity. A
brisk demand developed for accurate information about the
state, which was romantically envisioned as the “Italy of Ameri-
ca” or disparaged as a wilderness of swamp and everglades. To
satisfy the market for knowledge about Florida a considerable
quantity of newspaper stories, magazine articles, and tourist
guide books were produced. Harriet Beecher Stowe, a pioneer
in promoting Florida, sent out a series of articles from her
winter retreat at Mandarin which were collected in the book
Palmetto Leaves (Boston, 1873). Sidney Lanier painted a lyri-
cal portrait of the land of flowers in his Florida: Its Scenery,
Climate, and History (Philadelphia, 1875).
A leading publisher of guide books was D. Appleton Co. of
New York, which devoted a substantial part of its Illustrated
Hand-Book of American Winter Resorts to Florida. In 1882
Appleton published a book that would become a classic among
Florida tour guides. Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers
combined the personal observations of a visitor to the state,
intelligence on Florida topics of interest, and specific informa-
tion on transportation and accommodations for the traveler in
Florida. It was reprinted with updated information in 1883,
1884, 1885, and 1887. In 1964 the University of Florida Press
printed a facsimile edition in its Quadricentennial series with
an introduction by Emmet B. Peter, Jr.
In preparing his introduction, Mr. Peter found that very little
was known about the books supposed author George M. Barbour.
Checks with the successors of D. Appleton Co. and the Florida
State Library added nothing to the few facts which could be
learned from the book itself. Barbour came to Florida in Janu-
ary 1880, with the tour party of former President Grant, and
subsequently worked for several months in various capacities
* Mr. Graham, a graduate student at the University of Florida, is writing
a biography of Charles H. Jones.
[431]
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for the South Florida Railroad. He had been a reporter for the
Chicago Times, writing articles for northern newspapers prior
to the publication of Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers.
During a swing around the state with Commissioner of Immi-
gration Seth French he penetrated the peninsula as far as Titus-
ville on the east coast and Tampa on the west coast, and he
later accompanied Assistant Commissioner Samuel Fairbanks on
a train trip from Jacksonville across the northern counties of the
state to Pensacola. This is all that can be learned from the text
and Peter’s introduction, yet there is more to be known about
Barbour’s sojourn in Florida and an interesting story as to how
Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers came to be written.
In late November 1881, while Appleton was distributing the
book to dealers for sale during the winter season, Barbour began
work for the Florida Daily Times, a new Jacksonville newspaper.
The Daily Times prospectus listed Barbour as co-editor with
Charles H. Jones.1 Formerly a writer in New York for Appleton
and a recent immigrant to Florida, Jones had been acknowledged
in the introduction to Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers
for his “aid in the arrangement and revision” of the book.2 At
the Daily Times Jones was to handle the editorial and literary
work, while Barbour, who claimed ten years experience in
western journalism, would manage the practical newspaper side
of the business, as well as state and local news. Florida for
Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers was advertised prominently in
the Daily Times, and was given away as a premium to subscribers
who agreed to take the paper for six months or more.
Within a short time Barbour became embroiled in a dispute
with Jacksonville’s older, more established newspaper, the Daily
Florida Union, which charged that he had been spreading false
rumors about the Daily Union’s finances while canvassing for
subscribers in Central Florida.3 Barbour denied the charges, and
soon departed on another canvassing circuit to Middle Florida
in January 1882.4 Then on February 10, 1882, a notice by Jones
appeared in the Daily Times stating that Barbour had ceased
to be an employee of the newspaper, and that, contrary to
1. Jacksonville Florida Daily Times, November 29, 1881.
2. George M. Barbour, Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers (New
York, 1881), 5.
3. Jacksonville Florida Daily Times, December 28, 1881.
4. Ibid., January 17, 1882.
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popular impression, he had never owned any interest in the
Daily Times. Jones explained that Barbour’s contract had been
terminated on January 9, and that he had been sent out to collect
subscriptions and advertisements under a new contract, but he
had instead worked “treacherously and insidiously” against the
interests of the Daily Times .5 Later Jones charged that Barbour
had been telling potential patrons that the paper was secretly
Republican in sympathy, a suicidal declaration in Democratic
Florida.6 Barbour departed Florida for Chicago, apparently
never to return to the state.
On the day following the announcement of Barbour’s dis-
charge, Jones had another revelation to make: Barbour was not
the author of Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers. It had
been written by Jones himself from an original manuscript by
Barbour, plus other materials and information collected by
Jones. The preface and seven complete chapters were written
entirely by Jones, while “not ten successive lines” of the text
remained as Barbour had originally set them down.7 Barbour
and Jones shared a contract with Appleton giving them equal
shares from the profits of the book.8
Jones’s involvement with the book began in the spring of
1881 when Barbour first submitted a manuscript to Appleton
for publication. Jones, who had written several books for Apple-
ton and was an editor of Appleton’s Hand-Book of Winter
Resorts, was asked to examine Barbour’s draft. Dubious about
some points, Jones wrote a letter to the Reverend Mr. T. W.
Moore of Fruit Cove, an orange grower whose Treatise on Orange
Culture had been published by E. R. Pelton, another of Jones’s
employers. When Moore replied that some of Barbour’s state-
ments were erroneous and would tend to harm Florida, Jones
decided to visit Florida to have a look for himself and to gather
additional materials for the book.9 Jones sailed from New York
on June 3, relieved to escape the rigors of his editorial duties
in New York.10 He met Moore in Jacksonville, and together
5. Ibid., February 10, 1882.
6.
7.
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, August 2, 1884.
Jacksonville Florida Daily Times, February 11, 1882.
8. Ibid., March 29, 1882.
9.
10.
Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, July 3, 1887,
Charles H. Jones to Julian Abernethy, May 25, June 3, 1881, Charles
H. Jones Papers, Xerox copy, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History,
University of Florida, Gainesville.
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they supposedly toured “a large part of the state,” but it is
uncertain just how extensive their travels really were. During
his three-week stay in Florida Jones conferred with former Gover-
nor Harrison Reed and with Assistant Commissioner Fairbanks.11
A careful scrutiny of Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and
Settlers reveals the composite nature of the writing which went
into it. Some chapters and sections of chapters are evidently
parts of Barbour’s original narrative, detailing his own percep-
tions and personal experiences. Chapters three and four describe
his tours with Commissioner French and Assistant Commissioner
Fairbanks. The account of a trip up the Oklawaha River in chap-
ter seven is ostensibly by Barbour, while chapter fourteen tells of
his labors with the South Florida Railroad. More personal
sketches, probably by Barbour, can be found imbedded in other
chapters, but much of the remainder of the book is written in
typical flat, impersonal guidebook style. These sections are largely
the work of Jones. Chapter two on Florida’s geography, chapter
thirteen on history, and chapters fifteen through eighteen on
agriculture are the clearest examples of standard-formula tour-
guide writing. Long sections of the book are acknowledged as
coming from Bureau of Immigration pamphlets, newspaper
clippings, books on Florida, and local commercial publications.12
This reliance on promotional literature and biased sources led
one contemporary critic to say that Florida for Tourists, Invalids,
and Settlers was not the “inside story” which it claimed to be.13
One source Jones used without acknowledgement was his
own Appleton Hand-Book of Winter Resorts, from which he
plagiarized long sections with only the slightest revision in
wording. For example, the passage “a cluster of rocks and sand-
banks called the Tortugas” in Hand-Book of Winter Resorts
becomes “the cluster of sand-heaped rocks called the Tortugas”
in Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers.14 Several of the
book’s illustrations also came from Hand-Book of Winter Resorts.
An accomplished “Grub Street” writer, Jones considered such
practices simply part of the business.15
11. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, July 3, 1887.
12. For example, see Barbour, Florida, 26-29, 73-78, 89-90, 149-52.
13. Review of Florida for Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, The Critic, II
(July 1882), 187.
14. Illustrated Hand-Book of American Winter Resorts (New York, 1887),
3; Barbour, Florida, 17.
15. Jones to Abernethy, March 14, 1881, Jones Papers, copy, P. K. Yonge
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In spite of Jones’s prominent role in writing Florida for
Tourists, Invalids, and Settlers, it has remained “Barbour’s
Florida” down to the present— a surprising fact since Jones be-
came a much more important figure in Florida than the shadowy
Barbour. The Daily Times soon absorbed the Daily Union, be-
coming the Florida Times-Union, the state’s premier newspaper
in the years before the turn of the century. As its editor Jones
spent a great deal of energy in campaigns to advertise and
develop his adopted state. Jones’s Times-Union originated the
idea of the Sub-Tropical Exposition which attracted President
Cleveland to Jacksonville in 1888.16 That same year Jones left
Florida, becoming editor of the St. Louis Republic and later
Joseph Pulitzer’s New York World and St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
When Jones’s own health failed his doctors recommended that
he settle in a warm climate, but he rejected the state he had
praised as a haven for invalids because of its humidity and
chose to retire in Europe, dying in Italy in 1913.17
Library of Florida History.
16. For an account of Jones’s career in Jacksonville, see Richard A. Martin,
The City Makers (Jacksonville, 1972), 132-37, passim.
17. Jones to Dora Jones, December 6, 1909, Jones Papers, in possession of
Mrs. Dorothy Freeman, Bat Cave, North Carolina.
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FLORIDA MANUSCRIPT ACQUISITIONS AND
ACCESSIONS
This is a listing of recent manuscript acquisitions and acces-
sions as reported by Florida universities, colleges, and public
libraries. In some instances the acquisitions of rare books,
pamphlets, and maps have also been noted. Those interested
in using particular collections should correspond with the library
or institution directly.
Florida State Library
The Florida State Library has an extensive collection of
published Floridiana. Its manuscript holdings are principally
nineteenth and early twentieth-century state records from the
offices of the governor, attorney general, board of commissioners
of state institutions, and the state board of health. Although
the Florida State Library has not actively competed for private
manuscripts, it does have the Homer G. Plantz Papers, 1865-
1872; George Sibbald Seton Letterbook, 1850-1868; D. A. Spauld-
ing Papers, 1854-1859; and the Albert P. Sawyer Papers, 1892-
1912. Other acquisitions include microfilm copies of the Fernan-
dina Florida Mirror (November 30, 1878-November 21, 1885);
the Florida volume of Slave Narratives prepared by the Federal
Writers’ Project; and “Letters Sent by the Quartermaster Gen-
eral, 1835-1842.”
Florida State University, Robert Manning Strozier Library
Records of the United States Army Quartermaster Depart-
ment District Middle Florida, Tallahassee (1865-1869). Holo-
graph records include orders, reports, a list of men serving with
the corps in Florida, and correspondence with stations in
Mobile, New Orleans, and Florida, as well as with the quarter-
master general’s office, Washington (297 pieces).
Flagler Enterprises Papers, Jacksonville and St. Augustine
(1884-1917). Include documents and correspondence relating to
436
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the Florida East Coast Railway Company, Florida Coast Line
Canal and Transportation Company, and the Model Land Com-
pany. Blueprints, maps, specifications, permits, polyconic pro-
jection charts, engineers field books, land plats, and land deeds
(3,431 pieces).
Fuller Warren Papers (1932-1968). Governor Warren’s law
practice in Jacksonville and Miami, his term as governor, his
unsuccessful race for governor in 1956, and his writing and law
practice since 1956. Manuscripts for speeches, press releases,
newspaper articles and columns, scrapbooks, photographs, per-
sonal letters, and the manuscripts of his books Eruption of Elo-
quence, Speaking of Speaking, and How to Win in Politics
(96,002 pieces).
Jacksonville, Haydon Burns Library
“Some Marriage Records, Genealogical and Biographical In-
formation About the Hendricks and Philips Families in North
Florida,” collected by Eleanor P. Barnes, 1972. Xerox and type-
script documents.
Post cards received by Cora Crane (1908-1910); letters from
Lillian Gilkes concerning preparation of her book Cora Crane
(1954-1956); Villa de Laura Times (scattered series, 1894-1897).
Pensacola Historical Society
Pamphlets: Constitution & By-Laws of the Saint Michael’s
Creole Benevolent Association (1958); Southward the Light of
Progress Shines, Illustrated & Descriptive (Pensacola, 1905);
The Red Snapper— Ft. Barrancas, Fla. (1929); Constitution and
By-Laws of the Creole Catholic Benevolent Association (1897);
Christ Church Parish— Pensacola, Florida, 1827-1927.
Documents: Warranty deed, deed conveyances, permits, and
documents (51 pieces); “Report of the Commissioners to the
June Term Circuit Court— 1850” (petition for land redistribu-
tion).
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Manuscripts: ‘“Biography of the Bronnum Family by Joan
Adolphine Bronnum Rosaco” (typescript); “Governor José
Callava and General Andrew Jackson: The Callava Papers on
the Delivery of West Florida,” by Alfred B. Thomas (type-
script); “Bosso’s Blessing to Mankind” (typescript on the life of
Dr. Robert Bosso).
Maps: City Waterfront, Pensacola, 1889; Entrance to Pensa-
cola Bay, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1915; Plan of Villages
of Warrington and Woolsey on U. S. Naval Reservation, 1907;
Naval Reservation, Pensacola, 1951; Outlying Landing Fields,
Naval Air Training Bases Pensacola, Fla., 1951.
The Christian Helper (Pensacola, 1924); miscellaneous col-
lections of photographs, scrapbooks, post cards, sheet music, and
newspaper clippings.
University of Florida, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History
Books: La Popelliniere, Lancelot Voisin, sieur de, 1541-1608.
Les tres mondes. Par le seigneur de la Popelliniere. Paris, P.
l’Huilher, 1582.
Maps: East and West Florida, J. Gibson, 1763; “A view of
the Town and Castle of St. Augustine and the English Camp,”
Thomas Silver, 1740.
Microfilm: Municipal records, Apalachicola, 1856-1899; Sid-
ney J. Catts Papers, 1863-1936; sermon book and manuscript
and printed items, 1899-1933; William N. Sheats Papers, 1851-
1949; Public Records Office— Florida during the British period;
Lambeth Palace Papers.
Henry H. Buchman Papers (1884-1905), relating to the Buch-
man Act and University of Florida.
William Davenport Papers (d. 1858), relating to the Second
Seminole War (286 items).
John M. Goggin Papers. Anthropological field notebooks.
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Samuel D. McConnell Papers (1859-1876). Civil War letters
(200 items).
University of Miami, Otto G. Richter Library
“A History of Florida.” mss. of book by Charlton W. Tebeau.
University of South Florida Library
Records of the Hillsborough County League of Women
Voters: Correspondence and documents (1952-1970).
University of West Florida, John C. Pace Library
Gerhard Rolf Papers. Correspondence, business records,
and maps, (1898-1919). Rolf as German vice consul in Pensacola
and as treasurer of the German American Lumber Co.
History of Washington County, Fla., by E. W. Carswell.
Typescript notes on the county’s political, economic, and social
life.
Occie Clubbs Papers (1888-1971). Correspondence, family
papers, and notes. Confederate treasury drafts and two telegrams
signed by Stephen R. Mallory, 1862; correspondence of Miss
Clubbs relating to her research on Mallory; papers relating to
activities in Pensacola organizations and educational affairs
(1932-1959).
Gulf Islands National Seashore Papers. Minutes of meetings,
correspondence, and maps pertaining to the establishment of the
National Seashore on Santa Rosa Island (1969-1970).
Frank W. Hoskins Papers. Miscellaneous papers, including
typescripts and scrapbook of clippings (1866-1947), Pensacola
and Panama City, Florida.
Walter E. Wicke Papers. Scrapbook of clippings, photo-
graphs, and printed ephemera relating to Mr. Wicke’s service as
mayor of Pensacola (1943-1947).
Rosasco Brothers Papers. Business records, correspondence,
ledgers, and related papers (1881-1931).
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William Fisher Papers. Photographs, scrapbooks, and family
papers. Includes a commonplace book kept by Stephen R.
Mallory, 1833; copies of genealogical notes, photographs, and
typescript copy of Ellen Simpson’s “Tales our mother told.”
Francis W. Taylor Papers (1919-1945). Family correspond-
ence, letters relating to University of Virginia, Warren Fish
Company of Pensacola, and to Mr. Taylor’s service overseas
during World War II.
Gerald Quina Papers. Programs of the Pensacola Opera
House (1900-1911); papers and imprints relating to the Pensa-
cola Little Theatre and other cultural activities (1920-1950).
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The City Makers. By Richard A. Martin. (Jacksonville: Con-
vention Press, 1972. x, 334 pp. Foreword, illustrations, biblio-
graphy, index. $10.00.)
Though centered on the life of James Jaquelin Daniel, this
book is not a biography of Daniel nor is it a history of Jackson-
ville— the city referred to in the title. Rather, it is in one sense
a study of the power structure of the city and in another sense
it might accurately be termed a “businessman’s-eye” view of
nineteenth-century Jacksonville. The author is largely concerned
with the physical, commercial, financial, and industrial growth
of the city and with the roles of those who played a prominent
part in it. It was not his intention to portray the life of
“ordinary folks,” black or white, and the result is that insofar
as social history is concerned the picture which emerges is
largely restricted to the lives and times of the upper strata of
nineteenth-century Jacksonville society.
Beginning with the migration of James Daniel to Jackson-
ville from South Carolina in 1846, the author traces the early
association with Jacksonville of his sons Jacquelin, Richard,
and Gus and his daughter Corrie. James Daniel engaged in
lumbering, and young Jaquelin, who is the central figure in
this book, early turned to surveying. In a growing frontier state
both occupations were full of opportunity. Other prominent
family names soon appear— L‘Engles, Flemings, Drews— and in
1859 Jaquelin was married to Emily L’Engle. Only a year earlier
he had been admitted to the Florida bar after reading law
under J. P. Sanderson.
The Civil War disrupted Jacksonville and the families that
ran it. Sickness removed Daniel from active military service in
1862, but he served in various behind-the-lines capacities through
the war and was named commanding officer of a Florida Reserve
Regiment four months prior to its end. Richard Martin gives
considerable attention to Jacksonville under Union occupation
during the war, pointing up a considerable group of Union
sympathisers in the population and detailing Republican at-
tempts to establish a loyal Florida government in the city. The
[441]
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post-war machinations of reconstruction governments in the city
come in for some attention, but no new light is shed on this
era. Daniel moved prominently in Democratic party circles in
the period, though he was probably more effective in his activi-
ties in promoting business development through his association
with the Jacksonville Board of Trade, founded in 1867 to cope
with conditions of transportation into the city. As Reconstruc-
tion neared its end, however, Daniel became a power in the
Reform Club which was working to end Republican rule and
to win Negro support for Democrats. Its efforts were successful
when the Democrats swept the city offices in 1876. Opposing
friends who wished to promote him for the governorship, Daniel
backed George F. Drew, who was elected in that same year. The
Republicans ousted, Daniel turned away from active politics.
In the last two decades of the nineteenth century railroad
building boomed, tourists flocked to Jacksonville, business flour-
ished, and Jaquelin Daniel busied himself with many community
projects promoting the welfare of the city. His law business
also flourished, and he became involved in banking, railroads,
real estate, and newspaper publishing. Always he was an active
participant in the Episcopal Church.
One of Daniel’s important civic activities was the Jacksonville
Auxiliary Sanitary Association, formed to help prevent epidemics
and to aid the destitute sick. As its president Daniel labored
tirelessly in the yellow fever epidemic of 1888. The leading
families of the city were hard hit by it— Louis Fleming, H. A.
L’Engle, F. W. Ely were taken. In October Jaquelin Daniel
fell victim to the fever’s ravages.
Mr. Martin has done extensive research, consulting scores
of books, newspapers, periodicals, government records, personal
papers, and has interviewed many persons. Central to his work
was the Daniel Family papers. His narrative is an interesting
one which can be profitably read by all who know Jacksonville,
or want to know more about it.
University of Florida Herbert J. Doherty, Jr.
The Americanization of the Gulf Coast, 1803-1850. Edited by
Lucius F. Ellsworth, Ted Carageorge, William Coker, Earle
Newton. (Pensacola: Historical Pensacola Preservation Board,
1972. ii, 155 pp. Introduction, notes. $3.50.)
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An ambitious and much needed undertaking, The Ameri-
canization of the Gulf Coast, 1803-1850, consists of ten essays and
an after dinner speech presented to the Gulf Coast History and
Humanities Conference in Pensacola in 1971. The articles were
divided into traditional topics of economics, religion, society,
and territorial expansion. One of the recognized difficulties in
publishing a series of papers is in maintaining a focal point;
although the editor attempted such, several of the major con-
tributors failed to confine their articles to the area or to the
period before 1850. Refusal to acknowledge the Gulf states as
significantly different from the upper South weakened their
articles or by considering the entire South as characterized by
the decade 1850-1860, the same authors ignored the frontier
conditions existing in the lower South prior to the late 1840s.
Recognition of the unique characteristics of the Gulf South, and
the juxtaposition of a dynamic frontier society in search of a
stable social order in race relations would have strengthened
some of the essays.
Four essays were interpretative and offered intriguing points
of view. John G. Clark correctly viewed the South as a traditional
society in his article, “The Antebellum Gulf Coast: A Study of
World Views, Traditionalism, and Backwardness,” and with some
success broadened the causative factors beyond the sometimes
narrow limits imposed by Eugene Genovese. By failing to keep
within the geographical area and time period, Professor Clark
slighted the frontier forces and the dynamics of slavery. Clement
Eaton presented the traditional view which emphasized the lower
South as “. . . a fluid agrarian society in which . . . there
was great social mobility.” Bertram Wyatt-Brown’s conjectural
article, “Religion and the Formation of Folk Culture: Poor
Whites of the Old South,” drew its major examples from the
upper South and lacked the quality of research that characterized
his other publications. These three contributors rarely, or only
implicitly raised the question of racism and the demands for a
secure race system. Julia F. Smith presented a superficial analysis
in “Racial Attitudes in the Old Southwest,” which was seriously
marred by the omission of a major genre of source material:
the fugitive slave narratives.
The remaining articles were devoted to specialized topics
dealing with religious organization for the area or with par-
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ticular political problems. Though focused on narrow topics,
these essays were generally well-researched and well-written.
Thomas Abernathy, “Florida and the Spanish Frontier,” sum-
marized the series of activities regarding Florida and succinctly
tied together the events of West Florida, the Apalachicola-
Georgia frontier, and East Florida. Unfortunately, the essay is
without documentation.
The Americanization of the Gulf Coast, 1803-1850, presented
a useful collection of essays, although they are weakened in
several instances by inadequate research, conjecture, and ex-
pansion beyond the limits imposed by the title.
University of Mississippi Harry P. Owens
Synagogue in the Central City: Temple Israel of Greater Miami,
1922-1972. By Charlton W. Tebeau. (Miami: University of
Miami Press, 1972. 172 pp. Foreword, preface, illustrations,
index. $7.95.)
Charlton W. Tebeau, professor emeritus of the University
of Miami and well-known scholar in Florida History, has written
Synagogue in the Central City to commemorate the golden anni-
versary of Miami’s first Reform Jewish congregation. The book
is a significant contribution to Jewish history. This is all the
more remarkable since Tebeau is a Gentile and has had to
learn a great deal about Judaism.
Scholars may be disappointed that the volume contains
neither footnotes nor bibliography. This apparent deficiency is
largely overcome, however, by the author’s description of his
research materials in the preface, in what amounts to a biblio-
graphical essay, and by his direct citation of sources in the text.
In addition to the Miami newspapers, the basic data came from
interviews, the Temple Israel Bulletin, and the minutes of meet-
ings of the Temple Board of Trustees, the congregation, and
the auxiliary groups.
Despite its obvious concentration on religious history, the
work is also an example of how local urban history should be
written. Tebeau’s theme is an ethnic group’s response, over time,
to challenges imposed by a rapidly changing urban setting. The
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problems threatening the cohesiveness of this one Jewish com-
munity are the same that Catholic and Protestant leaders all
over the country have had to face in order to hold the allegiance
of the young: breakdowns in traditional authority symbols, need
for reoccurring economic retrenchment, urban disintegration,
suburban growth and physical separation of the congregation,
civil rights and black power movements, opposition to the Viet-
nam war, drug addiction, disenchantment with education as a
means for solving problems, increasing crime, and destruction
of the natural world.
One of the ways Temple Israel has dealt with these issues is
through education, specifically “to provide something for people
of all ages” (p. 115). Another approach has been greater in-
volvement in community affairs, like starting a kindergarten
for deprived children and supporting medical facilities open to
non-Jews. By maintaining its “relevancy,” Temple Israel has
become the largest Jewish Reform congregation in the South-
east. If growth is a valid yardstick of success, the synagogue’s
experience proves that the major institution of a religious com-
munity can survive, and even flourish, in a modern urban en-
vironment.
University of Miami John F. Reiger
John Gorrie, M.D.: Father of Air Conditioning and Mechanical
Refrigeration. By Raymond B. Becker. (New York: Carlton
Press, Inc., 1972. 206 pp. Preface, illustrations, bibliography.
$5.95.)
The author, professor emeritus of the Department of Agri-
culture, University of Florida, became interested in John Gorrie
(1802-1855) the physician-inventor of mechanical refrigeration,
because of the importance of refrigeration in the preservation
of foods. He has diligently assembled the extant material by and
about Gorrie and cites many references. His biographical narra-
tive provides the student with all that is available on this remark-
able man including the details of the many posthumous honors
he was accorded. Although useful because it provides materials
and references which are widely scattered, the account suffers
from digressions and repetitions which distract the reader, and
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it would have benefitted marvelously from the “heavy hand” of
an impartial editor.
Miami, Florida William M. Straight
The Pre-Columbian Mind. By Francisco Guerra. (New York:
Seminar Press, 1971. xiv, 335 pp. preface, illustrations, map,
bibliography, indices. $13.95.)
Francisco Guerra’s book, subtitled “A study into the aberrant
nature of sexual drives, drugs affecting behavior, and the atti-
tude towards life and death, with a survey of psychotherapy, in
pre-Columbian America,” is the same genre as Desmond Morris’s
two books The Naked Ape and The Human Zoo and Robert
Ardrey’s African Genesis and The Territorial Imperative. All are
pseudo-scientific attempts to capitalize on the public’s growing
interest in man, his origins and history, and his cultural varia-
tions.
Guerra sets out to describe the “dynamics of the pre-Colum-
bian mind” (p. viii), but focuses instead on the historic Maya,
Inca, and Aztec cultures. Since written records are not available
for pre-Columbian America, his original problem cannot be
solved [Guerra notes that, “It is difficult to obtain a clear picture
of pre-Columbian American morals . . . .” (p. 20)], and the
book’s title is misleading. The lack of information on prehistoric
moral behavior does not stop Guerra from making such rash
and incorrect statements as the disintegration of Toltec civiliza-
tion was “due in part to failing crops, pestilences and to internal
revolts brought about by moral corruption and sexual depravity”
(p. 9). Such non-materialistic explanations, once used to explain
the fall of the Roman empire, have no place in modern scientific
research.
At best The Pre-Columbian Mind is a catalog of published
references concerning sexual practices and the use of drugs and
intoxicating drinks among the historic Inca, Maya, and Aztec.
Guerra gives accurate (as far as could be determined) biblio-
graphical references for some 150 published documents (largely
Spanish) pertinent to Latin American Indian culture. He fails,
however, to make use of the large number of unpublished ma-
terials, such as the documents in the Archivo General de Indias
in Seville.
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At worst Guerra’s book illustrates what happens when at-
tempts are made to reconstruct specific culture traits while ignor-
ing their total cultural milieu. The author is too quick to accept
the statements of Spanish observers, not realizing that their
perceptions and interpretations are colored by their own cultural
values and prejudices. To sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth
century Spaniards many of the New World Indian cultures
seemed strange, exotic, and aberrant.
Many of the customs described in The Pre-Columbian Mind
are widespread in today’s world. That they are aberrant (and
seemingly distasteful) to Guerra reflects his own cognitive system,
and he fails to note that among the Indians these customs were
considered normal and were expected behavior. Cultures are
relative, and making value judgments by comparisons with one’s
own culture is dangerous and unsound. Guerra’s conclusion that
“The original views of so-called irrationality in the pre-Colum-
bian man are now identified as basic ingredients in the Spanish-
American character,” (p. 290) is as absurd as stating that Guerra’s
behavior is directly related to the “aberrant” culture of the
eighth century Moors who invaded Spain.
University of Florida Jerald T. Milanich
Sixteenth Century North America: The Land and the People
as Seen by the Europeans. By Carl Ortwin Sauer. (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1971. xii, 319 pp. Foreword,
illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $10.95.)
In a tightly written, well organized and beautifully bound
volume Professor Sauer has re-created in brief the accounts of
all recorded voyages and explorations implied in the title. Re-
markably, he achieved this goal in a few more than 250 pages,
the last three chapters (Part V) summarizing those preceding
and including as well certain of his observations and interpreta-
tions. The author has limited his footnotes to an irreducible
minimum, yet his bibliography should satisfy the most dis-
criminating scholar. He has made extensive but appropriate use
of quotations from other languages in his own translations,
thus adding flavor to the whole.
This work is divided into five parts, the first four of which
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recount the voyages and explorations. In general, they follow
a chronological order within this framework, sketching but
briefly the pre-1500 voyages of Columbus and John Cabot as
antecedent to the unrecorded but known of voyages of cod (baca-
lao) fishermen to the New World and the exploits of the brothers
Corte Real. With “The Roanoke Colony” the author brings to an
end his succinct accounts of the sixteenth-century voyagers and
explorers. In virtually all of these he gives the reader an in-
sight into the customs and attitudes of the natives, together
with his descriptions of the flora and fauna and the geography
of the country, certain of which he personally traversed while
pursuing his academic discipline of geography. He touches as
well on the political rivalries of the major European powers
which motivated in large measure these expeditions and con-
quests.
Although La Florida initially embraced all the territory be-
tween New Spain (Mexico) and Newfoundland, the author re-
lates the early explorations to present areas and states. He
recounts them all, but of particular interest to Floridians will
be the voyages of Ponce de León and the colonizing efforts of
the Luna expedition on Pensacola Bay and its French counter-
part on the St. Johns River led by Ribault and Laudonnière
only a few years later. The author briefly recounts the swift and
terrible reaction to this “encroachment” when he relates how
Pedro Menéndez captured most of the Frenchmen and put them
to the sword Equally absorbing to Floridians and to those of
certain southern and southwestern states will be the accounts
of the ill-fated expedition of Narváez and its best known survivor,
Cabeza de Vaca, and the long and fruitless search for treasure
of Hernando de Soto. The author’s indictment of Soto, his
motives and his cruelty to the natives is complete. These, of
course, are only a few of the many accounts contained in this
overview.
Working entirely from published sources, Professor Sauer
has brought to light no startling new information, yet has suc-
ceeded admirably in synthesizing in a brief but readable form
narratives of the sixteenth-century voyagers, explorers, conquis-
tadors, and colonizers. To these he has added his own impressions
and observations of the natives and their habitat, along with
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his knowledgeable comments on the plant and animal life en-
countered by the Europeans.
Tampa, Florida John D. Ware
The English in the Caribbean, 1624-1690. By Carl and Roberta
Bridenbaugh. (Fair Lawn: Oxford University Press, 1972.
xxii, 440 pp. Preface, introduction, acknowledgments, note on
documentation, illustrations, appendices, index. $12.50.)
No Peace Beyond the Line, the sub-title of the Bridenbaughs’s
delightfully leisurely and learned second volume of “The Be-
ginnings of the American People,” conjures up a rather different
scene than that with which they are essentially concerned. Theirs
is no tale of war and conquest, of buccaneers, Caribs and
Maroons, but one of struggling English yeoman planters, simple
Irish bondsmen, and a swelling flood of Negro slaves. Theirs is
social and economic history in which the interaction of nature
and man, climate and crops, provides the central theme.
Between 1624 and 1640, small planters and their indentured
servants settled the outer islands. The introduction of sugar and
slave labor in the next decade was followed by long years of
parlous survival, mass importation of slaves, temporary expan-
sion to Surinam, and the conquest of Jamaica. By 1690, the
economic triumph of sugar and the sociological predominance
of the Negro completed an epoch in West Indian history.
Natural disasters— fire and explosion, hurricane and earthquake—
punctuated that history, and their very survival proved the
toughness of the island breed.
Primary attention centers upon Barbados, that “nursery for
planting,” and subsequently upon Jamaica. The authors thor-
oughly explore the desperate circumstances of the white servant
class, largely drawn from Ireland, and its replacement as a labor
force by African slaves who, in Caribbean context, were clearly
a superior race. Sociological change was intimately related to
economic transition. By the 1640s the Antilles were looking to
New England for staples and lumber, and their viability de-
pended upon achieving a mastery of sugar technology. While
sugar came to dominate West Indian economy, cotton and to-
bacco remained significant secondary crops, and the Briden-
baughs insist that the islands were not yet trapped in a saccharine
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monoculture. The political and economic dependence of the
Caribbean English upon seapower is obvious; their reliance
upon cooperative Dutch merchants is less well known and led
to complaints against the Navigation Acts which were echoed
by North Americans a century later.
The story of the English in the Caribbean is fascinating, and
Carl and Roberta Bridenbaugh amply fulfill the obligations of
social historians. If they leave a reader thirsting for greater
knowledge of the political development and international role
of the islands, what happier experience than to encounter a
book which satisfies on its own terms and at the same time
sharpens the historical appetite?
Auburn University Robert R. Rea
Correspondence of James K. Polk: Volume II, 1833-1834. Edited
by Herbert Weaver and Paul H. Bergeron. (Nashville: Van-
derbilt University Press, 1971. xxxvi, 645 pp. Preface, ack-
nowledgments, chronology, map, index. $15.00.)
The major portion of this volume is made up of letters to
Polk from his constituents and other Tennessee friends, most of
whom are little known to history. Polk was very popular with
his constituents, and even after his district was divided his
former constituents still felt they had a claim on his friendship
and services. They wrote to give news of local conditions and
politics, but more often they were interested in matters pertain-
ing to mail routes and post offices or in securing appointments
for themselves or friends. Some were migrating to new territories
and sought Polk’s influence in securing favorable positions and
reception.
There are also interesting family correspondence and letters
from plantation overseers. Although most of these have been
previously published they are reproduced here in keeping with
the editors’ plan to bring together all Polk correspondence from
all sources.
On the national scene Polk was considered the leader of
Jackson forces in the House of Representatives. He had reached
the position of chairman of the Ways and Means Committee and
had his eyes upon the speakership. The chief obstacle in his
path was John Bell of the Nashville district. The nullification
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crisis had passed but the Bank controversy was much in the
news, and the revolt against Andrew Jackson in Tennessee was
already in evidence. Polk’s friends were now classing John Bell
as leader of the opposition, and they became almost frantic when
evidence appeared that Bell was gaining control of prominent
Tennessee newspapers. All of this is reflected in letters from
Polk’s political friends. He was consistently praised for his vision
and statesmanship and his opponents denounced for their
treachery and lack of regard for national welfare.
We also see in these letters evidence of great increase in
interest in national politics. Tennesseans liked the prominence
their state had enjoyed during the Jackson era; so they were
much interested in who would succeed him. Polk and his friends
were supporters of Martin Van Buren, and they were much
concerned over the possibility that Hugh Lawson White would
be persuaded to enter the race. There is evidence that Polk was
answering these friends and supporters, but he failed to keep
copies; consequently, this volume contains few letters from Polk.
“Excellent” is the proper word to describe the editorial work
on this volume. This reviewer continues amazed at the editors’
ability and industry in identifying obscure farmers, crossroad
merchants, and small town lawyers and businessmen.
University of Alabama in Birmingham J. H. Parks
A History of the “National Intelligencer.” By William E. Ames.
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1972. xi,
376 pp. Preface, bibliography, index. $11.95.)
There has long been a need for a good history of the Wash-
ington National Intelligencer, and with minor reservations it
may be said that Mr. Ames has filled that need. Digging deeply
into primary and secondary materials, he has given scholars a
clear picture of a major political newspaper’s development.
Moreover, he has integrated that development with broad and
narrow problems of sixty-five years-specifying not only the
Intelligencer’s firm stands but also the element of negation which
so often is part of conservative journalism.
Samuel Harrison Smith, Joseph Gales, Jr., William Winston
Seaton, and the wives of two of them were people of well above
average interest to their contemporaries and to earlier historians.
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The author succeeds in depicting all five as men and women of
flesh and blood. He also does a commendable job of tracing and
analyzing the financial bases of the paper with which they were
identified. Those two achievements, requiring different kinds of
skills, compose parts of the hard core of the Ames contribution.
But the book likewise offers other assets, notably in the area
of journalistic-presidential and journalistic-congressional rela-
tionships.
Shortcomings of the volume, mainly but not wholly editorial,
mar the product, from the spelling of “stoggy” (p. viii) to the
identification of Lincoln’s 1864 opponent as “General John Mc-
Clellan” (p. 336). Surely, by this time, the spelling of Dolley
Madison’s first name ought to have become more widely known
than it seems to be. Nicholas P. Trist was not Jefferson’s son-in-
law. Alexander S. Bullitt was not “Bullett,” nor was Augustus
C. Dodge “August.” Those limitations are representative of
others, while perhaps more serious are some of the numerous
indexing deficiencies.
Such infelicities aside, the Ames study deserves much com-
mendation. Indeed, it is doubtful that any scholar doing research
on the Washington scene is the first two-thirds of the nineteenth
century can henceforth afford to bypass this volume or fail to
be benefited by it.
University of Kentucky Holman Hamilton
The Disruption of the Solid South. By George Brown Tindall.
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1971. xii, 98 pp. Fore-
word, preface, bibliographical note, index. $4.00.)
In these three lectures delivered at Mercer University, Pro-
fessor Tindall surveys a hundred years of southern political
history under the titles of “Variations on a Theme by Hayes,”
“The Disruption of Southern Democracy,” and “Toward a
Party System.”
Richard Nixon has followed Rutherford B. Hayes’s policy
of trying to capture the South for the Republican party by
appealing to conservative sentiment (meaning a relaxation of
the commitment to newly-won Negro rights). At this writing
(fall, 1972), there seems in the offing a solid Republican South
for Nixon and Agnew, and some believe the Republicans may
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be on the way to becoming the majority national party. After
the post-Civil War Radical Republican triumph the old southern
Whigs, for the most part, turned Democratic. By 1880 there
was a solid South despite Hayes’s appeal to southern whites.
Thereafter the bloody shirt outweighed tariff and other business
appeals to southern whites. Race and history were the major
influences in the nineteenth century with the Republicans taking
the blame for Reconstruction and the Democrats the credit for
white supremacy. Democrats subdued Republicans, Independ-
ents, and Populists. In the twentieth century southern (mostly
white) non-Democratic votes were valuable only in Republican
conventions, and the New Deal not only captured the increasing
black vote in the North, but retained the deep South loyalty.
Predictions of the breakup of the solid South have been ram-
pant for seventy-five years. No political scientist disagreed upon
the massive disadvantages of the one-party system. The New
Deal strained southern loyalties, but the South remained re-
markably solid until 1948. The party of Reconstruction also
had become the party of Depression, but the new southern
regionalism became the old sectionalism because the New Deal
challenged the social and political structure of the South— the
control of property, labor, credit, and local government— with
the northernization of the Democratic party, the conservative
southern bloc held the New Deal to a standstill until World War
II. After the war, stubborn opposition to civil rights, retreat
from the support of internationalism and the rise of the radical
right started the ongoing Dixiecrat revolution. Sizable growth
of presidential Republicanism (and nihilism) and in the 1960s
a breakthrough in congressional and state Republicanism con-
stantly eroded the base of the Democratic party in the South.
The most important factor was the political emancipation of
blacks after 1954, particularly with the legislation of the middle
sixties. (The new southern black vote has been largely Demo-
cratic.)
Republicans have picked up immigrants from the North
(Pinellas County, Florida), anti-New Deal businessmen, some
old Populists, and many of the more affluential professional
classes. Many Democrats were disillusioned, of course, by the
civil rights program of Truman and entranced by the folksiness
and war record of General Eisenhower. By 1956 the general took
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five southern states. The solid South had been split in 1948,
1952, and 1956, and even though massive resistance peaked in
1957, Nixon carried Florida, Tennessee, and Virginia with al-
most the same popular southern vote as Eisenhower. Republican-
ism had become an urban phenomenon with such slogans as
“free enterprise, fiscal sanity, state rights, and social integrity.”
The cosmopolitanism of the Kennedys was more alien to the
South than the personal style of Eisenhower. In 1964, Goldwater
captured the Republican party and, as the segregationist candi-
date, four southern states. As an extremist, Goldwater frightened
all except the die-hards in the black belts. After 1964 liberal
Republicans began to show up in the border states. Southerners
made it possible for Nixon to get the nomination in 1968, and
with his southern strategy allowed the Democrats only Texas
in the election. According to Tindall, “from 1968 to 1970 Nixon
and members of his entourage issued contradictory statements
about guidelines for desegregation, busing for integration, vot-
ing rights, and other issues related to racial discrimination.
The author states that from 1970 the Republicans were mov-
ing from the strategy of Goldwater to the early Hayes, mention-
ing Strom Thurmond’s appointment of a black assistant. Events
since the lectures were given, of course, contradict this. Regard-
less, Tindall argues effectively that we do have the emergence
of a two party system; “since 1952 the Republican party has
created a viable opposition for the first time since the brief
heyday of the Whigs in the 1840’s.” So now we have a national
two-party system.
These are solid professional lectures, but the reviewer wishes
Mr. Tindall had put a more proper emphasis on the subject of
race as he has done in his other essays and books.
University of South Florida James W. Silver
The Spiritual Crisis of the Gilded Age. By Paul A. Carter. (De-
Kalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1971. xiii, 295 pp.
Preface, illustrations, bibliography, index. $8.50.)
No age in American history made a greater assumption of a
certainty of moral rightness and the depth of human knowledge
than did the so-called “Gilded Age” of the last quarter of the
nineteenth century. There are so many criteria or themes by
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which the quality of American life and thought in these years
can be adjudged. In the area of technology, Americans made
phenomenal strides. Even so they were little more than poised
in all their progress to consolidate their advances. In the areas
of education and the sciences they were either bound by the
long traditions of the past, or some leaders and some institutions
attempted to break away in the fields of curricula revision and
redirection of major objectives and purposes. Standing like an
ever present ogre was the whole question of man’s origins and
mission. Darwinism struck at the very heart of human belief
and racial assumptions.
In the age of the American renaissance the Scriptures and
the scriptual nature of man were brought under serious ques-
tioning. There were even irreverent ones like Robert Ingersoll
who flaunted his agnosticism if not infidelism openly and even
militantly. Perhaps an even greater factor was the reconcilliation
of old spiritual values with a rising industrialism and a gripping
materialism. Professor Carter has demonstrated a genuine sophis-
tication in analyzing the intellectual and religious currents of
the era. It is largely in these areas that he devotes his central
attention.
In reviewing this age one almost has to conclude that it
was one of conscientious conviction and commitment on the
part of masses of people, but more particularly one of Victorian
hypocrisy on the part of much of the spiritual leadership. It is
to be doubted that there was ever another moment in American
history when conditions of the public mind was so pregnant
for disillusionment. The author deals with numerous evidence
of this fact in his chapters treating the institutionalization of
the spiritual side of the people— especially the rising urban-
industrial society with all of its complexities.
The chapter dealing with Henry Ward Beecher is a small
dissertation within itself upon the class-socially-elected-material-
istically gripping of society upon the church and the preacher.
In practice the leaders of the materialistic society lived free and
no doubt ignorant of the social gospel, but in form it absolved
its conscience with a formal fidelity to the church and sermonistic
approaches to the place of man in his society and God’s scheme
of things. Not even the dramatic Tilton trial shook the Beecher
hold, not only on his own Brooklyn congregation but on much
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of the national mind itself. Beecher was the idol of the news-
paper press, spreading his philosophy and influence far abroad
to listeners who had no concept of the social matrix from which
his sermons came.
Churches and religious activities of various social and doc-
trinal levels marked the latter half of the nineteenth century.
In fact it was almost impossible to draw lines between religion
and materialistic society, and between theology and what was
believed to be the scientific approach. Emotionalism often was
substituted for reason, and revivalists like Moody and Sanky,
and even much lesser lights found ready and warm acceptance.
The church in its more formal aspects appeared to be on solid
grounds of acceptances, yet beneath it all was a thread of doubt
and revolt and even of nonconformity. There were central issues
of both scriptual and social natures which lay beyond easy
resolution. All sorts of cross-currents, including the reconcilia-
tion of non-Christian ideas, permeated the age; the seeds of
revolution which mark the present age were sown in gilded age
soil. This even included the reconciliation of religion and science.
The research in this book is extensive and impressive. The
text itself reflects genuine sophistication in the handling of a
diffused and sometimes esoteric subject. Mr. Carter gives an
added intellectual dimension to the Gilded Age.
Indiana University Thomas D. Clark
Paternalism and Protest: Southern Cotton Mill Workers and
Organized Labor, 1875-1905. By Melton Alonza McLaurin.
(Westport: Greenwood Publishing Co., 1971. xviii, 265 pp.
Introduction, bibliography, index. $11.00.)
This study of early unionization efforts in southern textile
mills skillfully integrates the events of the period with an analysis
of the social and economic position of mill owners and textile
operatives. The product is a picture of powerful mill owners
using the paternalistic mill village system to dominate the
workers socially and economically and to prevent their unioniza-
tion. Although the institution of the mill village was the most
crucial element in the defeat of the early southern labor move-
ment, Professor McLaurin recognizes the importance of the lack
of trade union experience, the threat of a surplus labor force
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(black and white), the agrarian-traditional character of the econ-
omy, and the use of lockouts, yellow dog contracts, and black-
lists by mill owners. These combined to thwart attempts by the
Knights of Labor and the National Union of Textile Workers
(NUTW) to organize the southern textile workers during this
period. The merger of the NUTW with the northern craft
unions to create the United Textile Workers of America in 1901
had little impact on the success of southern labor organization.
By 1905 the union movement in the South was dead. The failure
of these early efforts retarded southern unionization for another
quarter of a century and demonstrated patterns among both
workers and management that reappeared during the labor
struggles of the 1930s.
Drawing extensively upon newspaper reports of the period
and a variety of other sources, Professor McLaurin convincingly
portrays the power of the mill owners and at the same time
explodes the myth of docile, ignorant textile operatives, content
with the status quo. In fact thousands of southern operatives,
dissatisfied with their economic condition, organized and con-
ducted five major strikes during the period 1875-1905. The
basically nonviolent nature of their protest and its ineffectiveness
was more an indication of the owners’ power than a sign of the
docility of the workers. McLaurin’s concise, well-written study
should be required reading for students of the late nineteenth
century southern economy. It provides the perspective necessary
to understand the violence which characterized the southern
textile industry during the 1930s.
College of William and Mary Clyde A. Haulman
Alabama: A Documentary History to 1900. By Lucille Griffith.
(University: University of Alabama Press, 1972. x, 677 pp.
Preface, acknowledgements, epilogue, appendices, biblio-
graphy, index. $15.00.)
From a twelfth-century farfetched Welsh legend to the Birm-
ingham boom and Populism, Dr. Griffith has revised her most
readable documentary history of Alabama. She not only shows
familiarity with the traditional authorities from Cabeza de Vaca
through Albert J. Pickett and Walter Fleming to Malcolm Mc-
Millan but she utilizes the reminiscences of such obscure indi-
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viduals as Cato, a Pineapple slave, and Sergeant Mathew Wood-
ruff, a Unionist soldier who observed a Reconstruction election.
Dr. Griffith’s frame of reference is both eclectic and cultural.
Practically every subject, be it religion, education, Indians,
politics, commerce, agriculture, industry, family life, war, and
slavery, is dealt with, making the book a valuable encyclopedic
history. Both the big house and the slave quarters receive careful
scrutiny. Cato colorfully describes: “They was the best-quality
white folks and lived in a big, two-story house with a big hall
what run all the way through the house”; and of the quarters:
“My mammy lived in a hewn-oak log cabin in the quarters.
Them little old cabins was cozy, ‘cause we chinked’ em with mud
and they had stick chimneys daubed with mud, mixed with
hog hair.”
On Indian history Dr. Griffith relies heavily on John R.
Swanton’s definitive studies. Her chapter on Indian culture
indicates both sympathy and understanding. Insofar as Alabama’s
outstanding Indian leader, Alexander McGillivray, she utilizes
Caughey’s biography of the Creek chief, neglecting the Panton
Leslie Papers, which would have added considerably, not only
to McGillivray but to trade in Alabama and West Florida be-
tween the Revolutionary War and the turn of the century.
Her narrative of the Indian wars and removal gives valuable
insight into the frames of reference of the doughty old Indian
fighter Andy Jackson and his chief antagonist, William Weather-
ford. Here she quotes an acquaintance of Weatherford, Thomas
S. Woodward who recalls that Jackson told the Creek leader
that he was astonished that “a man of his good sense, and
almost a white man,” would “take sides with an ignorant set
of savages.” Weatherford retorted that “if he had joined the
whites it would have been attributed to cowardice and not
thanked.”
It is obvious that Dr. Griffith besides showing considerable
expertise in history loves Alabama. She is no muckraker, and
she endeavors to be objective. On Reconstruction, without a
recent reinterpretation being available on Alabama, she is forced
to rely heavily on the extremely biased views of Walter L.
Fleming. Thus her approach leans more toward the Dunning
school than Woodward revisionism. Her statement: “It is next
to impossible to get a dispassionate picture of government under
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the carpetbaggers. Since few whites could take the ‘iron-clad’
oath, only men from out of state and the inexperienced local
residents were left to vote and hold office” was followed by an
excerpt from a diary which revealed that an ex-Confederate
major had just received the bulk of black votes for mayor of
Tuscumbia. This volume is a most worthwhile contribution
to Alabama history. It is to be hoped that Dr. Griffith will in
a supplementary work bring her documentary narrative up to
the Wallace years.
Auburn University Edward C. Williamson
Hugo Black: The Alabama Years. By Virginia Van Der Veer
Hamilton. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1972. ix, 330 pp. Preface, illustrations, epilogue, bibliographi-
cal essay, index. $10.95.)
There is no adequate biography of Justice Hugo L. Black.
John P. Frank, Black’s law clerk, published Mr. Justice Black
in 1949, the first volume in a projected full-length study of
Black. Unfortunately, Frank died without completing what
would have been the “authorized” biography. Charlotte Williams
published an uncritical work, Hugo L. Black: a Study in the
Judicial Process, in 1950, and Black’s niece, Hazel Black Davis,
published an adoring memoir, Uncle Hugo: An Intimate Por-
trait of Mr. Justice Black in 1965.
Mrs. Hamilton, a one-time newspaper reporter, now a pro-
fessor of history at the University of Alabama at Birmingham,
has chosen a life and times approach. Her choice may have been
influenced by the paucity of Black papers and by the author’s
extraordinary familiarity with the Birmingham and Alabama
scenes with which her study is largely concerned.
Justice Black’s career is no “rags to riches” story, but it is
nonetheless dramatic. Born to well-to-do parents in Alabama’s
benighted Clay County, Black graduated from Ashland College,
probably more of a high school than a college. He attended
Birmingham Medical College very briefly, but disliking medi-
cine, he entered the University of Alabama Law School. After
graduation he practiced law in Birmingham and served as judge
of the City Court of Birmingham and solicitor of Jefferson
County.
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Black’s role as city judge, his only judicial experience when
he went on the Supreme Court, is an important area that needs
thorough investigation. Mrs. Hamilton treats this period through
the use of newspaper accounts, and one is left somewhat in
limbo as to Judge Black’s performance. Black claimed (in
Frank’s book) that he gave even-handed justice to the dregs of
humanity (mostly Negroes) who appeared before his bench. The
breezy newspaper reporting upon which Mrs. Hamilton relies
gives the impression that he was sometimes flippant in his atti-
tude toward the embattled defendants and that he was hardly
more enlightened than other southerners of the period in his
attitude toward Negroes. Black won local fame as a lawyer
specializing in negligence cases, but this area, too, is inadequately
treated.
Mrs. Hamilton details Blacks defense of a Methodist minis-
ter accused of murdering a Catholic priest who married the
minister’s daughter to a Puerto Rican. Black’s successful defense
of the minister was based upon religious and racial prejudice
and raises questions of ethics that transcend those of the later
Ku Klux Klan episode. Mrs. Hamilton “tells it like it is.”
Black rode to statewide fame on the aid of the prohibition
forces and the Ku Klux Klan. He served as special prosecutor
of prohibition violators and secured convictions for the state
of Alabama and the federal government. In 1926, Black joined
the Ku Klux Klan in a bid for political power. In the same
year Black’s popularity with the prohibition and Klan elements
was strong enough to frighten the aging Oscar Underwood, a
titan of the Senate, into retiring rather than face a bitter race
for reelection against Black.
Mrs. Hamilton does a first rate job of following Black’s
career in the United States Senate. She shows Black as a fervent
investigator of merchant marine subsidies, air mail subsidies,
and lobbyists (especially public utilities). The transition of
Black from Jeffersonian to New Deal ideas is inadequately
developed. Mrs. Hamilton’s explanation that Black was never
a racist but had joined the Klan for political expediency may
apply to his over-all philosophy as well. However, there is
some indication that Black’s voracious reading of political philo-
sophy influenced him deeply.
Mrs. Hamilton writes with verve and skill. She has written
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a promising first volume in a projected full-length biography
of Black. She faces her greatest test, however, in her next
volume in which she must tackle difficult legal problems in
Black’s Supreme Court career.
Stetson University EVANS C. JOHNSON
The Megastates of America: People, Politics, and Power in the
Ten Great States. By Neal R. Peirce. (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1972. 745 pp. Foreword, maps, bibliography, ack-
nowledgements, persons interviewed, index. $12.95.)
This is a big book in every sense of the term. The text is
nearly 700 pages; and as the adjective-noun “Megastates” sug-
gests, its subjects are the very largest states. The conception be-
hind the book is the biggest thing of all, because this is the
first in a series of volumes which will eventually cover all fifty
states. Admittedly inspired by John Gunther’s Inside USA, Mr.
Peirce’s project is far more systematic and comprehensive than
Gunther’s was, and loses nothing by comparison with Inside USA
in terms of presentation or reliability of content.
As the author notes in his preface, the Megastates— New
York, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan, Florida, Texas, and California— dominate every as-
pect of American life and, although “scattered from one sea-
coast to the other, they are nonetheless tied together by bonds
of economics, culture, and attitude as strong as any geographic
area.” A single chapter is devoted to each of the ten states. The
coverage is uniform, although emphasis naturally varies from
state to state. Each chapter begins with an overview of the
salient characteristics of the state as an independent entity,
with a focus on its major historical and demographic features.
This background material is followed by a resume of the state’s
politics, and since Mr. Peirce is basically a political reporter,
this section is usually the heart of the matter. The chapter con-
cludes with a vivid, succinct descriptive tour of the major
geographic regions and metropolitan areas of the state. Because
Mr. Peirce traveled throughout the states and talked about
them with more than 1,000 widely diversified people, his writing
evokes a sense of intimacy and a flavor of personalities that
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tends to soften the impact of the mass of sheer information
pressed on the reader.
In this context a review is obliged to single out Florida,
“The Man-Made State,” for special comment. Florida is, of
course, a newcomer to the list of Megastates, and emphasis is
appropriately placed on the booming growth in population,
business, and tourism fostered by a warm climate, magnificant
beaches, and unrestrained promotionalism.
On Florida politics, Mr. Peirce offers a fair and well-informed
appraisal of the transition from the older, rural-dominated,
chaotic, “every man for himself” politics of the southern variety
to the new urban-suburban conservative (and moderate?) poli-
tics that now approaches the status of a competitive two-party
system. He bends over backwards to be fair to particular poli-
ticians, as is the case with former Governor Kirk, whose pec-
cadilloes are offset to some extent by the suggestion of potentials
of personality and programs which, if they had been properly
developed, might have produced positive results in his adminis-
tration. But the author’s basic leanings in politics are more
subtly illustrated in his treatment of George Smathers. By
emphasizing Smather’s role as a political entrepreneur, or in-
fluence broker, Mr. Peirce captures the spirit of economic
opportunism characteristic of the state’s recent development,
as well as the neglect of opportunities for developing public
programs consonant with the state’s newly acquired major status.
It is also interesting to note that, while Smathers’s associations
with the likes of Bobby Baker and Bebe Rebozo are em-
phasized, no reference is made to the close personal and con-
gressional association with President Kennedy.
In sum, scholar and layman alike will stand in awe at the
massive research sources which went into this book, and the
deft way in which Mr. Peirce integrated them. As a work of
reference, The Megastates of America is encyclopedic. But its
utility as a treatise to be consulted does nothing to detract from
its attractiveness as a volume in which to browse at leisure.
WILLIAM C. HAVARD
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
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Smugglers of Spirits: Prohibition and the Coast Guard Patrol.
By Harold Waters. (New York: Hastings House Publishers,
1971. 220 pp. Illustrations. $6.95.)
Mr. Walters is a retired Coast Guard officer who worked
his way up through the ranks after many years of service that
encompassed the Rum War of the Prohibition era and World
War II. His book deals with the experiences of the officers and
enlisted men in the naval war with the “Rummies”. Among his
shipmates were many rare, comical, and unusual characters.
Many of their antics on land and sea, along with their own
weaknesses for booze, are related in a very humorous manner.
After reading some of Mr. Waters’s wild stories you wonder
how the Coast Guard ever performed as well as they did in
enforcing the Prohibition laws. Although much of the material
is amusing, he does not neglect the more serious aspects of
the Coast Guards role in dealing with the corruption and
murder that was ever present in their daily contacts with
Rummies.
Overall the material is well written and organized. Mr.
Waters’s style is easy to read. Some of the stories tend to be re-
petitious, with the only difference being the names of his ship-
mates involved in the incident. His material and writing of the
Rum War in the Florida area is scant and disappointing when
you consider the known extent of Rummie activity in Florida
waters.
As history, this book does not contribute very much. Its
principal contribution is brief enjoyment and amusement de-
rived from reading some of Mr. Waters’s amazing yarns and
cannot compare with a far better historical presentation of the
Rum War at Sea published by the treasury department, United
States Coast Guard, in 1964.
Miami-Dade Junior College LEON O. PRIOR
Merle Evans: Maestro of the Circus. By Gene Plowden. (Miami:
E. A. Seemann Publishing Co., 1971. 154 pp. Preface, illustra-
tions, epilogue. $7.95.)
Gene Plowden, whose earlier book, Those Amazing Ringlings
and Their Circus, gave delightful proof of his profound interest
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in the circus and knowledge of the family that made it a Florida
institution, has here turned his attention to Merle Evans, another
key figure in Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey.
When Evans retired in 1969, after having been a trooper for
sixty years and band director of the “Big One” for fifty, Mr.
Ployden interviewed him in his Sarasota home. This book is the
result of interviews that drew forth an amazing amount of
reminiscence, personal and professional.
The reader follows Evans from his boyhood in a little
Kansas town, learns of his early jobs and the first cornet that
made him into a lifelong “windjammer,” and goes on through
the years of increasing skill, reputation, and achievement. School-
ing through the eighth grade was all he ever had, yet he made
himself “Mr. Circus Music” to millions and his soldierly figure
and stirring cornet as familiar as the Big Top itself.
In this reviewer’s opinion, the book, as a book, should have
started with the second chapter, rather than with one that tries
to give atmosphere by using too much of the characteristic forced
alliteration of circus bills and programs. Also, the author ob-
viously has put down word for word what Evans told him in
interviews, and the result is too much repetition; many passages
might well have been edited. On the other hand, these weak-
nesses may not lower its value to the somewhat specific groups
for which it is chiefly intended. It will perhaps appeal most
to circus fans— who revel in minutiae of any aspect of that age-
old entertainment. It should also interest those who look on
the circus as a way of life completely sui generis —  which indeed
it is. And for musicians, there is a great deal about what was
played, where and why, and the incredible amount of it. Just
before 1929, the repertoire included “1,500 marches, 300 over-
tures, 200 operatic selections, 70 gallops, 150 waltzes, 75 trombone
smears, 30 suites, 50 ballets, and 100 or more descriptive num-
bers.”
One finds here details of what went on behind the scenes;
glimpses of many personalities and the bandmaster’s reactions
to them (Evans liked Charles Ringling much better than John),
introductions to the great artists, bits of backstage gossip and
information, Roland Butler’s presentation of various “oddities”
(wonderful on the Ubangis), superstitions (tragedy will follow
playing of “The Light Cavalry March”), a host of often amusing
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anecdotes, and the extraordinary role played by the band in
such emergencies as a lion fight and the ghastly Hartford Fire.
Illustrations have been chosen with skill, and they lend a good
deal of color to this, the latest— but one hopes not the last— of
Mr. Plowden’s books on Florida circus personalities.
Sarasota, Florida MARIAN MURRAY
BOOK NOTES
Yesterday’s Tampa, by Hampton Dunn, is a pictorial history
of Tampa from about the time of the Spanish-American War
to 1950. The Burgert brothers were commercial photographers
who recorded the history of that community for more than a
half century. Their negatives were made available to Mr. Dunn,
and they are being published here for the first time. Besides
pictures of buildings, residences, streets, parks, churches, and
nature scenes, many of the historic events associated with the
community have been recorded: photographs of the passengers
and automobile that competed in Florida’s first cross-country auto
race in 1909 from Tampa to Jacksonville, the first airplane to
fly over Tampa in 1913, a commercial movie made at nearby
Sulphur Springs in 1917, and a visit by the evangelist Billy
Sunday to a Tampa orange grove in 1919. There are pictures
of Tampa after the disastrous hurricane of 1921 when flood
waters from Tampa Bay inundated the city and of the opening
day on Gandy Bridge, 1924. A chapter describing Tampa’s pre-
twentieth century history introduces the volume. Published by
E. A. Seemann Publishing, Inc., Miami, the book sells for $7.95.
Florida is a collection of handsome color and black-and-
white photographs. The text is by Bern Keating, and the photo-
graphs are by Franke Keating whose work has been featured
in a number of national journals. The pictures show the di-
verse beauty of Florida by focusing on many of the out-of-the-
way places around the Everglades, West Florida, and some of
the lesser visited keys. Contemporary Florida has not been
ignored, and there are pictures of Miami Beach, Disney World,
Naples, and the resorts and cities of the state. The volume in-
cludes pictures of famous tourist attractions such as Captain
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Bligh’s Bounty in St. Petersburg, the Ringling Museum of Art
at Sarasota, Cypress Gardens, Rainbow Springs at Dunnellon,
and the Castillo de San Marcos at Saint Augustine. The Le-
Moyne prints are reproduced to emphasize the change from
historic Florida. The volume sells for $25.00, and it was pub-
lished by Rand McNally and Company, Chicago.
Florida: A Pictorial Tour is a collection of pictures from the
files of the Florida News Bureau, Tallahassee. Richard Powell,
well-known novelist and a resident of Fort Myers, has written
an introductory chapter entitled “The Improbable Land,” in
which he sets a historical stage from the days of the prehistoric
Indians in Florida to the present. The illustrations on pp. 20-28
pictorially survey Florida’s long and interesting history. The
book is mainly a visual tour of Florida beginning at Pensacola
in the Panhandle to Fort Jefferson on Dry Tortugas at the
western edge of the Florida Keys. Handsome photos, many in
color, show the churches, homes, fishing docks, caves, public
buildings, monuments, forts, and recreation areas of Florida.
Everything from Indian mounds to the palatial mansions at Palm
Beach are included. Published by Charles Scribners Sons, New
York, the book sells for $9.95.
Metropolitan Miami: A Demographic Overview, by William
W. Jenna, Jr., was published by the University of Miami Press
in cooperation with the Center for Urban Studies, University of
Miami. Based on data collected in the 1970 federal census, it
is an economic and geographic atlas providing pertinent facts
on the physical environment, economic activities, population
distribution and analysis, and government of Dade County. Dr.
Jenna outlines the development of Dade County from a tourist
economy to the more balanced industrial society which has
emerged in the last two decades. The volume includes a variety
of maps, charts, graphs, and tables. There are also statistics on
climate and resources, labor, taxes, income levels, and popula-
tion centers. A useful bibliography is included. The volume
sells for $25.00.
Fort San Carlos, by Hale G. Smith and Ripley P. Bullen, is
a report of the findings of two separate excavations of the Fort
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San Carlos area. In 1950 John W. Griffin and Ripley P. Bullen,
working with the Florida Board of Parks and Historic Memorials,
did extensive archaeological work in the area. Unfortunately,
the field notes and profile drawings of these excavations were
lost. The plan view was published, however. In 1963, Florida
State University’s Department of Anthropology, under the di-
rection of Professor Smith, conducted an eight-weeks field
archaeological techniques course at the fort and re-excavated
most of the areas in the early activity. Fort San Carlos appears
to have been built in 1816, but the utilization of the Plaza Lot
on the present site of Fernandina dates to the First Spanish
Period. The fort was described in a Savannah newspaper in 1817
and in Niles’ Register. Apparently it was abandoned, probably
soon after 1821. A Civil War picture shows the Plaza Lot vacant
but mentions “the old Spanish earthworks.” Fort San Carlos is
in the Notes in Anthropology series, published by the Depart-
ment of Anthropology, Florida State University, Tallahassee.
The price is $1.50.
The Alachua Tradition of North-Central Florida, by Jerald
T. Milanich, is a revision of his master’s thesis done at the
University of Florida. The aboriginal culture sequence of north-
central Florida was first outlined by John M. Goggin in 1948,
who suggested that the tradition spanned two cultural periods—
Hickory Pond and Alachua. Professor Milanich did excavations
at three Alachua sites and used this information in combination
with data from two previously excavated sites to establish a
chronology for the Alachua tradition. Known Alachua culture
traits are summarized in a concluding section entitled “Alachua
Tradition in Space and Time.” This monograph sells for $1.50,
and it may be ordered from the Florida State Museum, Uni-
versity of Florida, Gainesville 32601.
Florida Close-Up is a selection of newspaper columns written
by Harris H. Mullen between 1966 and 1972 for Florida Trend.
In them Mr. Mullen comments on a variety of Florida problems
and projects. Included are discussions on “why Negroes should
be invited to join civic clubs,” “a comparison of Claude Kirk
and Huey Long,” and “the difference between a cattle thief and
a Republican.” He laments the tearing down of the Tampa
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Terrace Hotel, proposes giving Miami Beach statehood, and de-
clares for a law which would force everybody in Florida to plant
a tree each year. Mr. Mullen endorses collard green soup and
signs along Florida highways. He also talks about the people,
places, and things he does not like. His volume is subtitled,
“Some Intimate Views of a Very Misunderstood State.” Published
by Trend Publications, Tampa, it sells for $1.50.
James Weldon Johnson, by Harold W. Felton, is a young
people’s book about one of Florida’s and America’s most dis-
tinguished citizens. Born in Jacksonville, Johnson’s family had
moved to Florida from Virginia after the Civil War. His father
was a waiter at the St. James Hotel, one of the great tourist
hotels of the time. His mother was a teacher at the Stanton
School, and this is where Johnson received his early education.
After graduation from Atlanta University, he taught for a while
in Jacksonville and was admitted to the bar there. He later
became a well-known poet, author, editor, playwright, and a
successful musician and writer of popular songs. He served as
American counsel to Venezuela and Nicaragua, helped found
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
and served as its secretary for many years. One of the major
events of the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial in 1972 was the recog-
nition of Johnson as one of the city’s preeminent citizens. A
marker was also placed at the Johnson homesite. The book’s
illustrations are by Charles Shaw. Published by Dodd, Mead, &
Company, New York, it sells for $3.75.
Loggerhead and The Sponge Pirates and Other Stories are
two Florida adventure stories written for young readers by James
Stark of Miami. The first is the story of Ponce Alvarez, a fifteen-
year-old boy growing up in Key West, who wrestles giant logger-
head turtles for the enjoyment of curious tourists to help support
his family. The drawings are by Bob Hills. Sponge Pirates is a
collection of stories of boys and girls who live along the Florida
Keys and whose activities involve among other things fishing,
diving for treasure, and stalking thieves who make off with their
father’s sponge crop. Bob Lamme did the drawings for this
book. Each volume sells for $3.95, and they are published by
E. A. Seemann Publishing, Inc., Miami.
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Smoked Yankees and the Struggle for Empire: Letters from
Negro Soldiers, 1898-1902, was collected and edited by Willard
B. Gatewood, Jr. The letters were written by black soldiers serv-
ing in the regular and volunteer armies during the Spanish-
American War, and were selected from hundreds printed in the
contemporary Negro press. Included are many written from
Florida. Among the earliest troops called up in 1898 were four
regular army black regiments: Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth
Infantry and Ninth and Tenth Cavalry, which were stationed
in Georgia and in Key West. In May 1898, regular army black
soldiers were ordered to Tampa, and during the next month over
3,000 Negro troops were in training there. The Tenth Cavalry
was stationed at nearby Lakeland. The blacks in their letters
complained of the treatment they received in local saloons,
cafes, and drug stores, and the general lack of civility from local
whites. The first trouble erupted in Lakeland when the white
owner of a drug store was pistol-whipped and a white civilian
was killed. In Tampa racial trouble turned into a riot. These
and other events are recorded in the correspondence of the
Negro soldiers. This volume was published by University of
Illinois Press, Urbana, and it sells for $9.50.
Bernardo de Gálvez in Louisiana, 1776-1783, by John Walton
Caughey, has been reprinted by Pelican Publishing Company,
Gretna, Louisiana. Gálvez was appointed governor of Louisiana
in 1776, and he immediately established himself as one of its
most able colonial governors. During the American Revolution,
he provided money, supplies, and arms to American colonists
in the area. In 1781 he attacked and captured Pensacola. Not-
withstanding the title of this book, it covers actions in Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. Professor Jack C. L. Holmes
has written a short foreword which provides a perceptive evalua-
tion of Gálvez and his place in history. The volume sells for
$15.00.
To Be An Indian: An Oral History was edited by Joseph H.
Cash and Herbert T. Hoover, directors of the Doris Duke Indian
Oral History Program at the University of South Dakota. In
1966, Miss Duke, long concerned with the problems of Indian
people, agreed to support efforts to accumulate “Indian history
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An Indian Canaan: Isaac McCoy and the Vision of an Indian
State is by George A. Schultz. McCoy was a Baptist missionary
who concerned himself with establishing an Indian territory.
In his earlier work with Indian tribes in the old Northwest, he
noted the impact which white frontier culture was having upon
the Indian way of life: their culture was disintegrating. He
believed that the only solution to the maintenance of Indian
independence was the establishment of an Indian state on land
west of the Mississippi River. Here, in a territory of their own,
the Indians could be isolated from the whites and could develop
their own nation. McCoy worked toward this goal and made
numerous trips West to survey and evaluate the prospective
Indian Canaan. Problems of the Florida Seminoles during and
after the Second Seminole War are mentioned in this book.
McCoy supported the transfer of the Seminoles out of Florida,
and he recommended that civilian envoys be sent to the villages
to assure the Indians that if they surrendered they would be
treated humanely: “Presents and clothing should be made to
them— not because they should be induced, but because they are
needy.” Indian Canaan is in the Civilization of the American
Indians Series published by University of Oklahoma Press. It
sells for $8.95.
Red Power, the American Indians’ Fight for Freedom is
a collection of articles, essays, and speeches that have been
edited by Alvin M. Josephy, Jr. The aim of red or Indian
power, as Mr. Josephy tells us in his introduction, is the right
of Indians to be free of colonialists’ rule and to run their own
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from the Indian point of view.” It was her hope that through
the use of the technique of oral history Indian information in
prospective could be gathered and disseminated. The University
of South Dakota was one of the institutions responding to the
challenge, and from the taped interviews that they gathered,
representing some 800 separate interviews, has come this book.
It is the story of the Indians as told by the Indians. There is
data on the spiritual life and folklore and life on the reservation.
Published by Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, and now available
from Dryden Press, Hinsdale, Illinois, this paperback sells for
$4.00.
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affairs with security for their lands and rights. This is the major
theme of contemporary Indian affairs and of this volume. The
Indian reservation system, Indian self-government, Indian edu-
cation, and Indian identity and economic development are some
of the topics discussed. This is a McGraw-Hill paperbook, pub-
lished by American Heritage Press, and sells for $2.95.
Architecture of Middle Georgia: The Oconee Area, by John
Linley of the University of Georgia, provides a vivid recording
of the superb examples of antebellum architecture in Baldwin
County and in the surrounding counties of the Oconee area of
Georgia. The illustrations range from pre-historic Indian mounds
to contemporary buildings. An authority on Georgia history
worked with Professor Linley in listing buildings and places
which were of architectural or historical significance. Utilizing
local records and local historians, documentation was assembled
so that there was not only a visual recording of the buildings,
but their history became available, often for the first time. Much
of the information included in this volume is derived from studies
conducted by the Oconee Area Planning Commission. The pur-
pose of the author was to record permanently the outstanding
homes and buildings and to direct the interests of people of
Georgia to their unique architectural heritage. This volume was
published by the University of Georgia Press, and it sells for
$17.50.
Civil War Prisons, edited by William B. Hesseltine, was
published by Kent State University Press. Of special interest is
the essay, “Prison Life at Andersonville,” by Ovid Futch, which
was taken from his doctoral dissertation presented at the Uni-
versity of Florida and from his book published by the University
of Florida Press. These essays first appeared in Civil War History.
The price is $1.95.
Samuel Smith and the Politics of Business, 1752-1839, by John
Pancake, is the story of the man who led the defense of Baltimore
in the War of 1812. A Revolutionary War veteran and a Jeffer-
sonian Democrat, he served in Congress during the administra-
tion of the first seven Presidents of the United States. Published
by University of Alabama Press, it sells for $8.50.
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The English Defenders of American Freedoms, 1774-1778, six
pamphlets attacking British policy, were compiled by Paul H.
Smith of the Library of Congress’s American Revolution Bi-
centennial Commission Office. He has provided a general intro-
duction of the volume, as well as brief surveys of the work of
each author and annotation to the individual pamphlets. These
six rare pamphlets are reprinted to broaden historical interest
in the intellectual sources of the American Revolution. English
Defenders is for sale at $2.75 a copy from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington 20402.
William Vans Murray, Federalist Diplomat: The Shaping
of Peace with France, 1797-1801, by Peter P. Hill, is the bio-
graphy of John Adams’s protege who was stationed at the Hague.
Although the Floridas are hardly mentioned in this volume,
their possession by the United States was highly desired. Murray
supported the annexation of both Florida and Louisiana to the
United States, and that point is made in this biography. Pub-
lished by Syracuse University Press, it sells for $8.50.
The Dawn’s Early Light, by Walter Lord, is the story of the
events, September 12-14, 1814, from the time of the British
landing along Chesapeake Bay through the attack on Baltimore.
It was while Fort McHenry was under seige by the British fleet
that Francis Scott Key watched from his flag-of-truce boat, trying
to see if “our flag was still there.” Walter Lord writes easily
and well, and he includes all of the exciting events of that
important era in America’s history. Mrs. Dolley Madison’s efforts
to save the Stuart portraits of George Washington when the
British moved against the city of Washington is one of these
actions. Published by W. W. Norton and Company, New York,
the book sells for $8.50.
Portrait of a Decade: Roy Stryker and the Development of
Documentary Photography in the Thirties is by F. Jack Hurley,
professor of history at Memphis State University. Stryker and
a staff of photographers, mostly volunteers, focused on the
people and places in the South during the depression years of the
1930s and developed a superlative pictorial essay. Stryker was
chief of the historical section of the Farm Security Administra-
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tion during the New Deal era. Although there are no pictures
specifically devoted to Florida, the problems of the depression
in the South were very much Florida’s problems at that time.
Published by Louisiana State University Press, the book sells
for $12.95.
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The Annual Meeting
The Florida Historical Society will hold its seventy-first
annual meeting in Fort Pierce, May 11-12, 1973, at the Port St.
Lucie Hilton Hotel. Members of the St. Lucie Historical So-
ciety, Martin County Historical Society, and Indian River Area
Historical Commission are hosts. Mrs. Addie Emerson and Mrs.
Clifton Davis of Fort Pierce are the chairpersons in charge of
local arrangements. Dr. E. Ashby Hammond, University of
Florida, and Dr. Thelma Peters, Miami, are program chair-
persons. Reading papers are Professors Harry A. Kersey, Jr.,
Florida Atlantic University; Lucius F. Ellsworth, University of
West Florida; Peter Klingman, Daytona Beach Community Col-
lege; Arthur O. White, University of Florida; Jerry Weeks,
Palm Beach Atlantic College; James W. Covington, University
of Tampa; and Eugene Lyons, Indian River Community Col-
lege; and William Cockrell, State Bureau of Historic Sites and
Properties, Division of Archives, History, and Records Manage-
ment. Professors Edward C. Williamson, Auburn University,
and Charlton W. Tebeau, University of Miami, will serve as
commentators.
Dr. Frank Slaughter of Jacksonville will be the banquet
speaker Saturday evening. Dr. Samuel Proctor will announce the
recipient of the Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida
History for 1972-1973. Milton D. Jones will present the Presen-
tation of Florida History by News Media Award. The winners
of the Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award and the
Charlton W. Tebeau Junior Book Award will also be announced
at the banquet.
Certificates of Commendation and an Award of Merit from
the American Association for State and Local History will be
given to Miss Thelma Boltin of White Springs, William R.
Hellier of Fort Pierce, Dr. Leitch Wright of Florida State Uni-
versity, and Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau, University of Miami, for
the work that they have done in recording, interpreting, and
disseminating local, state, and regional history.
[474]
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On Friday evening a dramatization, “Song of the Indian
River,” which has been written and produced by Mrs. Ada Coats
Williams especially for this occasion will be presented at the
convention center. There will be sightseeing trips on Saturday
afternoon to the historic sites in the area and to the historic
museums. There will be a reception prior to the Saturday even-
ing banquet. Registration begins at nine o’clock on May 11 in
the lobby of the Port St. Lucie Hilton Hotel. Program sessions
will be in the convention center.
The board of directors will hold its meeting on Thursday
evening. The business luncheon Saturday will be convened by
Dr. John E. Johns, president of the Society. The convention is
open to the general public.
Florida Bicentennial History Symposium
“Eighteenth Century Florida and the Caribbean Commun-
ity” is the theme of the second in a series of symposia sponsored
by the Bicentennial Commission of Florida relating to the Bi-
centennial of American independence. The 1973 conference is
being held with Florida International University, June 1-2, 1973,
at the Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach. It was planned by the
Bicentennial research and publications committee. Among those
reading papers will be Richard B. Sheridan, University of
Kansas; William M. Coker, University of West Florida; Jack C.
Greene, The Johns Hopkins University; Barry Higman, The
University of the West Indies; Orlando Patterson, Harvard
University; Charles Fairbanks, University of Florida; R. Duncan
Mathewson, The Institute of Jamaica; and Thomas Mathews,
Institute of Caribbean Studies, University of Puerto Rico. Sir
Philip Sherlock, Secretary General, Association of Caribbean
Universities and Research Institutes, will deliver the luncheon
address, June 1. All sessions will be open to the public. For
information and programs write University Services and Con-
tinuing Education, Florida International University, Tamiami
Trail, Miami, Florida 33144.
Announcements and Activities
The Florida Anthropological Society held its twenty-fifth
annual meeting in Government House, St. Augustine, March
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17-18, 1973. John W. Griffin, director, Historic St. Augustine
Preservation Board, was program chairman. Subjects discussed
included Seminole Indian ethnohistory, Creek Indian crafts,
Seminole costumes, and historic archeology. Dr. Charles Fair-
banks, University of Florida, was the banquet speaker. At the
business meeting, the following officers were elected for 1973:
George H. Magruder, president; John W. Griffin, vice-president;
Benjamin I. Waller, second vice-president; Donald Crusoe,
treasurer; Nan D. Magruder, secretary; Ripley P. Bullen, editor.
Members of the Executive Committee are Dan Laxson, T. H.
Gouchnour, Richard D. Hagen, Wilma Williams, Yulee Lazarus,
and Wes Coleman.
The Council on Abandoned Military Posts— U.S.A. organized
its Department of Florida at a meeting in Tampa, February 17,
1973. Dr. James W. Covington, University of Tampa, Theodore
Lesley, Frank Laumer, and Randy Nimnicht of the Florida
Division of Archives, History, and Records Management were
the speakers. Thomas B. Mitchell, Treasure Island, was in
charge of arrangements. For membership information write to
the secretary, P.O. Box 194, Quantico, Virginia 22134.
Summer programs of the Nantucket Preservation Institute
are sponsored by the Nantucket Historical Trust, the University
of Florida, the National Park Service, and the National Trust
for Historic Preservation. Summer pre-professional programs
for undergraduate and graduate students in architecture,
interior design, urban studies, and architectural history are ad-
ministered by the Department of Architecture, University of
Florida. Using courses regularly scheduled at the University,
but applicable to special studies on the island, students are
able to earn credit hours during each summer quarter. Faculty
from the University of Florida and consultants from the National
Trust, National Park Service, and other preservation organiza-
tions provide instruction. Paralleling the pre-professional pro-
gram are professional workshops, one of which is a two-week
workshop to be held July 16-27. Participants are recruited from
the federal and state agencies which are responsible for inven-
tories and nominations to the National Register. Nantucket is
used as a case study in recognition of its architectural styles and
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their significance and in developing the concepts of district
recognition. Recognizing the rapid growth throughout the
United States in the number of established historic districts,
the Preservation Institute will cosponsor with the National
Trust for Historic Preservation, a Legal Symposium, August 5-8,
on the legal issues encountered in the administration of historic
district ordinances. This symposium is intended primarily for
the practicing attorney associated with the administration of
historic district ordinances. Inquiries about the 1973 summer
program should be addressed to Professor F. Blair Reeves, De-
partment of Architecture, University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida 32601.
The John M. Goggin Award for Method and Theory in His-
torical Archeology has been created by the Conference on His-
toric Site Archeology as a memorial to Professor Goggin who
helped organize the conference in 1959. The award of $500 is
offered to encourage scholarly research in method, theory, and
interpretation in historical archeology. The winning manuscript
will be published in the Conference on Historic Site Archeology
Papers, and the prize will be presented at the annual meeting
of the conference. The manuscript should be an original, un-
published work, not over 30,000 words. Stanley South, Institute
of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina 29208, is chairman of the award com-
mittee, and manuscripts should be sent to him.
The second annual meeting of the Southern Region of the
Popular Culture Association will be held September 27-29, 1973,
at the Americana Motor Hotel, Atlanta, Georgia. For further
information, write Henry S. Marks, 301 Terry-Hutchins Build-
ing, 102 Clinton Avenue W., Huntsville, Alabama 35801.
“Fundamental Testaments of the American Revolution,” the
second in a series of Library of Congress symposia relating to
the Bicentennial of American independence, will be held May
10-11, 1973, at the Library of Congress, Washington. There is
no admission fee for the symposium, but because seating is
limited, advance registration is required. For information write
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to the American Revolution Bicentennial Office, Library of
Congress, Washington 20540.
The America the Beautiful Fund of the Natural Area Coun-
cil, Inc., is offering seed grants up to $1,000 to innovate com-
munity-based historical projects. The Fund is seeking to aid
“participatory programs to revitalize community interest in local
history and town environment.” Grants are contingent on
matching funds from local sources. For information write 219
Shoreham Bldg., Washington 20005.
The Talquin Electric Cooperative, Inc., has purchased and
restored the historic Bruce House in Quincy. The house is
located on land once owned by Robert Forbes, the first sheriff
of Gadsden County. The structure, which dates to the nineteenth
century, is a good example of the raised cottage type of architec-
ture characteristic of the Louisiana-Mississippi gulf coast. The
residence was originally brick, but it was stuccoed to waterproof
the outside walls. Some exterior changes have been made to
the property, and plumbing and electricity have been added.
The Talquin Electric Cooperative uses the building for its
offices, and an upper floor room has been furnished in the style
of the 1800s.
Local Societies and Commissions
Alachua County Historical Commission—  Jack Opdyke, Jess
Davis, Sara Drylie, Ron Stalvey, and Marjorie Carr were ap-
pointed committee chairpersons at the January 9 meeting at
the County Courthouse. Norm La Coe was elected secretary. He
also serves as chairman of the Alachua County Action ‘76 Steer-
ing Committee. Sam Gowan reported that Historic Gainesville,
Inc., with county support, has organized approximately 120 vol-
unteers to make an inventory of significant Alachua County
structures more than fifty years old. The commission will sup-
port an oral history project under the direction of Barbara
Gallant.
Alachua County Historical Society—  The reconstruction era
in Florida and Alachua County was discussed by Dr. Ralph
Peek of the University of Florida at the January 16 meeting in
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the First Presbyterian Church. Dr. Carolyn Griffis spoke at the
February program meeting. Dedication ceremonies were held
February 17 for historical markers at Fort Clarke, Archer,
Micanopy, and Alachua. The Society is also making an effort
to secure publication of a commemorative stamp honoring
Thomas G. Pearson, the famed naturalist who did much of his
important work in Alachua County.
Dunedin Historical Society—  The Society met with other area
historical societies and commissions in a joint meeting in Clear-
water on January 24, 1973 to hear N. E. Bill Miller of the
Florida Bicentennial Commission discuss the state and national
program for the Bicentennial celebration in 1976. The Society
also held a “Wearing of the Green” dance for the benefit of its
restoration program March 16.
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society—  In cooperation with the
Himmarshee and Francis Broward Chapters, Daughters of the
American Revolution, the Society placed a marker on the en-
trance gates to Evergreen Cemetery showing its establishment
in 1910. The most recent issue of “New River News” is dedi-
cated to Mrs. Erma N. Sykes Abbey who has been involved
actively since the early 1930s in the education of Florida Semi-
nole children.
Historical Association of Southern Florida—  Dr. Thelma
Peters, vice-president of the Florida Historical Society, is organ-
izing the Society’s library and archives on a volunteer basis. Dr.
Charlton W. Tebeau spoke at the December program meeting,
and Arva Moore Parks gave an illustrated lecture on Coconut
Grove, using pictures from the Munroe Collection, at the Janu-
ary 8 meeting. At the February meeting, Dr. Peters described
“Lemon City, Pioneer Community” and showed a number of
historic photographs. “New Data on Southwest Florida Indians”
was the subject of an illustrated lecture by Dr. Wilburn A.
Cockrell, underwater archeologist, State Bureau of Historic
Sites and Properties, Division of Archives, History and Records
Management, at the March 6 meeting. The Association’s activi-
ties and meetings are held in the new historical museum which
adjoins the Museum of Science. David T. Alexander serves as
museum director.
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Jacksonville Historical Society—  J. Edwin Gay discussed “The
History of the Courts and the Bar in Duval County” at the
February 14 meeting in the Friday Musicale Auditorium. The
Society and the Jacksonville Art Museum presented a joint pro-
gram on March 20. Max Huig of Amsterdam discussed lithog-
raphy; his topic was “The Talking Stones.” Joseph E. Lee,
Jacksonville’s first black lawyer, who served in the Florida legis-
lature in the 1870s, was honored January 21, when a community
center in Jacksonville was named for him. Ike Williams took
part in the ceremonies. Among recent new gifts accessioned for
the Society’s library are first-day covers, postcards, photographs,
newspapers, newspaper clippings, and letters. A collection of
papers relating to the Daniel Memorial Home for Children was
given to the Society by Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bedell. Brigadier
General Stoyte O. Ross is president of the Society.
Jefferson County Historical Society—  Dr. Samuel Proctor,
University of Florida, described national and state plans for
the Bicentennial at a program meeting held in the Wirick-
Simmons House, Monticello, February 26. He suggested a pro-
gram emphasizing historical record collecting and preservation
and architectural preservation and restoration. The annual
Monticello Tour of Homes took place March 31-April 1, and on
display in Monticello were the Carr Settle House, Presbyterian
Church, Edgewood Plantation, Dixie Plantation, W. L. Oliver
House, S. D. Clarke House, and the Wirick-Simmons House. In
Lloyd, the Bond House and the Lloyd Railroad station were on
the tour. Mrs. Frederick Connally is president of the Society.
Madison County Historical Society—  A marker noting the site
of the Seminole Indian War blockhouse was dedicated February
25 in Confederate Memorial Park, Madison. This is the thirteenth
historical marker in the county. Mrs. Carlton Smith, Ruth
Reams, and Mary Jane Pfell represented the Society at the cere-
monies. Mrs. W. C. Copeland, Jr., is president of the Society.
Orange County Historical Commission—  An historical marker
has been placed to commemorate original Pine Castle and its
builder, William Wallace Harney, who built his home on the
western shores of Lake Conway about 1870. The historical mu-
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seum has accessioned a number of books, clippings, photographs,
postcards, maps, and assorted memorabilia.
Palm Beach County Historical Society—  Judge James R. Knott,
former president of the Florida Historical Society, presented a
slide lecture depicting Palm Beach’s historical past at the January
9, 1973, meeting at the Henry Morrison Flagler Museum. Dr. R.
Gerald McMurtry, editor of Lincoln Lore and an expert on Abra-
ham Lincoln, spoke at the February meeting. His subject was
“The Lincoln Saga.” On March 13, David T. Alexander, museum
director, Historical Association of Southern Florida, gave a talk
entitled “Pioneering in South Florida.” The Morris Holley family
has donated the original architectural plans and drawings of
Addison Mizner and other local architects to the Society’s library.
Peace River Valley Historical Society—  Hampton Dunn, Flor-
ida author and newsman, spoke on the “Pollution of Florida’s
History and Heritage” at the January 26 meeting at Pioneer Park,
Zolfo Springs. Vernon Peeples of Ponta Gorda described the Boca
Grande settlement of southwest Florida at the February 23 meet-
ing. Marjory Stoneman Douglas received the 1972 Florida History
Award at a dinner meeting, March 30. Mrs. Douglas is an
authority on Florida history. She is a noted newspaper corres-
pondent and has been active on the state, regional, and
national level in organizations and movements dedicated to
preserving the environment. She was one of the major forces in
the establishment of Everglades National Park. She has also
written several books about Florida including The Everglades:
River of Grass and The Long Frontier. William M. Goza of
Clearwater, former president of Florida Historical Society and a
recipient of the 1968 Florida History Award, made the presenta-
tion. The Society is planning to unveil a historical marker
honoring “Bone” Mizell, Florida’s prairie philosopher and
humorist, on May 20 at Zolfo Springs.
Pensacola Historical Society—  According to its annual report,
the Museum accessioned 156 gifts during the past year, including
the Occie Clubbs Papers. The genealogy collection housed in the
Lelia Abercrombie Historical Library, some 2,000 family data
sheets, represents more than 10,000 people who have lived in the
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Pensacola and Escambia County area. “The Battle of Pensacola”
was the subject for a paper presented by Mrs. Lawrence Andrus
at the February 19 meeting.
Pinellas County Historical Commission—  The Junior Service
League of Clearwater is gathering data for a history of the com-
munity with the cooperation of the Commission. A joint meet-
ing with other area historical societies was held on January 24
for the presentation by N. E. Bill Miller of the Florida Bicen-
tennial Commission. Recent acquisitions include books, post-
cards, daguerreotypes, and a variety of artifacts.
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society—  N. E. Bill Miller,
executive director, Bicentennial Commission of Florida, spoke
at a joint meeting of the Pinellas County Historical Commission,
Dunedin Historical Society, Tarpon Springs Historical Society,
and the Safety Harbor Area Historical Society on January 24,
1973 in Clearwater. Mr. Miller showed the color film, A
Declaration of Independence, and described the plans for cele-
brating the Bicentennial in Florida. Professor Clyde Reed, Mu-
seum of Science and Natural History, Tampa, spoke on Ameri-
can Indian archeology at the February 27 meeting, which was
held jointly with the Dunedin Historical Society, Mease Manor,
Dunedin. The Society participated in the Count Phillipe Festival,
sponsored by the Safety Harbor Chamber of Commerce, April 7.
St. Augustine Historical Society—  At a ceremony in October
at the Castillo de San Marcos, N. Putnam Calhoun, president of
the Society, was the main speaker. A marker, the gift of Mrs.
Thomas J. McCahill III of Ormond Beach, was dedicated mem-
orializing Governor Manuel de Cendoya who broke ground on
October 2, 1672, for the Castillo. Mrs. McCahill is a direct des-
cendant of Governor Cendoya. On behalf of the Cendoya family
of Spain, Sr. Pedro Cendoya Oscoz of Barcelona, presented a
standard bearing the Cendoya arms. Sr. Pedro Cendoya Martinez
represented his father at this presentation. Bruce Miller, deputy
director, National Park Service Florida Caribbean District, and
Sr. Don Vincente Ramírez Montesinos were also on the program.
At its fall quarterly meeting, Manuel A. Morales, chief park
historical interpreter of the Castillo de San Marcos National
Monument, was the speaker.
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St. Lucie Historical Society—  L. C. McDaniels of Micco,
Florida, was the speaker at the January 16 program meeting. Mr.
McDaniels was responsible for all mail delivery at the U. S. Navy
amphibious training base at Fort Pierce during World War II,
and his talk related to that activity. John Durham, local artist
and Indian painter, was the speaker at the February 20 meeting.
His topic was “Indians, Spears, and Archery.”
Southwest Florida Historical Society—  The medical history of
the Caloosahatchee Valley was the topic of the talk by Ernest
Hall, president of the Society, at the program meeting, Feb-
ruary 8, in the Lee County Courthouse. William Bolz, who is
photographing landmarks and historic sites in southwest Florida,
gave an illustrated lecture at the January meeting. A pageant
based on the history of Collier County was presented in Ever-
glades City, Naples, and Immokalee as part of the County’s
fiftieth birthday. Volunteers from the Southwest Historical So-
ciety and the Collier County Historical Society staffed a booth
honoring Collier County’s semi-centennial at the Southwest
Florida Fair in January. An article, “Discovering the First
Floridians,” by Alberta Rawchuck, appeared in the February
1973 number of the Caloosa Quarterly.
Tarpon Springs Historical Society—  The histories of the James
Washington Alderman, George N. Cretekos, and Gause families
were presented at the Remembrance Tea, an annual event for
the Society. “Some Early Reminiscences of Tarpon Springs,” by
J. C. Boyer, was also part of that program. The Society spon-
sored an essay contest for high school students, and Jan Nelson
was first prize winner with an essay entitled “Sponge: the
Golden Fleece.” The presentations were made by Gertrude
Stoughton, Society president. “Old Houses in the Tarpon
Springs Area” was the subject for the program meeting, Febru-
ary 22. “Old Home Week” was held in Tarpon Springs in
March when several of the local homes were opened to the
public. Efforts will be made to convert the Sponge Exchange
into an historical museum.
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Florida Historical Society
The semi-annual meeting of the officers and board of directors
of the Florida Historical Society was convened in the Society’s
library, University of South Florida Library, Tampa, at 10:15
a.m., January 6, 1973, by Dr. John E. Johns, president. Attend-
ing were Milton D. Jones, Thelma Peters, Mrs. Milton D. Jones,
Mary Jane Kuhl, Samuel Proctor, Audrey Broward, Donald Curl,
Michel G. Emmanuel, David Forshay, Bryon S. Hollingshead,
Anthony P. Pizzo, Sister Elizabeth Ann Rice, Jerrell H. Shofner,
Normann Simons, Charlton Tebeau, and James C. Craig. Dr.
Johns welcomed the group and introduced the new Board mem-
bers, Sister Elizabeth Ann Rice and Messrs. Emmanuel, Forshay,
and Simons. Mrs. Emmanuel, William M. Goza, and E. A. Ham-
mond were recognized. The minutes of the previous Board
session on May 11, 1972 were approved as published in the
October 1972 issue of The Florida Historical Quarterly.
The President stated that Mrs. C. G. Lindley of Panama
City has asked the Florida Historical Society to pass a resolution
favoring the preservation of a 250-acre tract of land on Tindell
Air Force Base, which is in danger of being sold by the federal
government to a paper company for a dumping area. Dr. Forshay
made the following resolution:
RESOLVED, that the Florida Historical Society supports
and endorses all efforts toward acquisition of a certain 250-
acre tract of land on Tindell Air Force Base, Florida, by the
State of Florida, or the retention of same by the Federal
Government, and that it be preserved as an historical site.
The resolution passed, and the recording secretary was in-
structed to communicate this action to Mrs. Lindley.
Dr. Johns showed a plaque from the Liberty Ship SS Andrew
Turnbull presented to the Society by H. J. Turnbull, a descent-
and of Andrew Turnbull.
Mrs. Kuhl, executive secretary, reported that the Society had
1,734 members as of December 31, 1972, a net gain of 188 over
the previous year. The balance in all bank accounts is $36,985.45:
[484]
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Father Jerome Memorial Book Fund, $3,273.07; Julian Yonge
Publication Fund, $14,302.50; Arthur W. Thompson Memorial
Fund, $2,815.28; main savings, $13,406.98; checking account,
$2,984.73; and Charlton W. Tebeau Fund, $202.89. Mrs. Kuhl
explained the various bank accounts to the new directors. Mr.
Forshay moved the acceptance of the financial report, and this
passed.
Mrs. Kuhl asked that the Board consider sending one delin-
quent dues notice to members one month prior to their actual
expiration date. This would save time, postage, and in many
cases, an issue of the Quarterly. The Board instructed Mrs. Kuhl
to proceed in this manner. It was decided to leave the foreign
subscriptions at the same cost, not imposing a premium for
additional out-of-the-country postage. Mrs. Kuhl requested money
for the binding of periodicals, and this was approved. Mrs. Kuhl
noted that the University of South Florida Library would be
moving to new quarters, and with this in mind, she asked about
disposition of duplicates of periodicals in the Society’s files. She
was instructed to trade or sell the extras. A form letter listing
the periodicals inventory will be sent to members. The foot
locker of Colonel Hamilton R. Horsey whose papers were given
to the Florida Historical Society will be returned to the family.
Dr. Proctor, editor, Florida Historical Quarterly, stated that
all matters relating to the editing of the journal were satisfactory.
There is a backlog of first quality material that has been accepted
for publication. Articles are being submitted by scholars from
all parts of the United States. Dr. Proctor asked Board members
to encourage research and writing among all persons, amateur
and professional alike. He also asked for suggestions for use on
the cover of the journal. Dr. Johns complimented the editor on
his work on the Quarterly.
Dr. Shofner reported that his committee consisting of Milton
Jones and Samuel Proctor met to work out a plan to index
volumes XXXVI-L of the Florida Historical Quarterly and to
publish the index. Mrs. Carol F. Lauer of the Florida State
Library is checking and collating the cards and will type a
manuscript. The project is now in its final stages. It was agreed
previously to pay a fee of $500-$750 to Mrs. Lauer for her
services. It was noted that the Florida Historical Society had no
investment in the project so far, and that the typing of the
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cards has been done by students at the University of Florida
and librarians from the Gainesville Public Library. Miss Broward
was added to the Committee to examine the final manuscript
draft.
Dr. Hammond, co-chairman with Dr. Peters of the program
for the annual meeting, reported that the Committee had met
with the local arrangements committee in Fort Pierce in Sept-
ember. He outlined the tentative program that is being planned.
Dr. Johns will invite the banquet speaker. The headquarters
hotel will be the Port St. Lucie Hilton. Joseph Coville, Indian
River Community College, Fort Pierce, is local arrangements
chairman.
Mrs. Kuhl reported that copies of the Quarterly purchased
from the Historical Association of Southern Florida had been
received and were being sold. Dr. Johns asked Dr. Peters to
inventory the artifacts, pictures, and other properties belonging
to the Society which are not in the Society Library.
Dr. Johns reviewed the Society’s plans to organize historical
societies and commissions. The Society will extend an invitation
to every historical group in the state to send a representative at
its own expense to a planning session to discuss the means where-
by a confederation for the exchange of information and for the
benefit of mutual strength could be developed. The possibility
of having such a meeting in conjunction with the annual meet-
ing was discussed. Dr. Proctor suggested having an organizational
meeting at the Historical Society’s Library, and then hold a
second meeting with the annual convention. Dr. Johns then
appointed the following to serve on a committee to pursue the
project: Dr. Proctor, Milton Jones, Vernon Peeples, Ms. Linda
Ellsworth, and Dr. Martin LaGodna.
Dr. Johns stated the health and status of the Florida His-
torical Society depended on the ability of the President to stimu-
late the interest and cooperation of the membership. More con-
tinuity is needed between meetings he pointed out, to pursue
the Society’s business. He called for the creation of an executive
committee to meet quarterly. Mr. Jones stated that under the
by-laws and charter, it was permissable for the Board to create
such a committee to oversee Society affairs. Mr. Jones proposed
the following Resolution for consideration:
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RESOLVED, That there is established an Executive Com-
mittee consisting of the President, the President-Elect, the
Vice-President, the Executive Secretary, the Editor of the
Quarterly, and the immediate Past President, who shall con-
fer and prosecute the business of the Society and report to
the Board. Such committee shall meet at least quarterly. The
President shall be its chairman. A simple majority shall
constitute a quorum for its meetings.
The Resolution was passed.
Dr. Johns proposed the name of Dr. John K. Mahon, Gaines-
ville to fill a vacancy on the Board. A motion to approve was
passed.
Mr. Jones then proposed the following Resolution:
RESOLVED, That as a matter of continuing policy, should
any Board member fail to attend two successive Board meet-
ings, except for impelling reasons, the President is authorized
to declare the office of such Board member to have been
abandoned and therefore vacant. Such office shall be deemed
vacant upon written declaration to such effect filed with the
Executive Secretary, and shall be filled as provided in Section
7, Article III, of the Revised By-Laws of the Society.
A copy of this Resolution will be circulated to all Board
members. The Resolution was adopted.
Dr. Proctor stated that the University of West Florida has
proposed collecting all of the extant papers relating to the
Panton, Leslie and Company and Forbes and Company for a
definitive microfilm edition. The University of Florida and the
Florida Historical Society have been invited to participate in
this project. A six-person editorial board will be approved to
represent the consortium and to work with Dr. William Coker,
University of West Florida, who will direct the project. Dr.
Johns appointed Dr. Proctor and Mrs. Kuhl to represent the
Society. Dr. Proctor asked for permission to photocopy the
original manuscripts and their typescripts from the Greenslade
and Cruzat Papers for the project. This was approved and the
Society will pay these costs.
To plan the Society’s participation in the American Revolu-
tion Bicentennial, Dr. Proctor proposed setting up a committee
which will establish the goals of what the Society wants to do
by 1976. Such things as completion of the index to the Quarterly,
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cataloging of manuscripts, increasing membership, adding to
the various funds, and bringing the Society’s library up-to-date
were suggested. Dr. Johns will appoint a committee to handle
this assignment.
Dr. Proctor informed the board that his budget from the
University of Florida for the Quarterly had been cut, and if the
money is not replaced, the Society will have to assist. A motion
was made, seconded, and passed to appropriate $500 for aid to
the Quarterly, if it is necessary.
Dr. Johns stated that the Florida Historical Society had been
offered a valuable piece of property for use as a headquarters
site. This matter is being examined, and a report will be made
at the annual meeting. Dr. Johns felt that it would be difficult
to get private funding until an identifiable headquarters site
is found.
Dr. Johns thanked Mrs. Kuhl for handling the arrangements
for the meeting and all those present for their cooperation. He
then adjourned the meeting at 1 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Alva L. Jones
O B I T U A R Y
Dr. William J. Schellings
Dr. William J. Schellings died in Japan August 8, 1972, at
the age of fifty-eight. He received his Master of Arts from the
University of Miami; his thesis topic was “Tampa, Florida: Its
Role in the Spanish-American War, 1898.” His doctorate was
from the University of Florida, and his dissertation was “The
Role of Florida in the Spanish-American War, 1898.” He taught
at Troy State University, Alabama, and Old Dominion Univer-
sity, Norfolk, Virginia. A longtime member of the Florida His-
torical Association, Dr. Schellings was a Fulbright summer
fellow and lecturer in Taiwan and Japan. Several of his articles
were published in the Florida Historical Quarterly and
Tequesta. At the time of his death he was completing a study on
Korean and Japanese student radical movements.
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G REAT EXPECTATIONS. . . . . .
1973
May 10-12 FLORIDA HISTORICAL Port St. Lucie Hilton
SOCIETY— 71st Fort Pierce, Fla.
ANNUAL MEETING
June 1-2 Florida American Florida International
Revolution Bicentennial University
Symposium
Sept. 18-21 American Association for Edmonton, Alberta
State and Local History
Sept. 25-28 Society of American St. Louis, Mo.
Archivists
Oct. 11-14 National Trust for Historic Cleveland, Ohio
Preservation
Nov. 1-4 National Oral History
Colloquium West Point, N.Y.
Nov. 7-10 Southern Historical Atlanta, Ga.
Association
Dec. 27-30 American Historical San Francisco, Calif.
Association
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905
OFFICERS
JOHN  E. JOHNS , president
MILTON  D. JONES , president-elect
THELMA  PETERS , vice-president
MRS. MILTON D. JONES, recording secretary
MARY  JANE  KUHL , executive secretary and librarian
SAMUEL  PROCTOR , editor, The Quarterly
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The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its
members. The annual membership fee is $7.50, but special mem-
berships of $15.00, $50.00, $75.00, and $150.00 are available.
Correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions should
be addressed to Mary Jane Kuhl, Executive Secretary, University
of South Florida Library, Tampa, Florida 33620. Inquiries con-
cerning back numbers of the Quarterly should be directed to
Mrs. Kuhl.
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